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1

1.1 OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA
Sleep is one of the main aspects of life. It takes roughly a third of our daily life
in which we leave the helm of consciousness and let our bodies autonomously
manage several physiological processes necessary for our physical and psychological wellbeing [1]. Unfortunately, several disorders can impair the crucial physiological role of sleep. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is one of the
most common sleep disorders, with approximately 1 billion adults worldwide
suffering from it [2]. This disorder is characterized by repetitive respiratory
events during sleep in which the upper airway airﬂow decreases due to complete or partial obstructions. This respiratory condition causes several physiological phenomena, such as hypoxia and respiratory effort increases. Fortunately, these respiratory events are not life-threatening per se in the absence
of other conditions. Our body is provided with an effective control system
that collects information via pressure and chemical sensors, communicates
abnormal values to the main controller (i.e. the central nervous system, CNS)
and triggers a response, usually in the form of short arousals, to restore a normal respiratory function. Even though our body impeccably protects us from
these sleep events of which we are mostly unaware, our health pays the toll
for the intermittent hypoxia and for the sleep disruption occurring caused by
and in response to respiratory events. Daytime sleepiness, fatigue, depression, metabolic dysregulation and cardiovascular complications are just a few
examples of the impact of OSA on a person’s health [3–5]. In addition to the
health impact, OSA represents a burden also for the society since untreated
patients are likely to have an increased risk of car and workplace accidents,
lower productivity, and stress on interpersonal relationships [4, 5].
Regrettably, the signiﬁcant OSA prevalence worldwide is just the iceberg
tip of the epidemiological traits of this sleep disorder. The elevated obesity
risk characterizing our modern lifestyle is contributing to the continuous rise
of OSA. Obesity promotes upper airway narrowing and a reduced lung volume, thus increasing the likelihood of respiratory events [3, 6]. Besides, obesity and OSA are connected in a vicious cycle that boosts the health sequelae
of both disorders, e.g. the sleepiness induced by OSA increases sedentary
behaviors while the obesity-inﬂuenced neck anatomy increases the risk of
airway obstructions [7]. To aggravate the situation, the prevalence and upsurge of OSA are paired with a signiﬁcant number of undiagnosed cases.
As an example, it is estimated that 80% of the OSA adult population in the
USA has not been diagnosed [8]. This diagnostic deﬁciency is caused principally by the diﬃculty to recognize individuals with few or subtle symptoms,
by lack of awareness of the symptoms by patients and caregivers, and because suitable screening methods do not exist as of yet [6, 9]. Putting aside
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the uncountable human life value that this disorder threatens, the economic
cost of an undiagnosed OSA patient is estimated to be three times the overall
cost of a successfully treated patient in the USA [5], revealing the signiﬁcant
burden of OSA on the healthcare system. Even when the OSA patients are successfully diagnosed and receive treatments, only a part of them will remain
compliant to the treatments for an extended period, e.g. approximately only
60% in the USA and Europe [5, 10]. The causes of treatment drop-out are
principally rooted in the OSA severity, obtrusiveness of the treatments, and
lack of perceived beneﬁcial effects [11–13].
Fortunately, OSA awareness and diagnostic and treatment technology are
continuously improving [4], and the wearable physiological monitoring revolution witnessed in the last decade holds the promise to provide new ammunition for the ﬁght against this condition [14–16]. For instance, wearable
devices might become the accepted tool for objectively screening and longterm monitoring of sleep. This research work aims to contribute to the fulﬁllment of these promises by developing and critically analyzing a new OSA
monitoring method for wearable devices.
1.2 OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA DIAGNOSTICS
1.2.1 The gold standard The gold standard diagnostic tool to investigate
OSA is polysomnography (PSG). PSG consists of an overnight measurement
performed at a sleep clinic in which several aspects of the neural, muscular, cardiac and respiratory activities of a person are measured [17]. This
recording is manually annotated by sleep technicians to assess the sleep
architecture and the presence of sleep events relevant for sleep disorders
diagnosis. Speciﬁcally for OSA, sleep architecture and respiratory events
are the core elements for diagnosis. The sleep architecture, in the form of
sleep stages, is annotated based on speciﬁc behaviors of electroencephalographic (EEG), electrooculographic (EOG) and electromyographic (EMG) signals. The overnight recordings are divided into 30 seconds segments, deﬁned
as epochs, and each one is associated with one of ﬁve sleep stages: wake,
rapid eye movement (REM), and N1, N2 and N3 (non-REM stages, NREM). The
signals employed for sleep scoring are also used to identify the presence of
arousals, denoted in the PSG as abrupt changes in the electrophysiological
activity. The arousals could occur spontaneously as part of physiologic regulation processes or be induced by a disorder like OSA. The respiratory events
are annotated based on the respiratory activity signals (thoracoabdominal
movements, oronasal airﬂow, blood oxygen saturation) and the presence of
arousals. Table 1.1 reports the recommended criteria effective in 2020 to
score the different types of respiratory events [18].
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Events

Duration

Airﬂow

Obstructive
Apnea

≥ 10 sec

90% reduction

≥ 10 sec

90% reduction

Absent

≥ 10 sec

90% reduction

Initially absent,
then present

30% reduction

Continued
or increased

Central
Apnea
Mixed
Apnea

1

Hypopnea

≥ 10 sec

Respiratory
effort
Continued
or increased

Consequence

≥ 3% oxygen

desaturation
(pre-event baseline)
OR arousal

Table 1.1: Deﬁnition of the respiratory events. American Academy of Sleep
Medicine (AASM) guidelines for event scoring [18]

1.2.2 At-home OSA testing Although PSG is the sleep diagnostic gold standard, it is not the only type of clinically accepted device to monitor OSA. There
are three additional types of sleep monitors (Home Sleep Apnea Test, HSAT)
viable for sleep apnea monitoring, according to the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine (AASM) [17]:
• Type I: full PSG recording performed in a sleep clinic (i.e. attended)
• Type II: full PSG recording performed at home (i.e. unattended)
• Type III: polygraphic recording focusing on the cardiorespiratory activity.

Figure 1.1: Clinically accepted devices for OSA monitoring. (left) Ambulatory PSG
with recording of EEG, EOG, EMG, nasal airﬂow, respiratory effort and pulse oximetry
[19]; (right) HSAT with pulse oximetry, respiratory effort and nasal airﬂow [20].
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Usually, they measure airﬂow, respiratory movements, oxygen saturation and cardiac variables (e.g., heart rate).
• Type IV: devices that measure only one or two parameters. They usually measure oxygen saturation and heart rate or, in some cases, only
airﬂow.
In addition to HSAT, devices based on peripheral arterial tonometry (PAT)
are also included among the OSA monitoring tools. Generally, these devices
automatically infer the sleep architecture and detect the respiratory events
based on their inﬂuence on the arterial tone and cardiac variables, the occurrence of oxygen desaturation and wrist-based actigraphy [21]. An optional
chest attachment can complement some PAT-based devices to measure body
position, snoring and chest movement. These additional signals allow distinguishing between central and obstructive apnea events [21].
The development of HSAT is derived from the need to reduce the diagnostic time and cost associated with PSG. Their clinical role is mostly conﬁrmative
of presence of the disorder in people with a high pretest probability of OSA;
in most countries, a PSG recording is required to conﬁrm a negative result.
Being able to test a person suspected of OSA at home allows clinics to increase their testing capacity without having to increase their facility capacity
(i.e. number of beds). The time required for patients suspected of having
sleep apnea to be evaluated in a sleep clinic via a PSG recording can exceed
one year in certain countries [22]. Therefore, increasing the sleep diagnostic
capacity allows providing timely diagnosis and, consequently, treatment to
the OSA patients. This aspect becomes crucial for the population’s wellbeing
due to the increasing trend of OSA cases.
1.2.3 Screening of OSA One way to speed-up the diagnosis is to screen
the individuals for OSA. Screening allows pre-selecting the individuals before
proceeding with the standard diagnostic procedure. The manifestations of
OSA are often clearly visible and easily measurable, especially in the most severe patients. Symptoms like daytime sleepiness and fatigue are some of the
most obvious markers. Body characteristics like obesity or small mandibular
are also recognizable risk factor for OSA [23, 24]. Based on these aspects,
several questionnaires have been developed. Most of the questionnaires
are characterized by high sensitivity and poor speciﬁcity [17]. This biased
performance is likely determined by the nonspeciﬁc nature of the investigated characteristics of the patient. For instance, sleepiness is a common
aspect of most sleep disorders, and obesity, especially determined by the
body mass index (BMI), does not necessarily entails a narrowing of the upper airway. In addition, most of them relies on subjective assessments by
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Questionnaire Results for
AHI ≥ 5

Pooled
sensitivity average (95% CI)
OR [range]

Pooled
speciﬁcity average (95% CI)
OR [range]

Berlin

0.76 (0.72 - 0.80)

0.45 (0.34 - 0.56)

STOP-BANG

0.93 (0.90 - 0.95)

0.36 (0.29 - 0.44)

Multivariable
apnea prediction
(MVAP)

[0.68 - 0.85]

[0.56 - 0.92]

1

Tested populations
characteristics
Suspected OSA.
Primarily middle-aged,
overweight-obese males
Suspected OSA.
Primarily middle-aged,
obese males
Suspected OSA.
A sample of hypertensive
patients, and a sample
of older adults

Table 1.2: OSA questionnaires. The characteristic of some of the most used questionnaire reported the AASM clinical guidelines [17] (conﬁdence interval, CI).

the patient or his/her relatives (e.g. regarding the occurrence of snoring and
gasping sounds during sleep).
Screening questionnaires have two risks: under inclusion of OSA patients
and over inclusion of not-OSA patients. The former risk is by far the worst
because it can preclude or delay the diagnosis and treatment of OSA. In fact,
their usage as diagnostic tool is discouraged by the AASM [17]. Some main
aspects that may determine the under inclusion are the presence of uncharacteristic OSA, e.g. a low BMI, or of lack of awareness of the symptoms, e.g.
underestimation of sleepiness.
1.2.4 Apnea-hypopnea index The sleep architecture and the respiratory
events are taken into account to determine the presence of OSA (see table
1.3 for the terminology). The apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) is the current gold
standard metric that deﬁnes the presence and severity of OSA [18]. This is
analysed together with the symptomatology to determine the diagnosis. The
AHI is deﬁned as the ratio between the number of respiratory events, i.e. obstructive and central apneas and hypopneas, and the total sleep time during a PSG recording. In the case of OSA monitoring solutions without EEG,
recording time is taken as total sleep time surrogate; the AHI obtained is
sometimes referred to as respiratory event index (REI). Some portable monitoring solutions provide an indirect estimation of the total sleep time, e.g.,
via cardiovascular-based sleep stage classiﬁcation [25].
There are four canonical OSA severity classes, each deﬁned by thresholding the AHI: normal/no OSA for AHI < 5 events/h, mild for 5 events/h ≤ AHI
< 15 events/h, moderate for 15 events/h ≤ AHI < 30 events/h, and severe
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Term
Obstructive sleep
apnea
(OSA)
Obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome
(OSAS)
Respiratory Event
(RE)

Description
Disorder deﬁned as an increased AHI.
Disorder = disruption to regular bodily structure
and function.
Moderate OSA or mild OSA + symptoms.

1

Syndrome = collection of signs and symptoms
associated with a speciﬁc health-related cause.
Obstructive and central apneas and hypopneas.
It includes also the mixed events (e.g. starting as
central end ending as obstructive apneas).

Table 1.3: Terminology used in this thesis.

for AHI ≥ 30 events/h. An individual receives an OSA syndrome (OSAS) diagnosis when characterized by mild OSA and OSA-related symptoms, such as
snoring and daytime sleepiness, or by at least moderate OSA. Besides the
AHI, indexes for each respiratory event type and body position are also determined to characterize the patients’ disorder further when the recording
set-up allows it.
Even though the AHI is the gold standard metric to determine the severity
of OSA, its use is not immune to criticism [26–28]. The AHI is considered an
oversimpliﬁed view of OSA since it sacriﬁces information regarding the respiratory events and their physiological consequences (e.g., duration of events
and respiratory event-related oxygen desaturation level). This limitation is
highlighted, for instance, by the weak relationship between AHI and daytime
sleepiness [29]. Although not perfect, the AHI can still be informative of certain aspects of OSA and, therefore, new OSA metrics should complement it
rather than replace it [26]. Besides, the AHI might have screening and overall
OSA characterization capability that could help direct patients through speciﬁc diagnostic channels [30]. In a foreseeable scenario, unobtrusive at-home
monitoring solutions might focus on the AHI estimation and leave for the
sleep lab measurements, like PSG, the task of focusing on phenotyping OSA
to provide tailored diagnoses and, consequently, treatments.
1.3 PHOTOPLETHYSMOGRAPHY FOR OSA MONITORING
Wearable devices, like smartwatches and ﬁtness trackers, could overcome
the drawbacks of standard diagnostic and screening technique for OSA. Embedding photoplethysmographic sensors makes them useful tool to characterize unobtrusively OSA by tracking the manifestation of the disorder at the
cardiovascular level during sleep.
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1.3.1 Photoplethysmography
fundamentals Photoplethysmography
(PPG) is a well-known technique in clinical practice because it is rich in physiological information interesting for a wide variety of medical contexts [31].
In its simplest embodiment, it consists of an LED and a photodiode placed
in direct contact with the skin. The LED emits light at speciﬁc wavelengths,
and the photodiode quantiﬁes the interaction of the light with the local
human medium. In the standard clinical sensor, the LED operates in red and
infra-red in order to be able to measure optical changes related to the blood
oxygen saturation. Two PPG modalities exist: the transmissive PPG measures the light passing through a body appendix (e.g. the ﬁnger or the ear
lobe), while reﬂective PPG measures the light reﬂected at the epidermis and
dermis level. The optical signal that is measured presents a (quasi-) DC and
an AC component. The former is related to the stationary optical property of
the medium, such as tonality of the skin, average blood volume, and tissue
composition. The latter depends on all the non-stationary phenomena that
impact the volume of blood in the sensed area, of which the main one is the
pulsatile nature of the blood ﬂow. PPG is present in the PSG and most of the
HSATs, and it is used to determine the blood oxygen saturation.
1.3.2 Wrist-worn photoplethysmography In the last decade, PPG has become widely used among the general population because of the success of
consumer physiological monitoring devices. The majority consist of a wristworn reﬂective PPG sensor with green-light LEDs (rPPG). Green is favored
over red/infra-red light because it generates a greater change in the reﬂected
light with every pulsation, i.e. generates a better signal to noise ratio [34].
Heart-rate monitors for ﬁtness purposes gave the initial momentum to this
technology. These consumer devices were able to provide acceptable heart

Figure 1.2: Clinical transmissive photoplethysmography. (left) The inside of the
ﬁnger appendix showing the LED [32] and photodiode; (right) the PPG wave [33].
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rate readings without requiring additional attachments, like electrocardiography (ECG) chest belts. The spread of the wearable devices based on rPPG increased even more rapidly when this sensor appeared on smart-watches [35].
In contrast to ﬁtness-trackers, these devices did not target a speciﬁc population segment but attracted those generally interested in consumer technology and intrigued by the possible “wellness” feedback provided. The latest wave of consumer monitors includes complex physiological information
such as sleep patterns and stress levels, in addition to physical activity measurements (such as heart-rate and motion). This information is extracted
by predictive models based on the cardiovascular activity measured by the
rPPG and on accelerometry measurements. Recently, the healthcare world
started to consider these devices as a possible complement to standard clinical techniques because of their monitoring potential, unobtrusiveness, acceptability and derived potential of economic savings. The 2020 Coronavirus
pandemic highlighted the added value of out-of-clinic monitoring solutions
kindling even further the interest in wearables [36, 37]. However, porting
physiological monitoring technology from the consumer to the healthcare
sector requires critical evaluation of their claims and thorough validation of
their limits [38, 39].
There is an overall consensus among the sleep medicine community
that wearable devices have the potential to beneﬁt both clinicians and patients [16,40]. Especially for OSA, these devices might help to overcome some
innate limitations of the standard clinical measurements, such as the limited
possibility to obtain long-term sleep recordings or lack of objective screening
tools. Resolving these limitations might enable a timely diagnosis and make
patients aware of their actual sleep in a familiar context.

Figure 1.3: Unobtrusive devices for sleep monitoring research. The wrist-worn
PPG device and suprasternal notch sensor included in the SOMNIA database [41, 42].
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1.4 CARDIOVASCULAR MONITORING OF OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA
1.4.1 Principles In the pursuit of new unobtrusive solutions for OSA monitoring, the last two decades were characterized by a continuous research effort towards developing methods based exclusively on single cardiovascular
measurements [43]. ECG and PPG were the main sensing modalities used,
probably because they are standardly available within PSG recordings and
represent an easily foreseeable addition to other clinical applications (e.g.,
long-term cardiac monitoring) [44]. The relationship between these cardiovascular measurements and OSA rests on the effect of respiratory events on
the autonomic nervous system and the inﬂuence of respiratory activity on
the cardiovascular system.
The autonomic nervous system regulates several bodily functions with its
two branches, the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems
(SNS and PSNS). The SNS and the PSNS have mostly an antagonist behavior towards each other. For instance, a surge in SNS activity prompts an increase in heart rate (HR) and blood pressure, while these two physiological parameters decrease with the increase of PSNS activity. The respiratory events
are accompanied by an autonomic nervous system response aiming to maintain the physiological homeostasis. The hypoxia, generated by the impaired
airﬂow, triggers simultaneously peripheral vasoconstriction via the SNS and
bradycardia via the PSNS in order to maintain appropriate oxygen supply to
the heart and the brain while reducing the cardiac oxygen demand [45]. Most
respiratory events terminate with arousals that aim to restore the upper airway airﬂow [46]. These arousals are the response to respiratory effort increases and hypoxia/hypercapnia conditions [47]. Regardless of their origin,
arousals are associated with an increased SNS activity that causes an increase
in HR and blood pressure, among other phenomena [45]. The relationship
between arousal and respiratory events is still under discussion. For instance,
arousals might promote breathing instability, and hence respiratory events
in mild OSA cases [48]. Besides, sometimes arousals occur after the normal
airﬂow is restored, indicating there is not always strict causality between apneas and arousal. In any case, an increased SNS activity often coincides with
the end of a respiratory event [49].
The most common unobtrusive method to assess the autonomic nervous
system activity indirectly consists of analyzing the heart rate variability (HRV,
sometimes called pulse rate variability, i.e. PRV, in case of PPG signals) [50,51].
This can be performed by describing with features the behavior of the time
distance between heart contractions, known as inter-beat interval (IBI) for
the ECG and inter-pulse interval (IPI) for the PPG. IBI and IPI can be derived
from ECG and PPG signals by calculating the distance between the R-peaks
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of consecutive ECG waves or speciﬁc landmarks of consecutive PPG pulses,
after removing artifacts or arrhythmic heart contractions [51].
Several different HRV features exist, and each of them gives different information about the autonomic nervous system activity. Most of these features have been derived for ECG recordings and, although the IBI and IPI
do not perfectly match [51], they can usually also be employed for IPI. One
example of an HRV feature is the standard deviation of the IBI; this feature
is indicative of the respiratory-induced HR oscillations mediated by PSNS in
short-term recordings (respiratory sinus-arrhythmia, RSA) [52]. Another example is the IBI signal power in high frequency bands, i.e. 0.15-0.40 Hz, that
can approximate the PSNS activity [52]. Given the effect of respiratory events
on the autonomic nervous system, the HRV features contain information on
the presence of respiratory events.
While RSA can be similarly found in both the ECG and PPG signals, the
modulation related to the respiratory activity of these signals has different
causes for the two signals. The respiratory component of the ECG signal
is principally attributable to the relative movements of the ECG electrodes
with respect to the heart, and the changes in the electrical property of the
sensed area: for example, inspiration changes the electrical impedance of
the thoracic area due to the increased amount of air in the lungs [53]. Instead, the respiratory component of the PPG signal is caused by the inﬂuence

Figure 1.4: HRV changes cause by respiratory events. Hypopneas characterized
by a decrease of the spectral power in the high frequency band.
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of intrathoracic pressure swings on cardiovascular activity: for example, inspiration pools the blood in the lungs’ vascular system, thereby decreasing
the ﬁlling of the left ventricle and, consequently, the cardiac output [54, 55].
Changes in respiratory activity characterize respiratory events; therefore, features derived from surrogates of respiratory activity add another physiological dimension to the HRV features.
1.4.2 Overview of cardiovascular monitoring of OSA The literature regarding cardiovascular monitoring of OSA is vast and stretches until the
beginning of this millennium. One of the main motors of the research in
this ﬁeld was the ﬁrst Computing in Cardiology Challenge in 2000 [58, 59].
This challenge gave access to the scientiﬁc community to a publicly available
dataset of 70 recordings to develop ECG-based OSA monitoring algorithms
("Apnea-ECG dataset"). Since then, this dataset has been used in over 200 research papers, and it contributed to speed up and to shape the research on
unobtrusive OSA monitoring. A recent review of OSA detection approaches
by Mendonça et al. [43] reported that 26 of 35 selected ECG-based algorithms
were developed and tested on the apnea-ECG dataset. The average performance of these algorithms was 96±5% for sensitivity and 96±7% for speciﬁcity when classifying participants with or without OSA. These results are in
line with the other studies on the same dataset not included in the review,

Figure 1.5: Respiratory activity during sleep. respiratory activity measured by the
thorax respiration belt of the PSG (top), and derived from the ECG (middle) [56] and
rPPG (bottom) [57] signals.
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and they are usually taken as proof of the feasibility of monitoring OSA via
unobtrusive cardiovascular measurements.
Most of the cardiovascular-based methods for monitoring OSA proposed
in the literature follow a feature-based machine learning approach. The ﬁrst
step is to extract features that are representative of the presence of respiratory events, like the HRV features. Occasionally, the features with the highest
relevance for the task and least redundancy are selected. The feature selection process allows increasing the generalizability of the method, especially
when only a limited amount of data is available. Finally, the feature set is
used to train a machine learning model to detect portions of the recordings
in which respiratory events are present or, in general, the presence and severity of the disorder [43]. Recent developments in the ﬁeld of machine learning,
such as deep neural networks, allowed the model to handle directly the extraction and selection of the features, at the cost of an increase in complexity
and, consequently, an increase in the required amount and variety of the
training data [60].
1.4.3 Limitations in the obstructive sleep apnea monitoring literature
Although the number of studies regarding cardiovascular monitoring of OSA
is remarkable and ever-increasing, questions remain regarding their portability across the new sensing technologies and their robustness to heterogeneous sleep populations.
Most of the literature focused on ECG. This technology is commonly available in clinical settings (e.g., during the PSG), and several unobtrusive devices
in the form of ECG-patches have been proposed for general cardiac monitoring purposes [61, 62]. Although similar cardiovascular features can be
extracted from ECG and PPG, several differences remain. Foremost, the inﬂuence of artifacts is different for the two sensors, both in terms of quantity
and type. ECG tends to be more reliable than PPG; therefore, methods developed for the latter need to be more robust, for instance, to missing values or
noise [51, 63, 64]. Besides, events or disorders inﬂuencing the cardiovascular
system might enhance differences between the features extracted from the
two signals [65]. For instance, Khandoker et al. found that ECG and PPG HRV
features differ when respiratory events and arousals are present [66].
The diﬃculties in porting methods across sensing modalities also concern those that are based on the same physiological principles, like the standard transmissive clinical ﬁnger PPG and the rPPG. Among others, the difference between these two sensing modalities is caused by different artifact
likelihood and placement-speciﬁc signal morphology [31, 34, 67]. Besides,
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not all PPG sensors are able to provide blood oxygen saturation measurements. Most wrist-worn devices implement solely green-light rPPG that does
not allow to measure the oxygen saturation. In literature, most PPG-based
methods for OSA monitoring use the clinical standard ﬁnger PPG (included
in the PSG set-up); therefore, they can heavily rely on blood oxygen saturation measurement since this is directly linked with the occurrence of respiratory events. As a consequence, methods aiming to be implemented in wristworn rPPG devices must take into consideration this limitation and rely solely
on cardiovascular features (and accelerometry when available). Recently released wrist-worn consumer devices embed an additional PPG sensor able
to measure relative oxygen saturation [68, 69]; however, the sensitivity and
speciﬁcity of these sensors have yet to be clinically conﬁrmed.
The topic of portability between sensors has become particularly relevant
since wrist-worn rPPG devices have become not only the main consumer
physiological monitors but also one of the leading target technologies for unobtrusive clinical monitoring [14–16, 70]. Therefore, the differences between
sensing modalities make re-validation of methods paramount for these new
technologies and, when required, to have sensor-speciﬁc methods or adapt
them to the target sensor characteristics [71].
Most of the literature on cardiovascular monitoring of OSA focuses on being able to distinguish healthy from OSA sleepers. As an example, all the ECG
methods reported by Mendonça et al. [43]. consisted of datasets selected
based on the OSA diagnosis (such as the Apnea-ECG dataset), or with OSA
suspicion as inclusion criteria. OSA is one of the main sleep disorders, but
a whole plethora of other sleep disorders exist, which can affect sleep and
the cardiovascular system similarly to OSA. For instance, periodic leg movement and insomnia disorders also increase the presence of arousals during
sleep [72, 73]. Consequently, sleep disorders other than OSA blur the relationship between cardiovascular information and OSA. This uncertainty is aggravated by the possibility of comorbid conditions, i.e. patients with multiple,
co-occurring sleep disorders [74,75]. While developing OSA monitoring methods on mostly healthy and OSA participants is a necessary step to explore
the link between OSA and cardiovascular measurement, the ﬁndings need
to be corroborated on data encompassing the sleep disorder spectrum at its
fullest. Especially for data-driven methods, such as the training of a machine
learning model, the development itself needs to include the widest variety of
data to obtain robust methods.
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Sleep disorders other than OSA are not the only condition that may hamper the validity of cardiovascular-based methods. When aiming for unattended cardiovascular measurements, diﬃculties related to the physiological variety between people may also arise. As examples, age, sex, medication
intake, and non-sleep related disorders affect both sleep and the cardiovascular system [23, 76–79]. Therefore, similarly to the presence of other sleep
disorders, the development and testing of OSA monitoring methods should
take into account the widest variety of these parameters to assess the robustness and eventual limitations.
1.5 AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
These are pivotal times for sleep diagnostics. On one side, there is an increasing need for new and diverse sleep monitoring solutions, especially for OSA,
due to the limitation of the current technologies and to the upsurge of sleeprelated problems. On the other side, there is a technology that promises that
it will revolutionize the relationship between the individuals and the healthcare world; however, it still has to mature beyond the consumer market
and prove itself in the medical domain. This research work wants to contribute to bridging the gap between these sides by proposing and critically
analyzing a new tool for OSA monitoring ready for the current generation
of wrist-worn wearables.
We start to assess, in Chapter 2, the potential of HRV analysis to estimate
the AHI in a heterogeneously disordered population. The proposed method
consists of an ECG-based machine learning method leveraging known HRV
features, optimized based on the datasets collected. This research highlights
the strengths and limitations of HRV-based methodology and sets a baseline
for further performance evaluation.
Extracting cardiovascular activity information from the rPPG signal requires the absence of artifacts and arrhythmic cardiac contractions. Therefore, a method to evaluate the quality of the rPPG signal is proposed in
Chapter 3. This method determines the morphological quality of each rPPG
pulse via a template matching approach and allows the identiﬁcation of most
sinus-rhythm pulses during sleep recordings.
HRV analysis has shown its potential as a marker for the presence of
OSA, however it is not the only information that can be extracted from ECG
and PPG signals. Several OSA monitoring methods based on ECG showed
that including respiratory information, in the form of ECG-derived respiration
(EDR), led to overall increase in performance. Inspired by this, Chapter 4 describes a method to extract respiratory activity from rPPG signals. The rPPGderived respiratory activity is evaluated on sleep recordings of a sleep clinic
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population with special attention on the performance across sleep stages
and OSA severity.
Finally, Chapter 5 combines the research ﬁndings of the previous chapters: a fully rPPG-based deep learning method based on HRV and respiratory
activity information to estimate AHI is proposed. The method is tested on
an unselected sleep clinic population and the results give an overview of the
potential of rPPG for AHI estimation, the effect of the rPPG quality, the presence of other disorders and medications, and the general characteristics of
the participants.
Chapter 6, concludes this thesis with a discussion on main results
and an appraisal on the future perspective of wearable monitoring in
sleep diagnostics.
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Chapter 2

AHI estimation in a
heterogeneous sleep
population

Adapted from: G. Papini, P. Fonseca, M. van Gilst, J. van Dijk, D. Pevernagie, J. Bergmans,
R. Vullings, and S. Overeem, “Estimation of the apnea-hypopnea index in a heterogeneous sleepdisordered population using optimised cardiovascular features,” Scientiﬁc reports, vol. 9, no. 1,
pp. 1–16, 2019

AHI estimation in a heterogeneous sleep population
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ABSTRACT
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a highly prevalent sleep disorder, which results in daytime symptoms, a reduced quality of life as well as long-term negative health consequences. OSA diagnosis and severity rating is typically based
on the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) retrieved from overnight poly(somno)graphy. However, polysomnography is costly, obtrusive and not suitable for
long-term recordings. Here, we present a method for unobtrusive estimation of the AHI using ECG-based features to detect OSA-related events. Moreover, adding ECG-based sleep/wake scoring yielded a fully automatic method
for AHI-estimation. Importantly, our algorithm was developed and validated
on a combination of clinical datasets, including datasets selectively including OSA-pathology but also a heterogeneous, "real-world" clinical sleep disordered population (262 participants in the validation set). The algorithm
provides a good representation of the current gold standard AHI (0.72 correlation, estimation error of 0.56±14.74 events/h), and can also be employed as
a screening tool for a large range of OSA severities (ROC AUC≥0.86, Cohen’s
kappa≥0.53 and precision≥70%). The method compares favorably to other
OSA monitoring strategies, showing the feasibility of cardiovascular-based
surrogates for sleep monitoring to evolve in clinically usable tools.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most common form of sleep-disordered
breathing. OSA is characterized by repetitive respiratory events during sleep,
i.e. obstructions of the upper airway resulting in increased respiratory effort
causing several physiological effects, such as sleep disruption and intermittent hypoxia. OSA negatively affects the quality of life and may have longterm health consequences in the untreated patient. Daytime sleepiness, fatigue, depression, metabolic dysregulation and cardiovascular complications
are just a few examples of the impact on a person’s health [3]. Furthermore, the economic and healthcare relevance of sleep disordered breathing
is boosted by its high prevalence [3,81]. It is estimated that 5–15% of the general population has OSA with moderate severity, meaning that respiratory
events are occurring on average more than ﬁfteen times per hour of sleep [3].
The prevalence of all sleep-related breathing disorders has increased during
the last decades, driven in part by an increase in obesity [8]. Regrettably, an
important part of patients with OSA remains undiagnosed, aggravating the
health impact on the population. This diagnostic deﬁciency is caused principally by the diﬃculty to recognize subjects with few or subtle symptoms, by
lack of awareness of the symptoms by patients and caregivers, and because
suitable screening methods do not exist as of yet [6, 9].
The gold standard diagnostic procedure for OSA is a sleep-focused clinical
interview accompanied by a polysomnographic recording. Polysomnography
(PSG) is an overnight measurement of several physiological signals, including
electroencephalography to measure sleep and a comprehensive recording of
respiratory parameters. The recording is annotated by a sleep technician and
evaluated, together with symptomatology, to diagnose the presence of sleeprelated disorders [3,82]. The number of annotated respiratory events divided
by the sleep time yields the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI). Although fraught
with problems, the canonical way of categorizing OSA severity is still based
on AHI thresholds of 5, 15, 30 events/h corresponding to mild, moderate and
severe OSA respectively.
PSG is recorded in a clinic but polygraphy solutions for home monitoring
are often used. These home-sleep-apnea-test diagnostic tools (HSAT) typically have a smaller amount of recorded signals, but still suffer from two main
drawbacks: they are expensive (in the U.S., HSAT is only 10% cheaper than
PSG for the provider [83]) and obtrusive [43]. These limitations preclude the
possibility to use these techniques for screening purposes or for long-term
monitoring of a patient. Therefore, PSG and HSAT may not be able to prevent the rise of undiagnosed sleep-related breathing disorders, nor can it
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help to improve the characterization of the disorder due to its high night-tonight variability [70, 84]. To counteract the costs and obtrusiveness of PSG
and HSAT, several questionnaires have been developed as screening tools.
Most of these questionnaires comprise questions regarding symptoms and
anthropometric characteristics, such as the presence of snoring and body
mass index. However, they are not responsive in all OSA patients since they
are based on subjective questions and therefore cannot tackle cases with
non-standard symptomatology [85, 86]. In fact, questionnaires have shown
an unbalanced sensitivity-speciﬁcity ratio or unsatisfactory results (e.g. the
Berlin questionnaire only has 37-43% sensitivity with 84-80% speciﬁcity to
screen for mild and moderate OSA respectively [87]).
In the last two decades, several tools have been proposed to enable objective OSA monitoring without incurring the costs and obtrusiveness of PSG
and similar methods. These new tools combine the recording of a single
physiological signal with algorithmic approaches to assess the presence of
respiratory events. A large part of these unobtrusive tools employ electrocardiography (ECG) and photoplethysmography (PPG) to derive cardiovascular
signals [43, 88]. The features extracted from the cardiovascular signals, such
as heart rate variability (HRV), can be indirectly related to the presence of
sleep events. Moreover, cardiovascular information can potentially be used
to assess sleep itself including sleep staging, creating a valuable and more
complete picture of sleep for the clinician [89]. The interest in these methods
has also increased with the rise of consumer devices monitoring cardiovascular parameters, e.g. smart-watches and ﬁtness trackers. These consumer
devices have been massively adopted by the public therefore, after proper
validation, these devices could constitute a basis to mitigate the drawbacks
of the standard sleep monitoring techniques [39,40,90,91]. In addition, wearable devices could be used to monitor a patient also during the day, adding
a new dimension to clinical follow-up and potentially offering guidance with
respect to other factors inﬂuencing OSA and sleep in general, such as weightmanagement programs [91].
A sharp increase in academic publications proposing algorithms using
solely cardiovascular information for OSA monitoring can be noticed from the
year 2000 when the Apnea-ECG dataset of the Computing in Cardiology challenge was released online on Physionet [58,92,93]. The majority of these studies employ this dataset to propose new cardiovascular features or new technical approaches to monitor OSA [43]. However, the Apnea-ECG may not represent the complexity of healthy as well as disordered sleep because of the
pre-selection of clean signals, the absence of sleep disorders other than sleep
disordered breathing and the limited amount of recordings [43, 92, 94, 95].
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Monitoring solutions based on this dataset need to be more extensively validated and, in some case, re-developed on larger, and more complex datasets
in order to unearth the potential value of unobtrusive cardiovascular monitoring as a complement to diagnostic arsenal for sleep disordered breathing.
Here, we report a novel algorithm for AHI estimation based on ECGderived features that fully automatically provides a good representation of
the gold standard AHI even in a heterogeneous sleep disordered population.
The algorithm employs features that are commonly used for unobtrusive
sleep analysis and are easily transferable to other wearable solutions, such as
reﬂective green-light PPG [89]. The algorithm performs AHI estimation starting from the detection of 30-second epochs surrounding respiratory events
(RE-epochs). The ECG-derived features are optimized with automatically selected transformations, such as different types of ﬁlters and normalization
techniques, all with the aim of increasing the detectability of RE-epochs. The
best RE-epochs classiﬁer was chosen among several models based on their
performance. The AHI was calculated from the ratio between the number
of detected RE-epochs and the total number of epochs analyzed (i.e. epochs
scored as sleep).
Importantly, we trained and validated the algorithm using a ﬁve-fold crossvalidation scheme on a heterogeneous sleep-disordered population consisting of ﬁve different datasets including recordings obtained from a "realworld" clinical sleep population, not speciﬁcally selected for development of
OSA monitoring algorithms. The heterogeneity of the datasets allowed us
to evaluate our OSA monitoring method on several aspects: accuracy of the
AHI estimation, characteristics inﬂuencing the estimation quality, the performance as an OSA screening tool as well as a severity estimation tool. Finally,
we investigated the performance of AHI estimation when sleep/wake classiﬁcation of epochs was done using the ECG signal as well resulting in a fully
automated solution for OSA monitoring.
2.2 METHODS
2.2.1 Datasets This research work employed ﬁve datasets collected by different teams and sleep centres, using various set-ups.
The UCD dataset [96] contains 25 overnight PSG recordings of adults with
suspected sleep-related breathing disorders collected at the Sleep Disorders
Clinic of the St Vincent’s University Hospital (Dublin, Ireland). For our analysis, we used the signals collected from the ECG modiﬁed lead V2 (sampling
frequency 128 Hz) and the respiratory event annotations (obstructive apnea
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and hypopnea, central apnea and hypopnea, and mixed apnea). The obstructive hypopnea and central hypopnea were grouped together in a single hypopnea class since the differentiation of these two events still lacks clinical
consensus [97].
The Apnea-ECG dataset [58] contains 70 overnight recordings that were
assembled together for the Computing in Cardiology challenge of 2000. The
goal of the challenge was to detect 60-second epochs containing respiratory
events and to categorize the recordings as normal or apneic (based on an
AHI threshold of 10 events/h). For our analysis, we used the 60-second annotation (i.e. apneic/normal epoch) and the ECG signal (sampling frequency
200 Hz) provided. The events determining the 60-second annotations were
scored according to the AASM 1999 guidelines. As our algorithm predicts
RE-epochs with a 30-second epoch resolution. We split each epoch of the
Apnea-ECG dataset into two epochs with the same label as the original one.
We used the Apnea-ECG dataset as a whole without the train and test set
separation adopted in the Computing in Cardiology challenge.
The Auto-PSG dataset [98] consists of 97 overnight PSG recordings of
adults acquired in four sleep centres in the United States. The dataset can be
sub-dived in three types of PSG recordings: 31 diagnostic PSG, 35 CPAP titration nights, and 31 split-nights (half night diagnostic, half night titration). This
dataset was annotated manually by four different certiﬁed scorers and by
the automated Philips Somnolyzer system [98] according to the 2007 AASM
criteria. We used the modiﬁed lead II ECG signal (sampling frequency 200 Hz)
and, as reference, the annotation done by the Somnolyzer system after this
was reviewed by one of the human scorers. Detailed information regarding
this dataset can be found in the paper published by Punjabi et al. [98].
The HealthBed dataset consists of 40 recordings collected at the Sleep
Medicine Centre Kempenhaeghe (Heeze, The Netherlands). The participants
were healthy adults without sleep complaints or disorders or other medical
or psychiatric comorbidity. Each recording consists of a full PSG with clinical
annotations (hypnogram and sleep events AASM 2012 guidelines [99] with
3% desaturation criteria for hypopneas) scored by an expert sleep technician.
We used the modiﬁed lead II ECG signal (sampling frequency 512 Hz) as well
as the annotations. The HealthBed study was reviewed by the medical ethical
committee of the Maxima Medical Center (Eindhoven, the Netherlands. File
no: W17.128), all participants gave written informed consent.
The SOMNIA dataset used is part of an ongoing data collection done in
the Sleep Medicine Centre Kempenhaeghe (Heeze, The Netherlands), including unselected patients scheduled for a routine diagnostic PSG. A total of
103 recordings were selected targeting a study population of at least 50%
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of patients having an OSA diagnosis (with an approximately uniform severity distribution). Exclusion criteria were predominant central sleep apnea
and Cheyne-Stokes breathing conditions and recordings while using CPAP
or CPAP titration. The dataset comprised of the following participants: 48
patients with OSA (of which 32 without any comorbidity, 10 with insomnia
disorders and 4 with sleep movement disorders and 2 with other comorbid
sleep disorders), 27 with an insomnia diagnosis (of which 13 without sleep comorbidity), 10 with a sleep movement disorder diagnosis (of which 4 without
sleep comorbidity), 7 with parasomnia diagnosis (of which 4 without any comorbidity), 8 with other sleep disorders (of which two with circadian sleep
disorder, three with behaviorally induces insuﬃcient sleep syndrome and
three with chronic fatigue syndrome) and one without any sleep disorder.
For this study, only the ECG modiﬁed lead II (sampling frequency 512 Hz),
the annotations done by expert sleep technicians from the Sleep Medicine
Centre Kempenhaeghe, and the patient diagnosis were used. Also for this
dataset, the AASM 2012 annotation guidelines were followed. The SOMNIA
study was reviewed by the medical ethical committee of the Maxima Medical
Center (Eindhoven, the Netherlands. File no: N16.074), and all participants
gave written informed consent.
The UCD, the HealthBed and the SOMNIA datasets applied the 3% oxygen
desaturation rule for the scoring of hypopneas in absence of arousals. In
our research, the hypopneas that were not followed by an arousal and had
a desaturation smaller than 4% were ignored [99]. This was done to harmonize the hypopnea scoring rule between the datasets and to favor the hypopnea desaturation threshold with a higher impact on the cardiovascular system [100]. As wake periods acted as confounders, AHI estimation was done
by excluding the 30-second epochs annotated as wake by a human scorer or
by a sleep staging algorithm
The Auto-PSG, HealthBed and SOMNIA datasets were used as training and
independent validation set of each cross-validation fold, with each training
and validation set balanced in terms of sleep disorders and OSA severity. The
UCD and the Apnea-ECG datasets were used only as validation data in order
to strengthen the performance evaluation of our methods without the risk of
inﬂuencing the training with different type of annotations, i.e. the distinction
between obstructive and central hypopnea in the UCD and the 60-second
epochs in the Apnea-ECG dataset. The ﬁve different datasets generates a
pooled validation set of 262 recordings (after excluding some of them due
to, for instance, low signal quality as described in Section 2.2.2). The main
characteristics of the datasets can be found in Table 2.1.
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Apnea-ECG

UCD

Auto-PSG

HealthBed

Participants [#]

68

23

50

36

85

(male)

(57)

(19)

(-)

(15)

(44)

Age

45±11

50±10

-

34±15

51±16

[year]

[27-63]

[28-68]

-

[18-63]

[18-80]

28±6

31±3

-

24±3

27±5

[kg/m2 ]

[19-45]

[25-42]

-

[18-33]

[17-44]

AHI

29±27

16±13

25±18

3±6

12±12

[events/h]

[0-93]

[4-50]

[3-75]

[0-24]

[0-54]

984±62

620±123

694±125

879±70

799±165
[184-1050]

BMI

Epochs

2

[#]

SOMNIA

[802-1156]

[379-776]

[282-893]

[728-1015]

Obstructive apnea

-

6±10

28±27

3±10

8±13

epochs [%]

-

[0-34]

[0-94]

[0-39]

[0-64]

Hypopnea

-

83±14

61±31

82±26

85±19

epochs [%]

-

[53-100]

[1-100]

[0-100]

[1-100]

After event

-

10±8

17±12

2±5

8±13

epochs [%]

-

[1-31]

[0-51]

[0-39]

[0-45]

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the pooled validation sets divided per datasets.
Epoch statistics are reported after removal of (manually scored) wake epochs. "-" indicates this information could not be retrieved. Data area shown as average ± standard
deviation [range].

2.2.2 Recording Exclusion We removed some recordings from the datasets based on three criteria: technical faults, too low coverage and presence
of irregular heartbeats.
A total of 15 recordings were excluded for technical faults, such as missing
signals or annotations. Of these, seven belonged to the Auto-PSG dataset,
one to the HealthBed and seven to the SOMNIA dataset.
Four recordings were excluded because 70% of the features could not be
calculated for more than 30% of the duration of the recordings. The reasons
could have been a low quality of the ECG signal or errors detecting heartbeats.
Of these, two belonged to the HealthBed dataset and two to SOMNIA dataset.
For this study, we considered an inter-beat interval (IBI) and its precedent
IBI related to an irregular beat, i.e. ectopic, when the relative duration of
the ﬁrst with respect to the second was lower than a certain threshold (see
subsection Features Extraction for more details). These IBIs were excluded,
and in some case interpolated, to perform the HRV analysis [50]. However
for short term HRV estimation, the presence of 5% of removed IBIs over the
total amount of IBIs, whether related to artefacts or irregular heart-beats, can
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already cause a signiﬁcant deviation from the actual HRV values [101]. Since
our method is strongly dependent on heart rate dynamics, we decided to
exclude recordings with a number of IBIs related to ectopic beats higher than
3% of the total number of IBIs and to leave the task of extending our ﬁndings
on participants with a higher amount of irregular beats for future research.
As consequence, a total of 26 recordings were excluded due to a substantial
presence of irregular heartbeats. Of these recordings, two belonged to the
Apnea-ECG dataset, two to UCD, one to HealthBed, twelve to Auto-PSG and
nine to SOMNIA.
2.2.3 Cross-validation We performed a nested cross-validation for algorithm development and evaluation. The outer cross-validation (outer CV) was
used to obtain the AHI estimation results while the inner cross-validation (inner CV) to select the epoch-by-epoch classiﬁer and parameters. Both the inner and the outer CV are done at the participant level in order to have each
participant exclusively in the training or in the validation of each fold. The
outer CV was a conditioned 5-fold cross-validation: depending on recording
characteristics, some participants were forced in the training set and some
others in the validation set of each fold. The participants of the Auto-PSG
dataset undergoing titration were forced in the training set of each fold since
they do not represent the population on which an unobtrusive OSA monitoring method would be applied. However, the titration subset of the Auto-PSG
dataset increases the variability of the data and therefore can help, for instance, improving the generalization of trained algorithms.
The UCD and the Apnea-ECG datasets were forced in the validation set of
each outer CV fold due to the different type of annotations, i.e. the distinction
between obstructive and central hypopneas in the UCD and the 60-second
epochs in the Apnea-ECG. This yielded the advantage of having the full ApneaECG dataset as a hold-out set, so results can be compared with the literature.
Since each outer CV fold yield a different performance for these two online
datasets, the results presented in this study are averaged across the outer
CV folds.
The recordings belonging to the SOMNIA, HealthBed and Auto-PSG datasets were divided into training and validation sets for each outer CV fold,
keeping the same distribution of the prevalence of the main sleep disorders,
i.e. patients with AHI below/above 15 and the presence of insomnia or sleep
movement disorder. The HealthBed and the Auto-PSG (without titration subjects) datasets did not include subjects with insomnia or sleep movement
disorders, therefore only the AHI value was taken into consideration for balancing training and validation sets for each fold.
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The outer CV folds had an average of 161 recordings for training and of
129 for validation (varying in each fold depending on the balancing of the
two sets). This results in a total amount of 262 unique validation recordings
pooled from all the outer CV folds.

2

2.2.4 Respiratory event (RE)-epoch Labelling Most of the published studies regarding epoch based apnea monitoring using cardiovascular features
employ a 60-second based segmentation of the recordings, probably due to
the inﬂuence of the broadly used Apnea-ECG database [58, 92]. However, a
respiratory event can have a minimum duration of 10 second, which is far
shorter. In addition, the 60-second epoch labelling is in dissonant with the
30-second epoch approach used for clinical sleep staging and annotation.
30-second epochs were considered related to a respiratory event if they contained at least 10 seconds of a respiratory event or if the previous epoch had a
respiratory event closer than 5 seconds to its end ("after event" characterized
RE-epochs). The ﬁrst criterion was chosen in order to guarantee enough inﬂuence of the respiratory event on the extracted features in the labelled epoch.
The second criterion was chosen to compensate for the elongated inﬂuence
of a respiratory event on the cardiovascular system. Most of the respiratory
events are followed by arousals and/or oxygen desaturations that are prone
to drive cardiovascular behavior after the respiratory event. According to the
literature, most arousals and desaturations after respiratory events have a
duration of, respectively, 10 seconds and 30 seconds [100, 102–105]. A 5 seconds threshold allows labelling the RE-epochs by ensuring that they contain
the apex of the cardiovascular response (e.g. lowest desaturation or peak
in heart rate), without including in the RE-epochs those characterized by the
slow returning to normal sleep.
2.2.5 Feature Extraction The prediction of RE-epochs was based on features extracted from the ECG signal which are commonly used in literature
in the domain of sleep monitoring. A total of 123 features were extracted
from the ECG signal of each recording; Table 2.2 gives an overview of the
features together with a reference for their description. Each feature was
calculated over a certain time window, dependent on the feature type, and
assigned to the central 30-second epoch indicating the epoch class, i.e. REor non-RE-. All features, except the ECG-derived actigraphy, require the calculation of the IBIs from the ECG signal. The IBIs were computed as the time
distance between each pair of consecutive R-peaks in the ECG signal. The
R-peaks were detected by using an Hamilton-Tompkins detector in combination with an algorithm to reﬁne the peak localization [106, 107]. IBIs with a
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Features type

Number

Described in

[#]

Window size
[sec]

Arousal probability

5

[110]

120

HRV frequency analysis

18

[50, 111, 112]

300

Adapted HRV frequency analysis

6

[113]

300

Detrended ﬂuctuation analysis

5

[109, 114, 115]

360

Progressive detrended ﬂuctuation analysis

1

[116]

60

Windowed detrended ﬂuctuation analysis

1

[117]

360

High-frequency pole analysis

2

[118]

300

Multi-scale entropy

20

[119–121]

540

Local phase coordination

7

[122–124]

150 and 90

HRV time analysis and statistics

37

[50]

300

Sample entropy

1

[125]

300

Visibility graph analysis

13

[126–129]

210

Hilbert transformation analysis

6

[130]

300

ECG derived activity counts

1

[131]

30

2

Table 2.2: Overview of the extracted features. Each feature was calculated using
the methods proposed in the respective original methodological paper(s).

value longer than 2 seconds or shorter than 0.5 seconds were rejected because they were considered not physiologically normal for a sleep recording,
even when respiratory events are present [108, 109]. IBIs were also rejected
in case they were related to ectopic beats. An IBI and its preceding were excluded if the ratio between the two was larger than 1.5. For example, this
can be seen as a drop in heart rate from 60 bpm to 40 bpm in just 1.5 second.
This criterion takes advantage of the combination of having a shorter IBI before the ectopic beat and a longer IBI after the ectopic beat. In our research,
two conditions had to be met to calculate a feature for a certain epoch: the
IBIs have to cover at least half of the time window (feature speciﬁc) and at
least 1/6 of the central 30 seconds of the window, i.e. the epoch to which the
feature is assigned.
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2.2.6 Feature Optimization Framework For each training set of the outer
CV folds, the 123 features extracted from the ECG signal were optimized with
respect to their discriminative power between RE- and non-RE-epochs. The
optimization framework consisted of a greedy search of the best sets of feature transformations, applied per recording, following a graph deﬁning the
connection rules between each transformation. An exhaustive list of all the
transformations and their connection can be found in Table 2.3. The graph
was created to avoid unnecessary computation or possible errors. For instance, it is not logical to clip the outliers before changing the overall feature
distribution, therefore, the graph does not connect these two transformations in this speciﬁc order.
The selection criteria to determine the best set of transformations for
each feature was based on absolute mean distance (AMSD):
¯
¯
¯ µRE-epochs − µnon-RE-epochs ¯
¯
¯
AM SD = ¯
¯.
¯
¯
σRE- + non-RE- epochs

(2.1)

Here µRE-epochs and µnon-RE-epochs indicate the average of the transformed feature values, across all the recordings, corresponding to RE- and non-REepochs and σRE- + non-RE- epochs indicates the standard deviation of the feature.
Starting from the original feature, the optimization algorithm applied all the
transformations and selected the best transformation. Then, the algorithm
iteratively applied another set of transformations, following the rules deﬁned
by the graph, and selected the best one of each iteration. The optimization algorithm stopped iterating when additional transformations did not improve
the AMSD or when a series of ﬁve transformations was reached. Different
feature selection techniques have been evaluated, for instance, techniques
based on the correlation between features and RE-epochs or on the crossvalidated calculation of the AMSD. However, none of the evaluated methods
was able to outperform the direct usage of optimized features.
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Transformation

Group

Description

Parameters

Input groups

no transformation
percentile based
clipping
removal of the
median value
removal of the
mean value and
standard deviation
scaling
normalisation of the
percentiles to
the [0,1] range

[1-99] and [5-95]
percentiles

raw feature

None

0

Winsor

1

Median

2

Z-score

3

Percentile

3

Amplitude

3

Box-Cox

4

Histogram

4

Quantile

4

Tukey-Ladder

4

Time-shift

5

MAD

6

SD

6

Abs

6

absolute value calculation

Diff

6

Int

6

derivative calculation
cumulative summation
after mean removal

amplitude scaling
Box-Cox transformation
+ post Z-score
normalization
equalization of the
feature based on
a 10-bins histogram
quantile normalization
with a reference
distributions
Tukey-Ladder
transformation
features shifting in time
windowed mean
absolute deviation
windowed standard
deviation

Average

7

running mean ﬁltering

Median

7

running median ﬁltering
ﬁltering with
second order low-pass
Butterworth ﬁlter
windowed median
subtraction
second order high-pass
Butterworth ﬁlter

0, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9

-

0, 1

-

0, 1, 4

-

0, 1, 4

-

0, 1, 4

-

0, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9

-

0, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9

normal, exponential
and uniform
-1 and +1 epoch
windows of 7, 15, 23
and 31 epochs*
windows of 7, 15, 23
and 31 epochs*

0, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9
0, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9
0
0, 5
0, 5

-

0, 5

ﬁrst derivative

0, 5

-

0, 5

windows of 7, 15, 23
and 31 epochs*
windows of 7, 15, 23
and 31 epochs*
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75
normalized frequency

0, 5, 6
0, 5, 6

LPF

7

Subtract Median

8

HPF

8

Exponential

9

exponentiation

square and square root

0, 5, 6, 7, 8

Log

9

logarithmization

natural logarithm

0, 5, 6, 7, 8

windows of 7, 15, 23
and 31 epochs*
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75
normalized frequency

0, 5, 6
0, 5, 6, 7
0, 5, 6, 7

Table 2.3: List of transformations applied to optimize the ECG-derived features.
Each transformation belongs to a group and the connection between groups, i.e. the
graph, are described by the "Input groups" column. * : the windows were applied
backward, forward and centered with respect to each epoch.
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2.2.7 Model Selection and Hyper-parameter Tuning Five inner CVs, one
for each outer CV fold, were used to select a ﬁnal model and its hyperparameters. Each inner CV consisted of a 4-fold cross-validation on the training data of the corresponding outer CV fold. The models that were investigated consisted of linear classiﬁers based on log loss (i.e. logistic regression), Huber loss, and linear and quadratic discriminant analysis. In each
outer CV fold, the models’ performances were graded based on the average
area under the curve of the precision-recall plot obtained with the inner CV.
The model with the highest average inner CV performance among each outer
CV folds was selected as the ﬁnal model. The ﬁnal selected model was a logistic regression classiﬁer with both an l1 and l2 regularization. This model
was trained with a stochastic gradient descent approach on the training set
of each outer CV fold. The number of RE- and non-RE-epochs was unbalanced and, speciﬁcally, was leaning towards the latter. Therefore, before
training the models, the training data were over-sampled for the minority
class (RE-epochs) using a synthetic minority over-sampling technique [132]
and cleaned using an edited nearest neighbors method in order to remove
noisy synthetic samples introduced by the oversampling of outlier populated
areas of the feature space [133].
The output of a logistic regression classiﬁer is the probability of belonging
to the positive class [134], i.e. RE-epoch in our case. This probability, ranging
from zero to one, was thresholded in order to assign a class to each epoch.
The choice of the probability thresholds was done by maximizing the Cohen’s
kappa coeﬃcient calculated between the estimated and the reference OSA
severity class (after the AHI was estimated) on the training data of each outer
CV fold. Since there was not a one-to-one relationship between RE-epochs
and respiratory events (e.g. one respiratory event can cover two 30-second
epochs), the number of detected RE-epochs was corrected by a multiplicative coeﬃcient obtained by linearly regressing the reference AHI with the REepoch ratios obtained in the training data.
The following equations were applied both to compute the RE-epoch probability threshold and, once this was obtained, to predict the AHI. The multiplicative coeﬃcient (β) for AHI was calculated for each CV fold as:
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(2.2)

j = jth outer CV fold,
PNepoch ( j )


β( j ) = Theil-Sen Reg AHI( j ),

i=1

real epochi class( j )
Nepoch ( j )


.

(2.3)

Theil-Sen Reg is the Theil-Sen regression [135]. This type of regression was cho-

sen because this is more resilient to outliers due to, for instance, participants
with long respiratory events and consequently a larger number of RE-epochs
than the number of respiratory events.
PNepoch
AHItrain
est ( j ) = β( j ) ×

i=1

predicted epochi class( j )
Nepoch ( j )

.

(2.4)

The AHItrain
est is the AHI obtained by using epoch class predicted by the trained
models. All these steps were accomplished on the training set of each outer
CV fold, blindly from the validation set, in order to guarantee unbiased results.
While the training of each model was done by including all the epochs, the
choice of the RE-epoch probability thresholds and the estimation of β were
done after the removal of the wake epochs.
2.2.8 AHI and OSA severity estimation The transformed features, the
models with their hyper-parameters and RE-epoch probability thresholds
were used to classify the 30-second epochs of the validation set of each outer
CV fold. The classiﬁcation output was then ﬁltered to remove wake epoch
and remaining epochs were used to calculate the AHIest for each participant
with the same strategy as applied in Equation 2.4. Finally, the OSA severity
class was assigned to each participant based on the AHIest and the canonical
clinical thresholds.
2.2.9 Performance analysis Independently by the sleep/wake score used,
our method was evaluated with regards to the AHI estimation, the screening
capability and the OSA severity estimation. The AHI estimation was evaluated via Spearman’s correlation coeﬃcient and Bland-Altman plot between
the reference AHI and the AHIest . The Spearman’s correlation coeﬃcient was
used because the reference AHI and AHIest were heteroscedastically related,
i.e. the variability of AHIest was unequal across the range of values of AHI
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(p<0.01 for the Breusch-Pagan test [136]). Participants with a difference between the reference AHI and the AHIest >30 events/h or <-30 events/h were
deﬁned as, respectively, considerably underestimated and considerably overestimated. The 30 events/h threshold was determined based on the limits of
agreement of our AHI estimation in addition to 30 events/h being the minimum difference to miss-classify a person without any respiratory event as
a severe OSA (and vice versa). The screening capability of the AHIest was
quantiﬁed using standard statistical measures of the performance for binary
classiﬁcation, such as speciﬁcity and sensitivity, and receiver operating characteristic curves for each OSA severity. Confusion matrices were employed
to evaluate the OSA severity estimation performance. In addition, we investigated the inﬂuence of the type of respiratory event within an epoch on the
RE-epoch probability obtained from the chosen classiﬁer. An epoch was considered to be characterized by an obstructive apnea or hypopnea based on
the longest event in the 30-second epoch; in case the epoch was closer than
5 seconds to the end of one such event the "after event" label was assigned.
2.3 RESULTS
2.3.1 RE-epoch detection and inﬂuence of sleep events The RE-epoch
detection performance (per-subjects, average±standard deviation) on the
pooled validation sets with the human-scored wake epochs excluded was
41.31±33.69% sensitivity, 91.86±9.82% speciﬁcity, 52.54±37.76% precision,
82.66±15.66% accuracy and 0.32±0.26 agreement (Cohen’s kappa [137]).
Figure 2.1 illustrates the RE-epoch probability for the epoch characterized by the most common respiratory events, i.e. hypopneas and obstructive
apneas. Figure 2.1 shows that most of the false negative RE-epochs were
epochs containing a hypopnea; instead, most of the RE-epochs characterized
by an obstructive event or by the "after event" were correctly detected. In
addition, it can be noticed that the probability of correctly predicting a REepoch tends to increase with the portion of the epoch containing an obstructive apnea, while this trend was not visible for hypopneas. Epoch labelled as
RE-epochs because of the "after event" can contain also contain respiratory
event. Figure 2.1c illustrates that RE-epochs characterized by the combined
presence of an "after event" and a respiratory event (labelled "after") tend
to have a higher RE-epoch probability in respect of RE-epochs characterized
by the exclusive presence of a respiratory event (labelled "no after") or of an
"after event" (labelled "pure after").
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Figure 2.1: Respiratory event (RE) characteristics inﬂuencing the RE-epoch probability obtained with the logistic regression classiﬁer. a) and b): duration of hypopneas and obstructive apneas contained in a RE-epoch versus the RE-epoch
probability of the classiﬁer. The red lines (ﬁve lines of which two overlap to the other three) represent the probability threshold
for the RE-epoch detection in the cross-validation folds. c): RE-epoch probability for the RE-epochs characterized by either the
combined presence of an "after event" and another labelling event (shown in blue); by the exclusive presence of a hypopnea
or an obstructive apnea event (orange); and by the exclusive presence of an "after event" (green). The Apnea-ECG dataset was
excluded from this analysis as it does not provide event characteristics.
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We found that also other types of sleep events inﬂuenced RE-epoch detection performance. In the datasets having detailed sleep event annotations
(i.e. Auto-PSG, HealthBed and SOMNIA datasets), 16.09% of the epochs that
were wrongly detected as RE-epochs contained limb movements with a duration ≥3 seconds rather than one of the positive class labelling events, therefore contributing to the false positive detection.

2

2.3.2 AHI estimation The AHIest signiﬁcantly correlated with the AHI
(Figure 2.2a), Spearman’s rank correlation coeﬃcient: 0.73). Analysing the
Bland-Altman plot, we found that the bias between AHI and AHIest was minimal, but the limits of agreement were relatively wide (Figure 2.2b)). There
were a few participants detrimentally inﬂuencing the correlation and the limits of agreements. Eight of the 262 participants of the pooled validation set
were considerably underestimated (difference AHI-AHIest >30 events/h) belonging to the Auto-PSG (2), UCD (1) and Apnea-ECG (5) datasets. All these
participants had an AHI≥50 events/h and, on average, more than 70% of the
epochs labelled as RE-epochs. Conversely, ﬁve participants were considerably overestimated (difference AHI-AHIest <-30 events/h), all belonging to the
SOMNIA dataset. Of these ﬁve, two had a sleep movement disorders diagnosis (one comorbid with OSA, AHI=8.53), one had an insomnia diagnosis
(comorbid with severe OSA, AHI=33.05) and two had a pure OSA diagnosis
(AHI=9.61 and 16.84 events/h). The two participants with pure OSA were characterised by a high number of hypopneas with a desaturation between 3%
and 4%, i.e. not included in the events determining the RE-epochs (their AHIs
with 3% desaturation threshold criteria would have been respectively 16.17
and 26.16 events/h).
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of the AHIest performance. a): correlation between reference AHI versus AHIest ; r indicates the Spearman’s correlation coeﬃcient, dashed lines delimit the canonical OSA severity classes and the dash-dotted line is the identity
line. b): Bland-Altman plot of the reference AHI and AHIest . The bias and the limits of agreement (LOA, 1.96 times the standard deviation of the bias) are shown as events/h. Arrows indicate participants with considerably underestimated (blue) and
overestimated (red) AHI (respectively AHI-AHIest >30 events/h and AHI-AHIest <-30 events/h).
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2.3.3 AHI estimation for OSA screening and severity estimation
The AHIest was tested as an OSA screening tool for the three canonical OSA
severity thresholds, i.e. AHI above 5, 15 and 30 events/h. The AHIest had
a good agreement (Cohen’s kappa [137] from 0.53 to 0.62) for all three OSA
severities with the minimum agreement reached for the OSA cases with moderate severity. The precision (positive predictive value) and the sensitivity of
our screening method decreased with an increase in severity, while the speciﬁcity followed an opposite trend (Table 2.4).
Using the ROCs related to the three canonical OSA severities and choosing
the points with the lowest Euclidean distance to a sensitivity and speciﬁcity
of one (squares in Figure 2.3a)) , we obtained the thresholds for the AHIest at
5.32, 9.77, and 19.46 events/h, which gave the best screening performance
for the three canonical OSA severities. While the optimal screening threshold for mild OSA was close to the canonical threshold, the other two severity
classes had optimal thresholds approximately 30% lower than the canonical
thresholds. These lower thresholds led to an increase in sensitivity, albeit at
the expense of speciﬁcity and precision.
Using the AHIest to label each participant with an OSA severity class, our
method was able in most of the cases to assign the correct class to participants without OSA (Normal label, Figure 2.3b)). There was a tendency to
underestimate mild and moderate cases, mostly by one level of severity. The
moderate and severe cases were rarely underestimated as normal.
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Using the
canonical
AHI
thresholds
Using the
optimal
thresholds
for AHIest

Minimum
Severity
mild
(AHI>5)
moderate
(AHI>15)
severe
(AHI>30)
mild
(AHI>5)
moderate
(AHI>15)
severe
(AHI>30)

Cohen’s
kappa

Sensitivity
[%]

Speciﬁcity
[%]

Accuracy
[%]

PPV
[%]

0.62

84

79

82

88

0.53

70

82

77

75

0.58

66

91

85

68

0.62

83

80

82

89

0.57

83

74

78

72

0.55

83

81

82

56

2

Table 2.4: Screening performance of the proposed ECG-based method (with
manual sleep/wake scoring). Screening of the three OSA severity classes, using the
canonical as well as the optimal AHI thresholds (PPV: Positive predictive value).

Figure 2.3: Receiver operating characteristics and confusion matrix of the AHIest
for the three canonical AHI thresholds. a): AUC area under each curve; square
markers indicate the points in the curve where the AHIest threshold for severity classiﬁcation is equal to the canonical 5, 15 and 30 events/h. b): OSA severity classes
obtained from the AHI (Reference Severity) and AHIest (Estimated Severity) using the
canonical thresholds. In each cell, the percentage per severity is shown (also visually
indicated by the color scale) as well as the number of participants
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2.3.4 AHI estimation with automatic sleep/wake detection Results so
far were obtained with sleep/wake classiﬁcation by a human scorer. The
fully automatic version of our method was obtained by detecting and subsequently excluding the wake epochs using the ECG-based sleep staging algorithm proposed by Fonseca et al. [138]. This sleep staging algorithm uses
a subset of the features used in our OSA monitoring solution and has been
trained on different datasets. For the datasets used in this research work,
the sleep/wake algorithm had an average accuracy per subject of 84%±13%
paired with a 40%±22% sensitivity and a 88%±13% precision for the wake periods and an agreement with the human scorer annotations (Cohen’s kappa
[137]) of 0.44±0.22.
Using the automatic sleep/wake scoring only led to a small decrease in
performance. The AHI-AHIest correlations obtained using sleep/wake scored
manually and automatically were found not statistically different (p>0.1 for
equal correlation null hypothesis using Fisher’s z transformation [139]). The
fully automatic method had a lower correlation coeﬃcient and higher limits
of agreement but lower bias than the case where human scoring was used.
With automated annotation, seven participants showed a considerably overestimated AHI and seven a considerably underestimated AHI. Most of these
participants are the same as those misdiagnosed with human sleep/wake
scoring. In the considerably overestimated cases, one SOMNIA participant
with insomnia comorbid with OSA (AHI=15.97 events/h) replaced the pure
moderate OSA. In addition, two more participants, belonging to the ApneaECG and the Auto-PSG datasets with OSA, had a considerably overestimated
AHI (34.00 and 23.9 events/h respectively). For the considerable underestimation automatic sleep scoring yielded comparable results, with all the participants having severe OSA and six had an AHI≥50 events/h.
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Figure 2.4: AHI estimation performance employing the fully automated method including ECG-based sleep/wake scoring. a): correlation between reference AHI versus AHIest ; b): Bland-Altman plot of the reference AHI and AHIest . The bias and
the limits of agreement (LOA) are shown as events/h
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Automatic
sleep/wake
scoring

Minimum
Severity
mild
(AHI>5)
moderate
(AHI>15)
severe
(AHI>30)

Cohen’s
kappa

Sensitivity
[%]

Speciﬁcity
[%]

Accuracy
[%]

PPV
[%]

0.57

85

73

80

84

0.53

73

81

77

72

0.60

70

90

86

70

Table 2.5: Performance of the fully automatic method for screening the three
OSA severity classes. (PPV: Positive predictive value)

2

2.3.5 Screening and severity estimation with automatic sleep/wake
detection Compared to human sleep/wake scoring, the fully automatic
method showed an increase in sensitivity, a decrease in precision, and a
mostly unchanged speciﬁcity, with a maximum decrease from 79% to 73%
for mild OSA (Table 2.5). For comparison with the literature reported by Mendonça et al. [43] using a non-canonical AHI threshold, the screening performance for AHI≥10 was accuracy 81%, sensitivity 73% and speciﬁcity 83%.
The OSA severity estimation performance obtained with the automatic
method compared well with the manual sleep/wake scoring, with a moderate
increase in the overestimation of OSA severity, especially for the participants
without OSA (AHI<5, Figure 2.5b)).

Figure 2.5: Receiver operating characteristics and confusion matrix of the AHIest
employing the fully automated method including ECG-based sleep/wake scoring.
a): receiver operating characteristics describing the OSA screening for the canonical
thresholds (AUC: area under the curve, squares: sensitivity-speciﬁcity for the canonical AHI thresholds). b): confusion matrix of the OSA severity (percentage per reference
severity and number of participant in parenthesis).
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2.4 DISCUSSION
Here, we present an AHI estimation method based on optimized ECG-derived
features cross-validated in a heterogeneous sleep-disordered population.
We showed that the AHI predicted with this method is a good representation of the gold standard AHI, even in the complex ensemble of the included
datasets. Moreover, our algorithm not only provided an adequate estimation
of the AHI when epochs were manually scored as sleep or wake, but even
when using an automatic ECG-based sleep/wake classiﬁcation method. Only
3% of the epochs scored as wake, both in case of the human and automatic
scoring, were related to a respiratory event, therefore the AHI underestimation caused by their exclusion can be considered negligible.
In a small number of participants the AHI was considerably over- or underestimated. Considerable AHI overestimation mainly occurred in participants
with comorbid sleep disorders that have an impact on cardiovascular features, such as insomnia and sleep-related movement disorders [78,104,140].
The effect of these sleep disorders on the features is also conﬁrmed by the
relatively large amount of epochs with movements that are misdetected by
our method as RE-epochs. This misclassiﬁcation can be explained by the
similarity of the autonomic nervous system response between respiratory
events and limb movements and their occasional co-occurrence [141]. Especially the latter weakens the link between cardiovascular features and respiratory events, even in the presence of movement related features, such
as ECG-derived activity counts in our case. In the fully automatic method,
AHI overestimation occurred a little more often (seven participants instead of
ﬁve), probably due to misdetection of wake periods, leading to an increased
amount of non-RE-epochs with a higher autonomic nervous system activity.
The reference AHI of the overestimated participant was heavily dependent on the oxygen desaturation threshold chosen to score the hypopneas:
the AHI obtained with a 3% desaturation threshold was almost double than
the AHI obtained with the 4% desaturation threshold. This is in line with the
literature and rekindles the discussion regarding what would be the best deﬁnition for this type of respiratory events, also from a cardiovascular response
perspective [99]. The overestimation of AHI in certain cases does not necessarily diminish the potential of our method: a high AHIest could trigger a clinician to the presence of abnormal sleep and lead to a more thorough sleep investigation.
The cases in which our method considerably underestimated the AHI may
be explained by the datasets used to train our method, i.e. the SOMNIA, the
HealthBed and the Auto-PSG datasets. These datasets have a lower number of extremely severe OSA cases compared to for example the Apnea-ECG
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dataset. This might have biased the epoch-by-epoch classiﬁer, the RE-epoch
probability thresholds choice and the feature optimization towards lower AHI
participants. Especially feature optimization could have been affected by this:
the per-subject normalization selection can disregard the ﬂattening of the features generated by some normalization (e.g. Z-score) occurring when most
of the recording is characterized by respiratory events (such as those with
an AHI>50 events/h). We hypothesize that the cases with an underestimated
AHI reﬂect a limitation of the datasets available rather than of the method
per se. If so, this may be ameliorated by including more extreme OSA cases
in the algorithm training.
2

2.4.1 AHI estimation for OSA screening When our AHIest was employed
as screening tool, its performance was superior to three of the most used
questionnaires, independently from the sleep/wake scoring technique applied. As an illustrative comparison, the STOP-Bang questionnaire, the Berlin
questionnaire and the Multivariable Apnea Prediction score showed lower
sensitivity and speciﬁcity for screening mild and moderate cases than our
method when validated in large general population even less complex as
ours [87, 142, 143]. Our method showed a tendency to under-screen severe
OSA cases, but most of these were labelled as moderate OSA and therefore
still tagged as participants that require further clinical investigation.
The screening performance of our method can be compared against other
ECG-based screening methods as well. In a recent review on OSA monitoring
approaches, two studies proposing ECG-based OSA screening methods were
found to be tested on datasets with more than 100 participants [43,144,145].
Using an AHI screening threshold of 10 events/h, Roche et al. reported an accuracy of 91% with a 92% sensitivity and 90% speciﬁcity on 147 participants
while Gutierrez et al. showed 72% accuracy with 80% sensitivity and 59%
speciﬁcity on 188 participants. The performance of our method lies between
these two studies. However, while our method is validated on a heterogeneous pool of datasets consisting of 262 participants, the population of these
other studies consisted of participants speciﬁcally referred to the hospital for
a suspicion of OSA. This could have biased results towards higher agreement,
as Roche et al. suggested as well [144].
The screening performance of our method varied for different severity
classes: a lower sensitivity and positive predictive value were achieved when
screening for moderate and severe OSA in comparison with mild OSA. The
reason for this performance variation can be found in the choice of the REepoch probability thresholds for the RE-epoch detection combined with our
dataset. Since the thresholds were chosen to maximize the OSA severity class
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separation, our method priorities a reduction of false positives at the cost of
a decreased amount of true positives in order to correctly assign the OSA
severity class to the most prevalent OSA cases, i.e. AHI<5 events/h with and
without other sleep disorders (Table 2.1). In addition, the lowest sensitivity
and positive predictive value in screening the severe OSA cases are due to
participant with a considerably underestimated AHI having a larger weight in
the performance calculation.
The under-screening of moderate and severe OSA cases can be corrected
by lowering the screening thresholds applied to the AHIest . In fact, by choosing optimal thresholds for AHIest , the moderate and severe OSA screening
results are aligned with the mild cases (Table 2.4).
The screening improvement obtained with the optimized thresholds can
be related to the presence of the Apnea-ECG dataset only in the validation set:
with its underestimated severe OSA cases and moderate OSA cases without
comorbidities, the Apnea-ECG dataset inﬂuenced the optimal AHI screening
threshold to lower values. In fact, the optimal screening thresholds reduced
the speciﬁcity of our system making it less resilient to participants with overestimated AHI, i.e. principally participants with sleep disorders.
Even though the differences in screening performance between the fully
automatic and the manual sleep/wake scoring versions of our method were
minimal, using an automatic sleep/wake scoring had the effect of decreasing speciﬁcity, while increasing sensitivity. This effect was clearer for mild
OSA cases due to the higher impact of sleep/wake misclassiﬁcations, especially for participants with other sleep disorders. However, the false positive
screening for mild OSA of participants with sleep disorders other than OSA
is not alarming in a clinical scenario. On the contrary, it can help to prompt
further investigation in patients with other clinically relevant sleep conditions.
Instead, the misclassiﬁcation of wake as sleep had the advantage of increasing the screening sensitivity of our algorithm. The inclusion of wrongly labelled sleep epochs leads to an increased amount of epochs detected as REepochs and, therefore, to an increase of AHIest . Using the automatic sleep/wake scoring algorithm practically creates a compromise between the confounding effect of wake epochs (increase false positive RE-epochs) and their
representative value in case of disordered sleep. Even though this detection might not be related to respiratory events, this can be interpreted as
a consequence of disturbed sleep and therefore easing the screening task of
our method. The screening results obtained could probably be further improved by combining our method with questionnaires, similarly to the combination of the Multivariable Apnea Prediction score with HSAT presented by
Gurubhagavatula et al. [143].
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2.4.2 OSA severity estimation The OSA severity estimation obtained by
the AHIest was in line with the reference, especially for participants without
OSA. Importantly, only 8% of the participants with moderate or severe OSA
were classiﬁed as normal, ensuring that the participants with the two highest
severities are mostly recognised as having at least a certain degree of OSA.
HSAT currently are a widely accepted alternative for the PSG measurement and it is interesting to note that the AHI estimation performance of our
method is comparable with typical HSAT automatic AHI estimation. As an example, in comparison with the Embletta and the ApneaLink HSAT tested by
Aurora et al. [146], our method had larger limits of agreement, but a lower
bias. When the AHIest was used for OSA severity estimation, our method gave
a slightly better performance than the Embletta HSAT. The percentage of underestimated cases is lower in our research for all the three OSA severities,
but we had a higher overestimation, probably inﬂuenced by the inclusion of
sleep-disordered participants in our data.
2.4.3 RE-epoch detection and inﬂuencing factors The RE-epoch detection part of our method showed good outcomes for the population analysed (high accuracy with a fair agreement with the reference) even though
it was not the main focus of our tool. In fact, speciﬁcity was favored over
sensitivity to account for the elevated presence of confounding factors due
to disordered sleep and events associated with it. For comparison with the
literature on the Apnea-ECG dataset [43], the performance obtained on this
dataset (calculated on the entire amount of classiﬁed epochs) was 82.70 sensitivity, 80.30 speciﬁcity, 73.02 precision, 81.24 accuracy and 0.61 agreement.
The results of RE-epoch detection in the Apnea-ECG dataset were in line with
these literature [43, 92], which is remarkable considering that our method
was trained on a different population, using the entire Apnea-ECG dataset
as a hold-out set, and that our focus was AHI estimation rather than REepochs detection.
Having several datasets with extensive sleep annotations allowed us to
investigate at the event level which factors played a key role in AHI estimation. We noticed that most of the RE-epochs characterized by obstructive apneas were correctly detected. In addition, their RE-epoch probability seems
to be proportional to the duration of the event in the epoch (Figure 2.1b).
The relationship between event duration and RE-epoch probability can be
explained with a proportionality between cardiovascular response duration
and event duration: longer events inﬂuence a larger amount of the ECG signal and, therefore, stronger affect the features calculated on windows of this
signal. In the case of the hypopnea-characterized epochs, we hypothesize
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that this relationship could be hidden by the milder cardiovascular response
of the hypopneas as compared to the obstructive apneas.
Hypopnea-characterized RE-epochs were the most diﬃcult to detect, with
more than 50% of them having a probability lower than the detection thresholds (Figure 2.1a). The more complex detection of hypopneas with respect
to obstructive apneas is in line with the literature. For instance, Punjabi et
al. [98] showed that, even when the AHI is estimated with a HSAT, the reference and estimated hypopnea indexes were less correlated when compared to the obstructive apnea indices. The hypopnea-epoch misclassiﬁcation can be explained with the higher diﬃculty in discerning, from a cardiovascular perspective, hypopneas from other types of confounding events,
such as respiratory-related arousals and limb movements [140, 147]. In fact,
rather than having a low RE-epoch probability for hypopnea-characterized REepochs (median>0.6 with 25th percentile≈0.4), our method had an elevated
RE-epoch probability thresholds (minimum 0.65). This indicates that, in order to better estimate the severity class of the participants in the training set,
our method had to sacriﬁce the hypopnea detections in favor of increased resilience to other factors. However, it was able to compensate for these false
negatives and deliver an AHIest in line with the reference AHI, especially considering the predominant presence of hypopnea-characterized epochs in our
pool of datasets (Table 2.1).
The RE-epochs characterized by the "after event" in combination with an
obstructive apnea or hypopnea were generally correctly classiﬁed by our
method (Figure 2.1c) probably because the end of a respiratory event is usually characterized several events (e.g. the resumption of normal breathing,
arousal and a bradycardia-tachycardia behavior) that are easier to recognize
respect to, for instance, the ﬁrst 10 seconds of a respiratory event. [3, 88].
2.4.4 Limitations and future developments The advantages of having a
heterogeneous sleep-disordered population are accompanied with some disadvantages. The sleep disorder heterogeneity of the data limited us to crossvalidate our method rather than validating it on a separate hold-out set. The
exclusion criteria related to technical and physiological aspects of the ECG signal (described in Section 2.2.2) represent another limitation. Low coverage
and sensor malfunctioning can be overcome by the possibility to measure
multiple nights with an unobtrusive implementation of our method, but our
method cannot handle participants with a high presence of irregular beats
because it is largely based on HRV features. However, the cardiovascular signal, such as ECG and PPG, can inform the clinician on the presence of such
irregular beats and, therefore, direct those patients to more standard sleep
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analysis. We selected our epoch-by-epoch classiﬁer among classiﬁers that
are simpler than the latest developments in the machine learning ﬁeld for
sleep [148, 149]. While this allowed to minimize hyper-parameter tuning and
computational power required for training, nevertheless it limits the information that can be inferred from our features. More complex classiﬁers combining both feature optimization and classiﬁcation will be part of future research. Future research will also aim to translate this methods for other type
of sensors since based on device agnostic features (i.e. HRV and movement
features, like it has been done for sleep staging with wrist-worn PPG [89]) to
enable a fully automatic, unobtrusive and long-term OSA monitoring.
2
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Photoplethysmography
quality estimation

Adapted from: G. Papini, P. Fonseca, L. Eerikäinen, S. Overeem, J. Bergmans, and R. Vullings, “Sinus or not: a new beat detection algorithm based on a pulse morphology quality index to extract
normal sinus rhythm beats from wrist-worn photoplethysmography recordings,” Physiological
measurement, vol. 39, no. 11, p. 115007, 2018

Photoplethysmography quality estimation

3

ABSTRACT
Wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography (rPPG) can enable free-living
physiological monitoring of people during diverse activities, ranging from
sleep to physical exercise. In many applications, it is important to remove
the pulses not related to sinus rhythm beats from the rPPG signal before
using it as a cardiovascular descriptor. In this manuscript, we propose an
algorithm to assess the morphology of the rPPG signal in order to reject nonsinus rhythm pulses, such as artifacts or pulses related to arrhythmic beats.
The algorithm segments the rPPG signal into individual pulses and dynamically evaluates their morphological likelihood of being normal sinus rhythm
pulses via a template-matching approach that accounts for the physiological
variability of the signal. The normal sinus rhythm likelihood of each pulse
is expressed as a quality index that can be employed to reject artifacts and
pulses related to arrhythmic beats. Thresholding the pulse quality index enables a near perfect detection of normal sinus rhythm beats by rejecting most
of the non-sinus rhythm pulses (positive predictive value 98-99%), both in
healthy subjects and arrhythmic patients. The rejection of arrhythmic beats is
almost complete (sensitivity to arrhythmic beats 7-3%), while the sensitivity to
sinus rhythm beats is not compromised (96-91%). The developed algorithm
consistently detects normal sinus rhythm beats in rPPG signal by rejecting
artifacts and, ﬁrst of its kind, arrhythmic beats. This increases the reliability
in the extraction of features which are adversely inﬂuenced by the presence
of non-sinus pulses, whether related to inter-beat intervals or to pulse morphology, from wrist-worn rPPG signals recorded in free-living conditions.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.1.1 Physiological monitoring with photoplethysmography Over the
last decades wearable devices for general consumer applications, such as
ﬁtness trackers and smartwatches, are increasingly used in medical and diagnostic applications. The need for unobtrusive and inexpensive monitoring in certain areas of healthcare, such as cardiac and sleep monitoring, is
important driving force for the development of medically graded wearable
devices and algorithms [38, 39, 151]. Photoplethysmography (PPG) is one of
the most promising technologies for wearable medical monitoring [31]. The
PPG sensor uses one or more LEDs to illuminate the skin and a photo-diode
to measure the quantity of light that is either transmitted through (transmissive PPG) or reﬂected (reﬂective PPG) by the tissue. The acquired PPG signal
describes the variation of blood volume in the micro-vessels that is caused
by the pulsatile nature of the circulating blood. PPG technology is broadly
researched because it can be used to derive a substantial number of physiologically relevant signals and features, such as respiration and heart rate
variability (HRV) [31,152,153]. In turn, these signals and features can be used
to develop algorithms to monitor or classify various physiological phenomena. Reﬂective PPG (rPPG) is commonly applied in consumer devices, such
as smartwatches, as it is easily embeddable in wrist-worn devices and enables continuous and relatively unobtrusive monitoring of cardio-circulatory
activity. Several research studies have been conducted on wrist-worn rPPG
devices for medical applications with the intent to complement or replace
more classical diagnostic techniques, such as polysomnography in sleep research and Holter ECG in cardiac-monitoring [89, 154, 155].
For several applications, it is necessary to evaluate the quality and the
regularity of the PPG signal in order to correctly extract the desired information. For instance, the removal of artifacts and arrhythmic beats from the
inter-beat intervals (IBI) is paramount for computation of accurate HRV features. The irregularities caused by artifacts and non-sinus rhythm beats can
increase IBI variability or bias IBI analysis and, therefore, corrupt HRV estimation [50, 101]. In addition to their effect on HRV calculation, the presence of
pulses from arrhythmic beats hampers the calculation of PPG morphologyrelated features, such as PPG-derived respiration, due to the different hemodynamical response as compared to normal sinus rhythm beats [50,156]. Signal quality assessment is particularly important for PPG because this signal is
more prone to be corrupted when compared, for example, with an ECG signal.
The PPG signal can be distorted by motion artifacts, low blood perfusion or
sub-optimal contact between the sensor and the skin [31,34,51]. At the same
time, evaluating the quality of PPG is not a trivial task, as the morphology of
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the pulses is highly variable due to the broad spectrum of physiological parameters inﬂuencing the signal. The pulse morphology depends on the PPG
measuring location, the pressure applied to the sensor, the systemic and local blood pressure, cardiorespiratory dynamics, and factors inﬂuencing the
mechanical properties of the vessels—such as arterial stiffness due to age or
plaque buildup [31,34,157,158]. Moreover, the presence of pulses caused by
arrhythmic beats such as premature ventricular contractions, can be hidden
by adjacent sinus rhythm pulses [156, 159].

3

3.1.2 Quality assessment in PPG signals Several algorithms for beat detection and quality assessment of PPG signals are described in the literature.
Some of them estimate the quality of each pulse by thresholding speciﬁc
morphological features, such as the duration of the rising slope and the amplitude of the PPG pulse [160, 161]. Furthermore, the thresholds for quality assessment are often deﬁned heuristically or experimentally and are not
necessarily valid for every PPG recording set-up. For example, some signal
amplitude-related thresholds require adjustment depending on the location
or the type of PPG sensor [31, 162]. Other algorithms assess the quality of
each PPG pulse by comparing it with a pulse template derived from the PPG
signal itself. Such a template is often obtained by averaging multiple PPG
pulses and quality is then calculated by directly comparing each individual
pulse with the template, typically using one or more matching metrics, such
as the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient [163, 164] or the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance [165]. Depending on the set of pulses considered, averaging the pulse signals can lead to a distorted template because of the variability
in the morphology of the pulses [166, 167]. Moreover, direct comparison between a pulse and a template could lead to misclassiﬁcation of a sinus rhythm
pulse as a corrupted pulse, for instance when pulse-morphology changes due
to a postural change. In addition, metrics like Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient
evaluate only the strength of the linear relationship between two variables.
Therefore, it might not be sensitive to morphology changes that do not affect
the rise-decline behavior of the PPG pulses, such as arrhythmic phenomena,
but which are relevant to identify. We recently proposed an algorithm that
overcomes these drawbacks [168]. This algorithm calculates the pulse quality by comparing each individual PPG pulse to a template obtained from a
set of pulses via a DTW-based averaging. The pulse-template comparison is
mediated by the DTW of the pulse onto the template in order to account for
the physiological variability of the PPG signal. However, the warping of the
PPG pulse is not constrained and could therefore over-adapt the pulses to
the template. This limits its applicability when a high similarity between the
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non-sinus rhythm pulse and the template is present, e.g. when the pulses
are generated by arrhythmic beats. In addition, similar to the algorithms in
the literature that we are aware of, this algorithm was developed and tested
only on transmissive PPG, conventionally used in medical pulse oximeters.
Moreover, none of the algorithms presented in the literature are developed
to reject arrhythmic pulses and most of them were not tested in the presence
of arrhythmias or in long-term recordings in free-living conditions such as in
overnight recordings. Therefore, questions remain regarding the applicability and reliability in important real-world applications such as night-by-night
sleep analysis and follow-up of patients after hospital discharge.
This paper describes an extended version of the algorithm presented previously [168]. Here we describe an algorithm to assess the quality of individual rPPG pulses, deﬁned as the likelihood of being generated by normal
sinus rhythm contractions. The quality index is assessed by comparing rPPG
pulse morphology to an adaptive template. The template is created via DTW
barycenter averaging of several (DBA) pulses in order to be insensitive to
physiological differences in pulses used to create the template and to guarantee a tailored template for every recording. The comparison between each
pulse and the template is mediated by constrained DTW in order to account
for the physiological variability of pulse morphology during sinus rhythm. The
performance of the algorithm to classify normal sinus rhythm beats is tested
on two datasets containing overnight free-living data from a wrist-worn reﬂective PPG device and analyzed in terms of beat detection and rejection rate of
pulses caused by arrhythmic beats.
3.2 METHODS: PULSE QUALITY INDEX ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
Figure 3.1 illustrates an overview of the algorithm; each of the steps will be
described in the following sections. Regarding the abbreviations used, the
subscript indicates the main characteristic of an element (e.g. TempAd is the
adapted template); PP indicates a pulse of a rPPG signal (e.g. PP10Hz is a pulse
of rPPG10Hz ); the abbreviations ending in s have to be considered plural (e.g.
PPs10Hz is the plural form of PP10Hz ).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the algorithm. The ﬂowchart represents the steps to obtain the beat locations and their associated
pulse quality index (PQI) from the raw rPPG signal. The rectangular blocks represent the operations and the blocks with
rounded corners and bold text are the inputs/outputs for each operation. The sections of the paper corresponding to each
operation block are reported above each of them. Regarding the acronyms in the ﬁgure: rPPG2.25Hz and rPPG10Hz are two
ﬁltered versions of the raw rPPG signal (Section 3.2.1), PP10Hz is a segment of rPPG10Hz (Section 3.2.1), PPTemp and PPPQI
are two different normalization of PP10Hz used for template and quality calculation (Section 3.2.2), TempAd is an amplitude
adjusted version of the template (Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3), PPwarped is a dynamic time warped version of the PPPQI
(Section 3.2.4).
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3.2.1 rPPG pre-processing, segmentation and beat localization The raw
rPPG signal is ﬁltered to obtain two versions with different frequency components:
• rPPG2.25Hz : a 3rd order zero-phase band-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with cutoff frequencies of 0.4 Hz and 2.25 Hz is used to remove high-frequency
components related to noise and to the diastolic peak and the low-frequency components related to respiration and body position changes
[31] (Figure 3.2a)). This enhances the two local minima deﬁning the
start and the end of each pulse. The local minima are found according to:

˙ 2.25Hz (t ) 6= sign rPPG
˙ 2.25Hz (t − 1) &
l = {t |sign rPPG

(3.1)

¨ 2.25Hz (t ) > 0 & rPPG2.25Hz (t ) < 0}.
& rPPG

˙ 2.25Hz and rPPG
¨ 2.25Hz indicate, respectively, the ﬁrst and secWhere rPPG
ond derivative of rPPG2.25Hz .
• rPPG10Hz : a 3rd order zero-phase band-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with cutoff frequencies of 0.4 Hz and 10 Hz is used to preserve the morphology
of the rPPG pulses which should still exhibit the component related
to the diastolic peak (Figure 3.2a)). rPPG10Hz is segmented in PPs10Hz
using the local minima of rPPG2.25Hz (Figure 3.2b)) according to the
following equations:

(3.2)

l i = i t h local minimum time,
peak = {t | rPPG2.25Hz (t ) = max rPPG2.25Hz (l i , l i +1 )},

(3.3)

start = {t | rPPG10Hz (t ) = min rPPG10Hz (l i , peak)},

(3.4)

end = {t | rPPG10Hz (t ) = min rPPG10Hz (peak, l i +1 +
PP10Hz = rPPG10Hz (start, end).

l i +1 − l i
)},
4

(3.5)
(3.6)

The resulting PPs10Hz that have a duration above 1.5 sec or below 0.5 sec,
corresponding to a heart rate outside normal sinus rhythm range of 40 to
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120 beats per minute (bpm), are excluded from further analysis. The exclusion criteria are slightly broader than the normal resting HR range in adults
(40 to 90 bpm) in order to retain HR changes that may be caused by conditions unrelated to cardiovascular conditions, such as obstructive sleep apnea [108, 109]. The remaining PPs10Hz are upsampled to 1 kHz (in case
recorded with a lower sampling frequency) using a cubic spline interpolation
in order to localize more accurately their key points, such as their peaks. This
procedure is commonly employed for ECG signals in order to better deﬁne
the beat time location in the QRS complexes [169]. Since each rPPG pulse is
the hemodynamic consequence of a cardiac contraction, it is possible to associate a ﬁducial point of the pulse with a heartbeat. The algorithm detects
the largest ﬁrst derivative in the rising slope of PP10Hz as the ﬁducial point
(yellow star in Figure 3.2b)) since we found it to reproduce accurately the
ECG-derived IBI [170].

3

3.2.2 Pulse normalization The amplitude of the rPPG pulses can vary signiﬁcantly during a recording due, for instance, to a change in body position
or to different pressure applied to the sensor [34, 157]. Therefore, it is necessary to normalize the PP10Hz amplitude before creating a pulse template out
of an ensemble of pulses.

a)

Figure 3.2: rPPG signals and pulses. a): The raw rPPG signal and the two ﬁltered signals derived from it. b): Segmentation of the rPPG10Hz using the rPPG2.25Hz minima
(green stars); the red arrow indicates the search window for the start of the pulse (red
star) and the blue arrow the search window for the end of the pulse (blue star). The
yellow dotted line represents the maximum tangent to the rising slope of the PP10Hz
and the yellow star indicates its location. The yellow star is the ﬁducial point of the
pulse associated to the heartbeat chosen in our research.
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The normalized version of PP10Hz is calculated according to:
amplitude = | max PP10Hz − min PP10Hz |,
max PP10Hz + min PP10Hz
,
2
PP10Hz − shift
PPTemp =
.
amplitude
shift =

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

Sudden substantial increases of the PP10Hz amplitudes are often representative of signal corruption. In these cases, the amplitude information is helpful
in identifying segments that should have a low quality index. For this reason,
a second normalized version of the PPs10Hz which is used for quality index
calculation is computed as:
3
PPPQI = PP10Hz − shift.

(3.10)

The different normalization approaches complicate the estimation of the similarity between the template derived from the PPsTemp and each PPPQI because the ﬁrst represents a normalized amplitude, while the second contains
a varying amplitude. Therefore, in order to be able to compare template and
PPsPQI , it is necessary to adjust the template amplitude with a correction factor before each comparison between the template and PPPQI . To derive the
correction factors, a time series comprising all the amplitudes obtained in
Equation 3.7 is stored. First, the algorithm removes from the amplitude time
series all elements that have a value 50% higher or lower than the previous or
the following value. Then the clipped amplitude time series is interpolated at
4 Hz using a cubic spline interpolation and ﬁltered with a 3rd order zero-phase
low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with a cut-off frequency of 1.5 Hz. The cut-off frequency is chosen to conﬁdently include physiological amplitude variations
since these are not expected to occur faster than the respiration frequency
(a frequency range from 4 to 60 breaths per minute, i.e. from 0.067 Hz to
1 Hz was considered) [152]. Finally, the ﬁltered signal is resampled at the
same time locations of the original amplitude time series. In this way, the
algorithm suppresses abnormal amplitude variations from each PPPQI while
retaining the low-frequency physiological amplitude variations. The cleaned
amplitude time series is used as a series of correction factors; the adjusted
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templates (TempAd s) are obtained by multiplying the template by the corresponding correction factors for each comparison with the PPPQI .

3

3.2.3 Template creation The literature describes several examples of template extraction from cardiovascular signals such as ECG and ballistocardiogram for the purpose of beat classiﬁcation and signal quality estimation [164, 171–173]. In our algorithm, the quality assessment of each rPPG
pulse is also based on a template matching approach: each PPPQI is compared with an amplitude adjusted template describing the morphology of an
uncorrupted and regular rPPG pulse, i.e. a pulse free from movement artifacts and caused by a normal sinus rhythm beat. The pulses in a PPG signal
are a clear example of a time series that changes in shape: the pulse morphology changes according to normal physiological variation, such as heart rate
(HR), vascular tone and body position [31,157]. For this reason, our algorithm
calculates the pulse template by means of DBA [167]. This allows the time series to be averaged by iteratively decreasing the DTW distance between an
initial template and each individual pulse (Figure 3.3).
In each iteration, the resulting averaged time series is used as the initial
template for the next iteration. The DBA is initialized with the medoid of the
PPsTemp as initial template and this initial template is reﬁned during ﬁve iterations [167]. The number of iterations is chosen empirically to ensure the
computation a pulse template with a correct morphological representation of
the pulses, in an eﬃcient computation time. The resulting pulse template is
ﬁltered using a 3rd order low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with a cut-off frequency
of 10 Hz to remove high-frequency components introduced by the DBA. This
guarantees that the template has the same frequency components as the
Dynamic time warping barycenter averaging

in one hour of recording

PPs Temp
PPs Temp
adaptation to
the template

Medoid
calculation

Initial
template

Only for 1st
iteration

Conven onal
averaging of
adapted PPs Temp

Temporary
Template

Only for 5th
iteration

Lowpass filter
10.0 Hz

Template
5 iterations

Figure 3.3: Template creation. The ﬂowchart shows the steps to obtain, for each
hour of rPPG recording, a template from the PPTemp s. The format of the blocks indicates their type as in Figure 3.1. The PPTemp s adaptation to the template is mediated
by DTW, similar to the PPPQI s adaptation described in Section 3.2.4.
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rPPG segments used to obtain it (PPsTemp ) and of the rPPG segments used
to calculate the quality index (PPsPQI ). A separate template is calculated for
each one-hour segment of the rPPG recording. The choice of one hour segments represent a compromise between a suﬃcient amount of uncorrupted
pulses while keeping computational time within reasonable limits. However,
the algorithm is also able to handle shorter segments, for instance of eight
minutes, as described in Papini et al. [168].
Figure 3.4 illustrates an example where DBA outperforms a conventional
averaging procedure. In this case, the subset of pulses used has a varying
morphology caused by the presence of a venous pulsation at the beginning
of some of the rPPG pulses (e.g. in PPTemp 2) [174]. The morphological variety
is remarkably broad (the area highlighted in green) and conventional averaging does not yield a pulse rising slope characteristic of an actual rPPG pulse.
Instead, the DBA maintains the overall shape of the rPPG pulses and, in addition, includes the inﬂuence of the venous pulsation. Aligning the pulses
before conventional averaging would improve the results, but would also require removal of the part of the rPPG pulses related to the venous pulsation
and, therefore, part of the physiological information present in the signal. In
our algorithm, it is not necessary to account separately for the pulse misalignment because the DBA accounts for it (pulse adaptation step in Figure 3.3).
Thanks to this, the DBA can operate on segments with different lengths, eliminating the need to zero-pad or trim segments to a ﬁxed length before aligning
and ﬁnally averaging them.

Figure 3.4: Template and PPsTemp . The green area encloses the pulse morphology

within the 90th and the 10th percentile of the PPsTemp ’ silhouettes. The morphology
varies from classical pulse (PPTemp 1) to pulse with a venous pulsation (PPTemp 2). The
DBA Template is closer to a sinus rhythm pulse than that obtained by conventional
averaging (Avg Template).
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3

3.2.4 PQI pulses adaptation The proposed algorithm uses DTW to derive
PPwarped from the warping of PPPQI to the template calculated for the one
hour of rPPG signal they belong to (Figure 3.5). In contrast with our previous
algorithm [168], we now apply two constraints to the DTW in order to avoid
a distortedly warped PPsPQI [175]. One constraint limits the maximum time
warping to 0.3 sec and the other limits the number of matching points to a
maximum of 3. The ﬁrst constraint is derived heuristically and corresponds
approximately to two times the standard deviation of the inter-pulse intervals in our datasets. The second constraint is chosen in order to be able to
transform a PPPQI from 0.5 sec to 1.5 sec, and vice versa, and to guarantee
a balanced warping to each point of the pulses. In this way, the entire spectrum of pulses, with a duration within the boundaries set in the rPPG signal
segmentation, can be covered. Finally, the PPwarped are ﬁltered using the
same approach as for the template, in order to remove high-frequency components introduced by the DTW (Figure 3.5) and to enable the comparison
with the TempAd to calculate the pulse quality index.
3.2.5 PQI calculation The DTW produces a warped pulse that matches
best, within the constraints, with the derived pulse template. However, some
differences between them remain, for two reasons: ﬁrst of all, because the
DTW modiﬁes the time locations of each point, but not their values, and second, because of the DTW constraints used. In this way, part of the morphological discrepancies between PPPQI and TempAd remain in the PPswarped . These
residual differences are used by the algorithm to calculate the quality index
(PQI) of each rPPG pulse. An overview of the procedure is shown in Figure 3.6
and the details are explained in the following equations.
First, the algorithm ﬁnds the indices of each sample of PPwarped with a
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.5: PPPQI adaptation examples. a) sinus rhythm pulse similar to the template, b) sinus rhythm pulse different from the template, c) pulse composed by a sinus
rhythm pulse merged with a pulse caused by a premature ventricular contraction.
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difference higher than 10% with respect to the corresponding samples of the
TempAd (Equation 3.11).
¯
¯
½
¾
¯ PPwarped (i) − TempAd (i) ¯
¯ > 0.1 .
UP = i ∈ Z+ | ¯¯
¯
TempAd (i)

(3.11)

Where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers ranging from one to the
number of samples of PPwarped . These indices allow the classiﬁcation of each
point of PPwarped as unmatched (UP) or matched (MP) to the relative TempAd
points. The 10% threshold is chosen heuristically and lower threshold values
appear not to drastically inﬂuence the algorithm’s performance. Instead,
thresholds above 20% are not recommended in order to avoid decreasing
the ability to correctly calculate the PQI. By using a 10% threshold, the
algorithm can account for small deviations that the DTW cannot fully compensate for, and can treat them as residual physiological variations. The
quantity of unmatched and matched points, respectively NUP and NMP , are
used to calculate the percentage of matching points as:
NMP% =

NMP
.
NMP + NUP

(3.12)

The second step consists in calculating the root mean square error of the
unmatched points in respect to TempAd according to:

Eq. 3.11 & 3.12

PPwarped
TempAd

Unmatched
points
estimation
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of matched
points
Unmatched
points in
PPwarped
and TempAd

Eq.3.13
13
Eq.

Eq. 3.13 False

Eq. 3.14
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error of the
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amplitude
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Eq. 3.15

Mismatch
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#=0
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Eq. 3.15

PQI = 0
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Figure 3.6: Pulse quality index calculation. The ﬂowchart shows the steps to calculate the pulse quality index. The blue blocks represent the search for pulse-template
dissimilarities, the orange blocks the quantiﬁcation of the dissimilarity as an error, the
red blocks the correction of the error and the green blocks the calculation of the PQI.
The format of the blocks indicates their type as in Figure 3.1. The numbers on top of
the blocks indicate the corresponding equation.
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 0
r PN
UP
RMSEUP =
[TempAd (UPj )−PPwarped (UPj )]2
j=1

NUP

if

Nup = 0

if

otherwise.

(3.13)

The RMSEUP represents the pulse-template dissimilarity, but it depends on
the amplitude of TempAd , which varies for each PPwarped -TempAd comparison. In fact when NUP is not zero, the higher the amplitude of TempAd ,
the higher the RMSEUP is, regardless of the actual dissimilarity between
TempAd and PPwarped . Therefore, the algorithm normalizes the RMSEUP for
the amplitude of TempAd :
RMSEnorm =

3

RMSEUP
.
max(TempAd ) − min(TempAd )

(3.14)

In case the error is larger than the amplitude of TempAd , the PPwarped has
certainly a poor quality, therefore its PQI is set to zero. The RMSEnorm has the
disadvantage that it takes into account only the magnitude of the mismatch
and not the number of the points mismatching. This characteristic negatively
inﬂuences the PQI because it makes PQI insensitive to situations where
there is a high number of unmatched points (low NMP% ) in combination with
a low RMSEnorm . The algorithm accounts for this by dividing the RMSEnorm
by NMP% . This ratio can be higher than 1, resulting in a negative PQI. Since
there is no reason to have a PQI lower than zero, PQI is set to 0 in case the
ratio is larger than 1, i.e. RMSEnorm larger than NMP% .
PQI = max {0, 1 − RMSEnorm /NMP% } .

(3.15)

The algorithm calculates a single PQI varying from 0—low-quality, highly
corrupted or highly inﬂuenced by arrhythmia—to 1—high quality, uncorrupted and belonging to normal sinus rhythm—for each pulse in a one-hour
segment of the rPPG recording.
If the average of the non-null PQIs is below 0.9 in an one-hour segments
of the recording, the PQI is considered invalid, the algorithm excludes the
pulses with the 20% lowest PQI, recalculates the template and re-assesses the
quality of all pulses in that segment. If the PQI is still not valid, the template
calculated in the previous hour of the recording is used. In case there is no
template available, a PQI of zero is assigned to all the pulses in the segment.
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3.3 MATERIALS AND VALIDATION METHODS
3.3.1 Datasets Two datasets are used to assess the performance of the PQI
as measure of normal sinus rhythm likelihood of a pulse. The ﬁrst dataset
(Heart Health Sleep dataset, HHS) consists of 26 overnight recordings from
16 healthy adults and is described by Fonseca et al. [89] as Validation set 1.
The subjects in the HHS datasets did not have any previous history of cardiovascular disorders and the subjects were assumed to have normal sinus
rhythm. The second dataset (Atrial Fibrillation dataset, AF) consists of 16 24hour recordings from 16 patients, of which four had continuous atrial ﬁbrillation, one atrial ﬂutter and eleven sinus rhythm with premature contractions.
This dataset is described by Eerikäinen et al. [176]; for this research, only the
overnight part of each recording is considered in order to have a stationary
recording condition, as in most literature [160, 163, 165, 177]. The start and
end time in bed were annotated by a researcher by analyzing the accelerometer signal. The HHS and AF datasets contain ECG (respectively from lead II
and 12-lead) and wrist-worn rPPG signal recorded simultaneously. In addition, the ECG data in the AF dataset was visually analyzed by a clinical expert
using an automated software to label every beat either as sinus rhythm, AF,
premature atrial contraction, premature ventricular contraction, artifact, or
unknown. For the HHS dataset, the beats in the ECG signal were automatically
detected using a QRS detector and post-processing localization algorithm described by Fonseca et al. [107]. The ECG signals comprise 769935 beats in the
HHS dataset and 437337 beats in the AF dataset. The AF dataset comprises
276041 sinus rhythm beats and the arrhythmic beats comprise 9778 premature atrial contractions (PAC), 8060 premature ventricular contractions (PVC),
107485 beats during atrial ﬁbrillation (AFib), 35873 beats during atrial ﬂutter
(AFlu) and 100 unknown/artifact. During the benchmarking of the algorithm,
the unknown/artifact beats are treated in the same way as arrhythmic beats
because of their limited amount and since both groups shoud anyway be
rated with a low quality index.
3.3.2 Validation procedures The current version of the algorithm differs
from that described in Papini et al. [168] in the two constraints employed in
the pulse adaptation (Section 3.2.4). The constraints do not refer to speciﬁc
pulse types (e.g. uncorrupted, arrhythmic or artifact) or to a speciﬁc pathology. Given the large number of beats used to validate the algorithm, and
the independence of the constraints from arrhythmic/artifact inﬂuences on
the pulse morphology, we are convinced that there is no risk of overﬁtting to
the validation datasets. The algorithm is tested regarding sinus rhythm beat
detection capability and rejection of arrhythmic beats. Its performance is
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evaluated in comparison with a reference: either manually or automatically
annotated beats from the ECG signal. Moreover, the performance is compared with the correlation derived pulse quality index described in Clifford et
al. [178] and summarized in the next section.

3

Correlation derived pulse quality index: An algorithm to derive a pulse quality
index based on the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient between the PPG pulses
and a template has been publicly released during the PhysioNet/Computing
in Cardiology Challenge of 2015. The algorithm takes as input a PPG signal
in addition to the pulse segmentation points, and outputs a quality index for
each pulse. The algorithm ﬁrst computes a template from all the pulses and
then uses this template to calculate the correlation-based pulse quality index
of the same pulses (PQICorr ). In our research, the correlation-based algorithm
takes as input the PPsTemp and uses these pulses for template creation and
quality assessment. The beat locations within the pulses are deﬁned as in
our algorithm, i.e. the point with the maximum slope in the rising part of
the rPPG pulse. The correlation-based algorithm uses a standard ensemble
averaging to derive the template and it re-samples the pulses to match the
number of samples of the template before calculating the quality index. The
PQICorr is validated in the same way as the PQI, allowing us to benchmark the
performance of our proposed algorithm with respect to a commonly used
approach described in the literature.
Sinus rhythm beat detection: The algorithm described in this manuscript gives
as an output the beat times and the PQI associated with each pulse. The
performances of the beat detection algorithms are calculated by comparing
the beat times derived from rPPG to the annotated beat times from ECG as in
Karlen et al. [163] and Aboy et al. [177]. Prior to the performance evaluation,
the beat times derived from the rPPG signal are synchronized with those derived from the ECG signal. This is done by maximizing the cross-correlation
of the IBIs obtained from both signals [89]. Sensitivity and positive predictive
values (SEN, PPV) are employed to quantify the beat detection rate of normal
sinus rhythm beats [179]. In order to be able to compute these metrics,
true detections are determined by deﬁning a maximum time difference
allowed between the reference beat from ECG and a detected beat from
rPPG [163, 168, 177]. Every missed detection is considered a false negative
while every detection not belonging to any detection window is considered
a false positive. SEN and PPV are then calculated as:
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True detections
,
True detections + Missed detections
True detections
.
PPV =
True detections + Not belonging detections

SEN =

(3.16)
(3.17)

The detection window for ECG-rPPG beat matching is set to 125 ms in
order to account for the pulse transit time variations that can generate local time differences between rPPG and ECG beats even after the global synchronization step, e.g. due to body position change [180]. PQI is used to
discard pulses with a PQI lower than a predeﬁned threshold. SEN and PPV
are calculated for different thresholds in order to determine the operating
characteristics of the algorithm regarding detection of beats annotated as
sinus rhythm with respect to the others, i.e. arrhythmic beats, artifacts or
corrupted pulses. The assumption is that by increasing the quality index
threshold the PPV should increase, because more erroneous detections, i.e.
artifacts and non-sinus rhythm beats, will be rejected. SEN and PPV are not
calculated for the subjects with continuous AFib and AFlu because they do not
have any beats labeled as sinus rhythm, and the number of true detections
cannot be calculated.
Rejection of arrhythmic beats: Each arrhythmic beat in the AF dataset has a
reference label of PAC, PVC, AFlu or AFib. The capability of the algorithm to
assign a low quality index to each arrhythmic beat is tested as the sensitivity
to each of these types of beats (SENArr ). SENArr is calculated in the same way
as the sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats by now using the arrhythmic beats
as positive class instead of sinus rhythms beats. The assumption is that by
increasing the PQI threshold the number of arrhythmic beats rejected should
increase and consequently the SENArr should decrease due to the lower arrhythmic beat detection (true positives). The presence of an arrhythmic beat
can also inﬂuence the morphology of a previous rPPG pulse by, for instance,
deforming its diastolic phase [156, 159]. Therefore, we determine a subjectspeciﬁc time threshold as the median of the time distances between each
peak and the corresponding end of each pulse in the complete recording (to
account for the subject variability of the rPPG signal). If two rPPG beats are
closer in time than the subject-speciﬁc threshold, the same label as that assigned to the subsequent rPPG beat is also assigned to the ﬁrst one. Subjects
with continuous AFib or AFlu do not have any beats labeled as sinus rhythm,
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therefore their SENArr is calculated separately from the other arrhythmic subjects. The four AFib subjects are treated differently from the rest because no
sinus rhythm is present and, therefore, it is not possible to assess deviations
from sinus rhythm. The AFlu subject is also treated separately because one
form of the pathology reduces the ventricular contraction variability on the
contrary to the other arrhythmias [181]. The pulses during atrial ﬂutter are
extremely regular and are therefore not distinguishable by simple morphological comparison. By isolating subjects with AFib and AFlu, the sensitivity to
arrhythmic beats can be calculated over the entire AF dataset without being
biased by the different type of arrhythmic populations, i.e. continuous as in
AFib and AFlu, versus intermittent PAC and PVC. Nonetheless, for these ﬁve
subjects, the sensitivity to arrhythmic beats is calculated separately for each
pathology for the overall number of arrhythmic beats. In addition, the overall
quality indices values are calculated to describe the algorithm’s behavior for
these two arrhythmia cases and to compare it with the average quality indices
for premature contractions and sinus rhythm beats using the Mann–Whitney
U test [182] test. For the recordings with premature contractions, SENArr is
calculated for the overall number of arrhythmic beats, as the average of each
subject’s SENArr and for the overall number of PAC and PVC beats.
3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Sinus rhythm beat detection The PPV and SEN for detecting normal
sinus rhythm beats in the HHS and AF datasets calculated for PQI and PQICorr
thresholds ranging from 0.0 to 0.8 are reported in Figure 3.7. For both pulse
quality indices, increasing the threshold of beat rejection increases the positive predictive value at the expense of sensitivity. While the positive predictive value is comparable in both datasets, the sensitivity is lower in the HHS
dataset. The beat detection algorithm performs well, also without thresholding the PQI; the positive predictive value with a PQI threshold of 0.0 is around
97% and 95% in the HHS and the AF datasets, respectively. By increasing the
PQI threshold, the positive predictive value increases consistently by around
2% and 3% in the two datasets with a moderate decrease in sensitivity. For
a PQI threshold of 0.6, nearly all the beats are successfully matched with the
reference beats from the ECG.
3.4.2 Arrhythmic beat rejection The overall quality index distributions
are reported in Table 3.1. The beats belonging to the subjects with continuous Aﬁb and Aﬂu have, respectively, signiﬁcantly lower and higher quality
indices compared to sinus rhythm beats. In Table 3.2 the SENArr is reported
for the same quality index thresholds as used in the normal sinus rhythm
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Index

AFib

AFlu

PAC+PVC

Sinus Rhythm

PQI

(avg±std)

0.55±0.38†

0.98±0.11*

0.20±0.28†

0.95±0.14

PQICorr

(avg±std)

0.68±0.26†

0.98±0.08*

0.57±0.29†

0.95±0.10

Statistically signiﬁcantly lower (†)/higher (*) than Sinus Rhythm beats (p<0.01).

Table 3.1: Distribution of PQI and PQICorr for each beat type. (avg: average, std:
standard deviation)

beat detection performance evaluation. For each quality index threshold, the
SENArr is lower for the PQI when compared with the PQICorr , independently
of how the metric is evaluated.
3.5 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe and evaluate an algorithm to detect normal sinus
rhythm beats from rPPG signals by means of a pulse quality-based rejection
of arrhythmic beats and corrupted pulses. With respect to the detection of
normal sinus rhythm beats, the PQI calculated by comparing the rPPG pulses
and the signal speciﬁc templates achieves a performance which is on par with
the literature. Using a threshold to reject beats based on the PQI leads to a
good agreement with beats obtained from ECG, which is a more noise resilient signal compared to the rPPG signal for beat detection.

Figure 3.7: Sinus rhythm beat detection performance. The sensitivity and positive predictive value obtained using the PQI (left) and the PQICorr (right). Each curve
shows the results for one of the datasets; the marker types are dataset-speciﬁc. The
results start for a quality threshold equal to zero (stars in the ﬁgure) and are reported
for threshold going from 0.5 to 0.8 with 0.1 step. The exact sensitivity and positive
predictive value for each point are in parenthesis.
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Quality threshold
Index

PQI

PQICorr

3

Subset

0.0

Overall

46.92

0.5

Per-subject

53.64±25.54

13.73±11.74

PAC

62.43

11.00

PVC

28.24

1.97

1.25

0.84

0.55

AFib

80.70

55.88

51.80

44.06

30.68

AFlu

98.40

97.34

97.13

96.78

95.78

Overall

46.92

30.03

25.10

19.62

12.53

Per-subject

53.64±25.54

35.99±22.10

31.89±22.63

29.05±22.63

25.77±22.48

PAC

62.43

39.69

33.50

25.95

15.74

PVC

28.24

18.40

14.98

11.99

8.66

AFib

80.70

63.47

56.91

48.34

36.45

AFlu

98.40

97.90

97.70

97.50

97.16

6.90

0.6
4.90
11.38±10.66
7.92

0.7

0.8

3.75

2.65

9.53± 8.93

4.06± 4.56

6.16

4.40

Table 3.2: [Sensitivity to the arrhythmic beats. SENArr [%] for the overall number
of beats, per-subject average (avg±std) and overall number of beats for arrhythmia
cases for different thresholds (Thr).

3.5.1 Sinus rhythm beats detection The sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats
we obtained is lower compared to our previous work and to results reported
in literature [160, 163, 168, 177]. However, this can be attributed to the
datasets used for validation. An artifact present in the rPPG signal is often not
visible in the ECG signal, because the latter is less inﬂuenced by movement artifacts and because the rPPG sensor often temporarily loses contact with the
sensed area. For instance, limb-worn devices are more subject to body movements than the thorax or abdomen where ECG is conventionally mounted.
In addition, the lack of sinus rhythm annotation and the completely automatic detection of the reference beats make the HHS dataset sub-optimal to
test the sinus rhythm detection capabilities of our algorithm. The annotation
methodology of the HHS dataset can cause the inclusion of some artifacts of
the ECG signal or arrhythmic beats as sinus rhythm beats. However, it is legitimate to assume that the large majority of the beats detected in the ECG signals of the HHS dataset are sinus rhythm beats because the dataset consists
of healthy subjects, with no primary history of cardiovascular disorders or using any substance that could have inﬂuenced the cardiovascular activity [89].
In addition, the ECG beat detector has been published with good results and
used in other research works [138, 183]. Nevertheless, the results obtained
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on the HHS dataset should not be considered on their own, but only as further evidence of the algorithm’s performance besides what was obtained on
the correctly annotated AF dataset. Despite this apparent decrease in performance, it should be emphasized that unlike earlier work, this research
focused on free-living recordings of healthy subjects and of patients with cardiac arrhythmias. The recording conditions introduce a higher physiological
variability in the rPPG signals due to the long recording duration and to the
unconstrained setup. Moreover, the number and different pathologies of the
measured subjects enriches the morphological variability of the rPPG signal.
The reference used and the type of recordings contribute to a lower sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats, but the algorithm is able to provide—even for
higher PQI thresholds—an average sensitivity higher than 90% together with
positive predictive values close to 99%. In terms of sinus rhythm beat detection, the PQI performance is comparable to what is obtained using the PQICorr .
However, the positive predictive value is consistently higher for the PQI, especially for the AF dataset. This performance difference can be attributed to
a higher speciﬁcity in assessing the quality of the arrhythmic beats: the rPPG
pulses associated with arrhythmic beats are more distinguishable, and hence,
easier to reject when rated with PQI than with PQICorr . In fact, nearly all the
arrhythmic beats are rated with a PQI below 0.6 while PQICorr distribution has
the same trend for arrhythmic and sinus rhythm beats (Figure 3.8).

Number matched beats

3.5.2 Arrhythmic pulses rejection The higher class separability between
sinus rhythm and arrhythmic pulses using the PQI is reﬂected in the arrhythmic beat rejection results. The PQI is able, as desired, to decrease the overall
sensitivity to arrhythmic beats—speciﬁcally to PACs and PVCs—to below 7%
while with the PQICorr the SENArr reaches 12% for a threshold of 0.8, i.e. close
to the quality index suitable for sinus rhythm beats. Furthermore, this means
Sinus Rhythm
Arrhytmic

PQI

PQI Corr

Figure 3.8: Pulse quality index distribution. Histograms of the PQI (left) and PQICorr
(right) for the beats matched with the reference in the AF dataset. The two classes are
more easily separable using PQI than with PQICorr
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that in order to have a proportion of arrhythmic beats lower than 12% using PQICorr one would have to sacriﬁce the sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats,
making the SEN-SENArr trade-off more disadvantageous than for PQI. In fact,
PQI is able to guarantee, for every threshold, a lower presence of arrhythmic
beats while maintaining a higher sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats. An example of the higher discriminative capacity of PQI can be seen in Figure 3.5. The
comparison between PPPQI and the template in Figure 3.5c) by means of the
Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient overestimates the pulse quality by assigning
a PQICorr of 0.89—indicating high similarity with the template—even though
it is derived from the merging of a sinus rhythm rPPG pulse with a premature
ventricular contraction. Instead, the PQI correctly assigns a low quality index
value to most similar pulse cases (in this example PQI is zero). Changing the
similarity metric to a more sensitive one, such as the pulse-template distance
derived via classical DTW [165], can resolve the quality overestimation, but at
the same time it might increase the chance of underestimating the quality of
uncorrupted pulses. For instance in Figure 3.5b), the difference between the
pulse and the template is not due to signal corruption or abnormal HR behavior, but the DTW distance increases by 20% with respect to Figure 3.5a),
where the difference between template and pulse is almost absent.
The SENArr of the PQI is better than that for PQICorr when calculated across
all beats as well as when calculated per-subject. In fact, the PQI offers a persubject SENArr three times lower with a twice as low standard deviation compared to the PQICorr , indicating a lower between-subject variability of the results. This does not only guarantee a higher rejection of arrhythmic beats in
each subject, but also a higher consistency in the results, suggesting a higher
generalizability of the PQI approach. Moreover, the SENArr of PQI is similar
among the two arrhythmic conditions under evaluation, i.e. PAC and PVC,
while the PQICorr tends to have a larger difference in performance.
The rejection of arrhythmic beats is higher when the recordings are mainly
characterized by PVCs rather than PACs. This can be explained by the morphological differences in the rPPG signal for pulses generated by the PVC and
PAC beats. A pulse related to a PVC often tends to be merged with the sinus
rhythm pulse that precedes it, resulting in a single PPPQI (e.g. Figure 3.5c)).
This occurs less frequently in the case of PACs. In fact, in the PVC recordings,
99% of the beats preceding the actual PVC beats were assigned a PVC label as
compared to only 55% of PAC beats. The PPsPQI resulting from the merging
of a sinus rhythm and PVC related pulses have a morphology that is significantly different than the generated templates and, therefore, are easier to
correctly classify as low-quality pulses.
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3.5.3 Limitations One of the limitations of the PQI is the inability to properly assess the normal sinus rhythm likelihood of every single beat/pulse
in case an arrhythmic condition is continuously present in the rPPG recording. However, in case of AFib the PQI is signiﬁcantly lower than the PQI obtained for the sinus rhythm beats. This means that also when no normal
sinus rhythm pulses are present, the algorithm can quantify the irregularity
of the recording and assign a lower PQI to most of the pulses. This measure
can, therefore, be used to exclude a subject completely from further analysis in case a rPPG recording presents an overall low average PQI. The algorithm needs to be developed further to achieve a similar rejection rate during
AFib as with PAC and PVC. One future development will be to separate the
template creation from the PPsTemp in case of overall low average PQI in order to increase the morphological difference between the arrhythmic pulses
and the template. These expedients cannot be used in case of atrial ﬂutter
since this condition produces a signiﬁcant reduction in contraction variability,
which leads to pulses with an extremely regular morphology, as conﬁrmed
by an AFlu SENArr higher than the SEN for every threshold (Table 3.2). In fact,
the PQI distribution of beats from the AFlu subject is signiﬁcantly higher than
the PQI for any other cardiac condition and sinus rhythm pulsations. Even
though the PQI cannot be used to ﬂat the potential presence of a condition
in the case of AFlu, it behaves as expected: regular pulses are classiﬁed with a
higher quality index. To correct for this drawback, a standard 24-hour Holter
ECG monitoring could be used to conﬁrm the suspicion of an atrial ﬂutter.
Naturally, if arrhythmic beats or pulses are excluded when aiming to exclude pulses corrupted by movement artifacts, the resulting time series is not
usable for arrhythmia detection. However, the information in the PQI can
be used as an additional indicator for arrhythmia detection or to pre-select
pulses deviating from the sinus rhythm.
Another limitation of our algorithm is that it is not suitable for online, realtime assessment of rPPG pulse quality. However, by changing, for instance,
the number of pulses required to derive the template, it could be adapted
for such an application, with a trade-off between assessment delay (due to
template build-up) and the power of the PQI in discriminating sinus rhythm
and arrhythmic or corrupted beats.
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3.6 CONCLUSION
We present a new beat detection algorithm for wrist-worn rPPG signals. The
algorithm allows the precise identiﬁcation of normal sinus rhythm beats in
a rPPG signal recorded by a wrist-worn device. This is achieved by segmenting the signal into individual pulses and dynamically evaluating their quality via a template comparison approach. The algorithm can be employed to
obtain inter-beat intervals or rPPG pulse series comprising only of normal
sinus rhythm beats by excluding artifacts and pulses corrupted by external
or arrhythmic phenomena, and hence enabling, for instance, the calculation
of heart rate variability features or rPPG derived respiration. Moreover, the
pulse quality index can be used according to the application needs: for instance, a higher quality threshold can be used when analyzing the morphology of the rPPG pulse; instead, a lower threshold can be set in case of beat
detection where the sporadic inclusion of a wrong beat can be corrected during post-processing of inter-beat intervals.
Future work on the algorithm will focus on a more application-speciﬁc
pulse quality index calculation, for instance by weighing the mismatch error
according to its location on the rPPG pulse. This could help increasing the
sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats in the cases where, e.g., only the rising slope
of the rPPG pulse is necessary for feature extraction.
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Adapted from: G. Papini, F. P., M. van Gilst, J. Bergmans, R. Vullings, and S. Overeem, “Respiratory activity extracted from wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography in a sleep-disordered
population,” Physiological Measurement, vol. 41, no. 6, p. 065010, 2020
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ABSTRACT
Respiratory activity is an essential parameter to monitor healthy and disordered sleep, and unobtrusive measurement methods have important clinical
applications in diagnostics of sleep-related breathing disorders. We propose
a respiratory activity surrogate extracted from wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography validated on a heterogeneous dataset of 389 sleep recordings. The surrogate was extracted by interpolating the amplitude of the rPPG
pulses after evaluation of pulse morphological quality. Subsequent multistep
post-processing was applied to remove parts of the surrogate with low quality
and high motion levels. In addition to standard respiration rate performance,
we evaluated the similarity between surrogate respiratory activity and reference inductance plethysmography of the thorax, using Spearman’s correlations and spectral coherence, and assessed the inﬂuence of rPPG signal quality, motion levels, sleep stages and obstructive sleep apnea. Prior to postprocessing, the surrogate already had a strong similarity with the reference
(correlation=0.54, coherence=0.81), and reached respiration rate estimation
performance in line with the literature (estimation error=0.76±2.11 breaths/min). Detrimental effects of low rPPG quality, high motion levels and sleepdependent physiological phenomena were signiﬁcantly mitigated by the proposed post-processing steps (correlation=0.62, coherence=0.88, estimation
error=0.53±1.85 breaths/min). rPPG can be used to extract respiratory activity, thus allowing respiration monitoring in real-world sleep medicine applications using (consumer) wearable devices.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The assessment of respiratory activity is an important aspect in monitoring
healthy and disordered sleep. For instance, it allows to distinguish central
from obstructive apneas, i.e. respiratory events with and without respiratory effort [99, 184]. The gold standard to measure changes in respiratory
effort during overnight polysomnography (PSG) is esophageal manometry.
However, the obtrusiveness and sensitivity to movement-generated noise of
this technique, make thoracoabdominal respiratory inductance plethysmography (RIP) the main respiratory effort indicator in daily practice. The standard RIP set-up employs two belts that measure volume variations generated
by respiratory movement at the thorax and abdominal level.
Several studies showed that quantifying respiratory activity can improve
unobtrusive sleep monitoring approaches based on surrogate measures.
Long et al. reported that thoracic respiratory activity information improved
sleep/wake classiﬁcation based on actigraphy, while Fonseca et al. showed
that including this information improved sleep stage classiﬁcation based on
heart rate variability (HRV) [185,186]. Bianchi et al. reported that thoracic respiratory activity on its own can be used to estimate obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) severity [187]. Even when respiratory activity was extracted as a surrogate, e.g. using ECG-derived respiration, it has been successfully used for
automatic sleep staging and obstructive sleep apnea monitoring [188–190].
Here, we propose and characterize a respiratory activity surrogate obtained from overnight wrist-worn reﬂective PPG (rPPG). The respiratory activity surrogat (rPPG-RAS) was obtained by interpolating the amplitude of the
rPPG pulses pre-selected using a previously published morphology-based
pulse quality index [92]. The rPPG-RAS was compared with the reference thorax RIP signal, i.e. the standard measurement of respiratory activity during
sleep used in clinical practice. This signal was chosen as a reference because
it is directly related to the intrathoracic pressure changes which generate the
rPPG respiratory component. In order to compare the morphology of rPPGRAS and reference respiratory activity signal, we quantiﬁed their similarity
in the time and in the frequency domain, in addition to the standardly reported respiration rate performance. We analyzed the effect of the motion
level and the quality of the rPPG signal on the similarity between the reference and the surrogate. Based on this analysis, we propose a post-processing
methodology for the rPPG-RAS to further enhance its reliability and similarity
with the reference.
We enriched our analyses by investigating the effect of different sleep
stages and OSA severity on the measure, in a heterogeneous sleepdisordered population close to the envisioned unobtrusive sleep monitoring
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application. This population provides data with a wide spectrum of possible
artifacts and confounding factors, in order to provide a well-rounded picture
of the rPPG-RAS for wearable sleep monitoring applications.

4

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.2.1 Dataset Subjects were selected from the SOMNIA database, a
dataset from an ongoing data collection project at Sleep Medicine Centre
Kempenhaeghe (Heeze, The Netherlands). SOMNIA includes unselected patients scheduled for a routine diagnostic PSG and is aimed to facilitate future
research in sleep medicine [42]. The SOMNIA study was reviewed by the medical ethical committee of the Maxima Medical Center (Eindhoven, the Netherlands. File no: N16.074). All participants gave written informed consent.
For this study, we planned to have a cohort of patients at least 50% of
whom were diagnosed with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (with an approximately uniform severity distribution). Patients with a primary diagnosis of central sleep apnea and Cheyne-Stokes breathing were excluded, as
well as recordings made during CPAP use. The ﬁnal dataset consisted of 389
recordings, with the following primary diagnoses: obstructive sleep apnea
syndrome (226 cases), insomnia (108 cases) and sleep movement disorders
(45 cases). Most of the participants had additional sleep comorbidities. The
demographic data of the dataset are reported in Table 4.1.
The wrist-worn device employed in this research embedded a three-axial
accelerometer and a reﬂective photoplethysmographic sensor with a light
source consisting of two green light LEDs. This device was developed by
Philips for research purposes and it has been used in several other biomedical research efforts, e.g. on blood pressure, sleep and atrial ﬁbrillation
monitoring [89, 154, 191]. Measurement data included the following signals:
rPPG (sampling frequency 32 Hz), wrist-worn accelerometry (128 Hz, dynamic
range ±8g), and the thorax RIP signal (128 Hz). The RIP signal and the wristworn device signals were synchronized by aligning the IBIs extracted from
rPPG and ECG (included in the PSG recording with the reference respiratory
activity). Although this type of synchronization is not ideal, it guarantees a
synchronization error lower than one second (i.e. lower than the average
IBI in our dataset). In addition to the physiological signals, we used the sleep
and respiratory annotations made by expert sleep technicians from the Sleep
Medicine Centre Kempenhaeghe (according to the AASM guidelines [18]). The
signals were trimmed based on the scored PSG and, when present, the part of
the signal before the lights were switched off in the test room was excluded.
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Demographic

Values

Number of recordings [#] (male)

389 (245)

Age [years]

51±15 [18—86]

BMI [kg/m2 ]

28±5 [17—86]

Average heartrate [bpm]

62±9 [44—92]

Average respiration rate [breaths/min]

15±2 [10—24]

Total sleep time [min]

396±80 [36—580]

Wake [min]

106±73 [10—436]

REM [min]

66±28 [0—157]

N1 [min]

54±28 [4—201]

N2 [min]

210±54 [19—408]

N3 [min]

65±36 [0—236]

Apnea hypopnea index (AHI) [events/h]

15±17 [0—108]

Obstructive apnea index [events/h]

1±4 [0—56]

Hypopnea index [events/h]

12±12 [0—71]

None - Mild - Moderate - Severe OSA cases [#]

125 - 123 - 87 - 54

Participants with >1 CSA/hour [#]

69

Participants with >1 MSA/hour [#]

28

4

Table 4.1: Demographics of the participants. The variables are shown as
average±standard deviation [range].The OSA severity classes are none with AHI<5,
mild with 5≤AHI<15, moderate with 15≤AHI<30, and severe with AHI>30. CSA: central sleep apnea; MSA: mixed sleep apnea.

The thorax RIP signal was ﬁltered with a 3rd order zero-phase band-pass
Butterworth ﬁlter with cut-off frequencies of 0.05 Hz and 0.6 Hz (breathing
range of 3 to 36 breaths/min) and downsampled to 10 Hz in order to match
the respiratory activity surrogate described in the next section.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the proposed method. Each color identiﬁes one of the steps described in the manuscript’s sections.
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4.2.2 Extraction of the wrist-worn rPPG respiratory activity surrogate
Our method is composed of four main parts: pulse segmentation, extraction
of landmarks on the rPPG pulses, pulse-by-pulse quality evaluation and calculation of surrogate respiratory activity from the reliable landmarks.
The rPPG pulse segmentation was accomplished by adapting the technique described in our previous papers [92, 168]. In summary, the technique
consisted of ﬁltering the rPPG signal in order to remove all the non-heart-rate
components, ﬁnding the local minima of the ﬁltered signal and using those
to deﬁne the search area in which to ﬁnd the start and the end of each rPPG
pulse. Finally, these points are used to segment a differently ﬁltered version
of the original rPPG signal in order to include more cardiovascular information. Differently from our previous work, the second ﬁltered rPPG signal for
this research was obtained using a 3rd order zero-phase band-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with cut-off frequencies of 0.05 Hz and 10 Hz in order to include
also the respiratory frequency (0.05 Hz corresponds to 3 breaths/min).
Once the pulses were segmented, the time and amplitude location of four
landmarks were obtained for each pulse (Figure 4.2):
• foot: the starting point of the rPPG pulse,
• end: the endpoint of the rPPG pulse; normally corresponds to the foot
of the next pulse,
• systolic peak: the maximum of the rPPG pulse,
• diastolic peak(also known as dicrotic wave peak): second inﬂection
point after the systolic peak and before the end of the rPPG pulse (ﬁrst
inﬂection point is the dicrotic notch).
Pulses, and their associated landmarks, were morphologically rated using the rPPG quality index described in our previous research [92]: the quality index of each pulse was calculated by evaluating its similarity to a pulse
template extracted from 15-minutes segment of the rPPG signal itself. The
template was obtained by using all the detected pulses in the segment, prior
to estimating the pulse quality index. The template was considered valid only
when the average of the non-null pulse quality indexes was above 0.9. In case
the template was found to be invalid, the template was re-calculated by excluding the pulses with the 20% lowest pulse quality index, and the quality of
all pulses in the rPPG portions was re-assessed. If the template was still not
valid, the algorithm used the template calculated in the previous segment of
the rPPG signal or, if there was no previous template available, a null pulse
quality index was assigned to all pulses in in the rPPG signal portion. This
quality index allows accounting for changes in the pulse morphology while
at the same time allowing abnormal pulses to be identiﬁed, such as those
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generated by arrhythmic heartbeats. The rPPG quality index calculation employed the same ﬁlters described in our previous work. For this research, a
quality threshold of 0.6 (quality index from 0, low quality, to 1, high quality)
was chosen based on the result of our previously published research in order
to balance abnormal pulse rejection and sensitivity to normal pulses [92].
The landmarks can be used to calculate respiratory activity surrogates
by interpolating either their amplitude, or the distance between consecutive
landmarks [64]. Each rPPG pulse had always four associated landmarks and
we relied on the pulse quality index to reject the landmarks wrongly assigned
to a corrupted rPPG morphology. No procedure was applied to recover the
rejected landmarks. We calculated surrogates by linearly interpolating at 10
Hz the amplitude of each landmark and all possible distances that can be obtained by pairing different landmarks. For instance, the surrogates related
to the foot landmark were obtained by interpolating the foot amplitude values and distance in terms of amplitude and time between foot and end, foot
and systolic peak, and foot and diastolic peak. In addition, we obtained surrogates by combining the surrogates of the same nature (i.e. interpolation
of the amplitude values, of the amplitude distance and of the time distance)
using principal component analysis and selecting the component with the
largest eigenvalue. Finally, each surrogate was ﬁltered with a 3rd order zerophase band-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with cut-off frequencies of 0.05 Hz and
4

Figure 4.2: rPPG showing the detected landmarks. The ’foot’ and the ’end’ are
usually overlapping, however each of them can be missing because of the rejection
of the pulse they belong to due, for instance, to artifacts.
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0.6 Hz (breathing rate of 3 to 36 breaths/min) [64]. We opted for a 10 Hz sampling frequency in order to be consistent with the method of Long et al. [192]
used in this research to process of the respiratory activity signals (reported
in Section 4.2.4).
The best candidate for respiratory activity surrogate was selected based
on the respiration rate estimation limits of agreement and bias [64], with the
respiration rate calculated as described in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.3 Post-processing of the rPPG respiratory activity surrogate The
similarity between the rPPG-RAS and the reference can be affected by the
quality of the rPPG signal and by motion levels [92]. These factors can be easily calculated in an epoch-by-epoch manner from the rPPG and accelerometer embedded in our wrist-worn device.
We derived an indicator of the rPPG signal quality by calculating the median pulse quality index (mPQI) over 30-seconds epochs. The median was
chosen instead of the average because the quality index distribution is not
normal (bounded between 0 and 1 and tendentially skewed towards 1) [92].
Epochs with less than ten pulse quality estimations were considered invalid
and excluded from further analysis. A second quality indicator was derived by
calculating the ratio between the sum of the interbeat intervals (IBIs) divided
by the duration of the epoch (IBI coverage), i.e. 30 seconds. The IBIs were
calculated from the foot landmarks belonging to each normal sinus pulses
(pulse quality index above 0.6). IBIs were excluded if longer than 2 seconds
or shorter than 0.5 seconds because they are physiologically very unlikely during sleep [108, 109], or if the ratio of an IBI and its preceding value was larger
than 1.5 because it was inﬂuenced by the presence of an ectopic beat [80].
Movement levels were estimated using the signal measured with the accelerometer in the wrist-worn device. Motion was quantiﬁed in so-called activity counts, consisting of a sum of the three accelerometer signals, one for
each axis, over a certain amount of time (30 seconds in our case) after the
removal of the gravity acceleration component. They are commonly used in
physical activity monitoring and, especially relevant for our case, for sleep
and wake classiﬁcation [186, 193].
The two rPPG signal quality indicators and the activity counts can be
thresholded to remove 30-seconds segments of respiratory activity surrogate
considered less reliable or likely having been inﬂuenced by non-respiratory
phenomena. Post-processed versions of the rPPG-RAS were calculated by cumulatively excluding the 30-seconds epoch signal with an mPQI lower than
0.8 (step Q), an IBI coverage lower than 66% (step Q+C), and activity counts
higher than 21 (step Q+C+A). The order of these three steps was decided
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based on the drop in coverage they caused, i.e. from the one reducing least
to the one reducing most coverage (respectively, median coverage drops of
5%, 6%, and 17%). The mPQI threshold was chosen in order to guarantee
that fewer than 50% of the pulses had a high probability to be non-normal
sinus pulses [92]. The IBI coverage threshold allowed having most of the 30seconds epochs covered to extract the respiratory activity surrogate. The
activity counts threshold was chosen based on the 90th percentile of the activity counts during the N2, N3 and REM sleep stages, i.e. the stages with less
movement in our dataset and according to literature [72].

4

4.2.4 Respiration rate estimation To extract breathing rate, respiratory
activity signals were pre-processed and each breath landmark (i.e. beginning,
peak, and end) located in order to calculate the required features. The preprocessing, described by Long et al. [113], consisted of a series of ﬁlters to
remove the baseline of the signal via median ﬁltering based on the distance
between the beginning of the respiratory movement and its peak. The breath
landmarks were detected using the changes in sign of the signal derivative.
Landmarks were excluded if the sum of the time distance between the previous and successive landmarks was lower than the median time distance
between landmarks across the entire recording. In addition, landmarks were
excluded when their amplitude distance was lower than 15% of the median
amplitude distance across the entire recording.
The respiration rate was calculated in breaths/min as the inverse of average time distance between the beginning and the end breath landmarks,
i.e. breath lengths, on 30-seconds epochs. A respiration rate was considered
valid if a minimum of three breath cycles were present and rejected otherwise. The respiration rate was derived in the same manner for the reference
respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS.
4.2.5 Data Analysis
Comparison of the respiratory activity signals: The reference respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS can have different morphology, depending for
example on the presence of respiratory events, changes in limb position
during long recordings and different baseline conditions differently affecting the amplitude of the two signals. For instance, a change in body position would change the range of motion of thoracic movement while inﬂuencing the rPPG because of changes in local blood pressure, local variations in
amount of venous blood and force with which the sensor is pressed on the
skin [194]. In addition, different participants might have different vascular
mechanical properties that would inﬂuence the rPPG signal relationship with
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breathing [31, 34, 195, 196]. Therefore, we evaluated the morphological similarity between the reference respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS in
the time and frequency domain using a windowed approach. We calculated
the Spearman’s correlation (ρ S ) and the average magnitude-squared coherence (Cxy ) epoch-by-epoch – with an epoch size of 30 seconds – on windows of
the signals centered on the current epoch. A window size of 30 seconds was
chosen for ρ S in order to reduce the inﬂuence of artifacts, while a window of
90 seconds was chosen for Cxy to be able to estimate the spectral properties
of the signal using Welch’s method. The short calculation windows minimize
the effect of local changes on the similarity metric, making it more robust
to, e.g., changes in body position or temporary loss of contact between the
rPPG sensor and the skin. Spearman’s correlation was chosen instead of Pearson because the relationship between the two respiratory activity signals is
monotonic and non-linear. Both windowed metrics were used in a similar
evaluation approach as in literature by Widjaja et al. [56]. The Cxy for a speciﬁc frequency f is calculated as:
Cxy ( f ) =

P SD x y ( f )2
P SD xx ( f ) ∗ P SD y y ( f )

(4.1)

where PSDxx and PSDyy are the power spectral densities of, respectively, the
reference respiratory activity signals and the rPPG-RAS, and PSDxy is the cross
power spectral density between the two. The parameter ρ S ranges from -1 to
1 and gives an indication of the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship between the two variables. For each epoch, several ρ S values were
calculated by applying a maximum of 10 samples lag (i.e. 1 s) between the
two respiratory activity signals, then the maximum value was taken as the
ﬁnal ρ S value [56]. This was done to account for possible time-shift between
the respiratory activity signals due to physiological or technical reasons, e.g.
pulse arrival time and not perfect synchronization between sensors. On average, the pulse arrival time (when calculated as the time difference between
the R-peak of an ECG heartbeat and the ﬁrst derivative maxima of the rPPG
pulse rising slope at the wrist) is approximately 270 ms [197] but it may vary
due to, for instance, body movements, arousals and the blood pressure dips
occurring during sleep [180,198,199]. Although we could quantify and correct
the lag between the respiratory activity signals, we cannot draw any physiological conclusion from it because, with our experimental setup, it not possible to disentangle its multiple physiological components and misalignment
due to signal synchronization technique used. The risk of overlapping the
n th breath of a 30-sec window of the reference respiratory activity with the
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(n ± 1)th breath of the corresponding 30-sec window of the rPPG-RAS is minimal nevertheless, as the average breath length during sleep is approximately
3.75 seconds (respiration rate of 16 breaths/min) [200].
The parameter Cxy ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to the range between
absent to complete spectral coherence between the signals for a speciﬁc frequency. Widjaja et al. calculated the average Cxy among the frequencies surrounding the respiratory frequency with at least half of the maximum power.
Instead, we selected the frequencies to be averaged from those that had,
in the reference respiratory activity signal, a power higher than 20% of the
maximum spectral power component. The calculation of the maximum and
the selection of the other frequencies were within the physical limits of the
breathing range (0.05 to 0.6 Hz corresponding to 3 to 36 breaths/min). This
approach guaranteed that all the potentially relevant respiratory information
in the frequency domain was included and not only the frequencies close to
the respiratory frequency peak. The spectrum and Cxy were calculated with
Welch’s method with fast Fourier transform using a periodic Hann window on
segments of 40 seconds, zero-padded to 1024 points and a 50% overlap. Windows with less than three segments were excluded from the analysis, i.e. the
corresponding epoch was considered not valid. To give an idea of similarity
metrics used, two examples taken from our data indicating strong and weak
similarity between the reference respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS
are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a reference respiratory activity signal and a rPPG-RAS with a strong similarity. ρ S =0.86, Cxy =0.96.
a) The two respiratory activity signals in the Cxy calculation window (90 seconds), b) scatter plot of the amplitude of the signals
to show their correlation, c) power spectrum of the signal highlighting the region used to calculate the average Cxy , d) the
spectral coherence between the two signals.
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Figure 4.4: Example of a reference respiratory activity signal and a rPPG-RAS with a weak similarity. ρ S =-0.1, Cxy =0.49.
a) The two respiratory activity signals in the Cxy calculation window (90 seconds), b) scatter plot of the amplitude of the signals
to show their correlation, c) power spectrum of the signal highlighting the region used to calculate the average Cxy , d) the
spectral coherence between the two signals.
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We evaluated the effect of the quality of the rPPG signal and of the motion level on the similarity between reference and surrogate respiratory activity. For Cxy , these parameters were computed on the central 30 seconds of
the 90 seconds window used for the parameter calculation. We grouped the
epochs in intervals with a width of 0.1 (left-closed and right-open intervals)
with respect to the mPQI and of the IBI coverage, e.g. mPQI∈[0.6 - 0.7) and
mPQI∈[0.7 - 0.8) . This way, we were able to visualize the effect of the trend
of ρ S and Cxy with boxplots of the created subgroups. We opted for a similar
plot to describe the inﬂuence of the motion level; the epochs were separated
using 0, 21, 70 and 387 activity counts as boundaries for the groups (also in
this case left-closed and right-open intervals). The motion thresholds above
0 activity counts were based on the 90th percentile of the activity counts during the sleep stages N2+N3+REM, during N1, and during Wake, i.e. from the
most to the least "motionless" stages of sleep [201, 202].
Finally, we calculated the per-participant median values of ρ S and Cxy , and
30-seconds epoch coverage when each step of our post-processing was applied and reported as median and interquartile range. The effect of sleep
stages and OSA severity on the similarity was analyzed by separating the
pooled 30-seconds epochs according to the canonical sleep stages (i.e. Wake,
REM, N1, N2, and N3) and OSA severity classes (i.e. normal with AHI<5, mild
with 5≤AHI<15, moderate with 15≤AHI<30, and severe with AHI>30. When
analysing the effect of OSA, we excluded the Wake epochs since they do not
contribute to the OSA severity estimation and they likely have a low similarity.
This analysis was done with and without our ﬁnal post-processing step (step
Q+C+A) in order to highlight its effect on the performance.
Respiration rate evaluation: Breathing rate estimation performance was evaluated similarly to the algorithms described by Charlton et al. [64]. We calculated the per-participant average and standard deviation of the estimation error, and the coverage probability for 2 breaths/min (CP2 ) with respect to the
respiration rate estimated from the reference thorax belt (using the same
breath detections methods). The CP2 is deﬁned as the percentage of estimations with an absolute error lower than 2 breaths/min [203]. The performance was calculated with and without each proposed post-processing step
and median and inter-quartile range were reported.
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Pulse landmarks
candidates
Amplitude distance
foot-systolic peak
Time distance
foot-end
Time distance
foot-systolic peak

Bias
[breaths/min]

Standard
deviation
[breaths/min]

Limits of
agreement
[breaths/min]

0.99

2.57

-4.05 — 6.03

0.41

2.85

-5.18 — 6.00

0.61

2.95

-5.17 — 6.39

Table 4.2: Respiration rate estimation performance. Bias, standard deviation and
limits of agreement (bias±1.96*standard deviation) for the three best performing respiratory activity surrogate candidates.

4

Statistical analysis: The change in performance generated by each postprocessing step was statistically tested against the performance of the original rPPG-RAS signal using a Mann-Whitney rank test [182]. Differences between the sleep stages were evaluated with a Kruskal-Wallis H test [204], followed by a post-hoc Conover’s test with a Bonferroni correction to determine
which group was statistically different [205]. The performance changes for
each sleep stage generated by applying all three post-processing steps were
evaluated with a Mann-Whitney rank test [182]. Analyses were done with
a 0.05 p-value threshold to establish statistically signiﬁcant differences. We
opted for non-parametric tests because the data were statistically different
from a normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test [206].
4.3 RESULTS
The respiratory activity surrogate with the best breathing rate estimation performance was obtained by interpolating and ﬁltering the amplitude distance
between the foot and the systolic peaks landmarks (Table 4.2). We restrict
further analysis of similarity with the reference respiratory activity measures
only to this surrogate.
4.3.1 Comparison between reference and surrogate respiratory activity signals The median and interquartile range per-participant of ρ S and
Cxy before post-processing are reported in the ﬁrst row of Table 4.3 (postprocessing "None"). For most participants, the value of ρ S was on average
above fair (ρ S >0.4 for more than 75% of the participants), while Cxy indicated
a strong coherence between the spectrum of the reference and the rPPG-RAS
in the relevant frequencies of the reference signal.
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Postprocessing
steps
None
Step Q
Step Q+C
Step Q+C+A

Per-participant
Coverage [%]

Per-participant

100.0
[100.0 - 100.0]
95.4
[90.3 - 97.5]*
89.9
[81.1 - 93.8]*
75.3
[64.1 - 84.2]*

0.54
[0.44 - 0.64]
0.57
[0.45-0.66]*
0.59
[0.47-0.67]*
0.62
[0.50-0.72]*

ρS

Per-participant
Cxy
0.81
[0.72 - 0.88]
0.83
[0.74 - 0.89]*
0.85
[0.76 - 0.90]*
0.88
[0.82 - 0.92]*

Participants
with >1 h
of valid
epochs [#]
389
387
386
384

Post-processing steps: None=no post-processing, step Q=mPQI>0.7, step Q+C=step Q & IBI coverage>66%,
step Q+C+A= step Q+C & activity counts>21.
*statistically different (p<0.05) from the performance without post-processing (None).

Table 4.3: Morphological similarity analysis. Per-participant coverage, median
ρ S , and median Cxy expressed as median [interquartile range], and the number of
participants with at least one hour of valid epochs for different post-processing.

The similarity was inﬂuenced by the quality of the rPPG signal and by motion levels, as shown in Figure 4.5. Most epochs had a high mPQI (0.7 or
more for 89% of epochs) and an average IBI coverage (0.5 or more for 84%
of epochs). The similarity increased along with the increase of the two factors describing the quality of the PPG signal. As expected from sleep recordings, most of the epochs consisted of low motion levels (91% of epochs had
activity counts<70).
Motion level affected ρ S and Cxy negatively: an increase in movement activity coincided with a decrease in morphological similarity. Already from
a mild motion level (70>activity counts≥21) the median ρ S and the median
Cxy decreased more than 60% respective to the null motion level (activity
counts<21). For medium and high movement levels (387>activity counts≥7
and activity counts≥387) the similarity between the reference respiratory
activity and the rPPG-RAS was mostly weak (median ρ S <0.3). When postprocessing was applied, the similarity between the respiratory activity signals
improved, e.g. the ﬁrst interquartile of the similarity metrics increased up to
14% (Table 4.3). With each post-processing step, the similarity between the
signals increased and coverage decreased.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of a) mPQI, b) IBIs coverage and c) motion level (x-axis) on ρ S
and Cxy . The boxplots show median, interquartile range and whiskers (1.5 times the
corresponding quartile). Points outside the whiskers are omitted.
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Per-participant respiration rate estimation
Post-processing
steps

None
Step Q
Step Q+C
Step Q+C+A

Coverage [%]

87.4
[78.8-93.7]
84.1
[74.3-91.7]*
80.1
[68.0-88.5]*
69.9
[54.8-79.4]*

Average error
[breaths/min]
0.76
[0.27-1.44]
0.71
[0.22-1.37]
0.62
[0.12-1.22]*
0.53
[0.05-1.12]*

Standard
deviation
of error
[breaths/min]
2.11
[1.80-2.55]
2.06
[1.73-2.45]*
1.96
[1.60-2.30]*
1.85
[1.44-2.19]*

CP2 [%]

70.4
[59.2-78.6]
71.4
[60.7-79.4]
73.7
[63.1-81.1]*
76.1
[66.1-84.2]*

Post-processing steps: None=no post-processing, step Q=mPQI>0.7, step Q+C=step Q & IBI coverage>66%,
step Q+C+A= step Q+C & activity counts>21.
*statistically different (p<0.05) from the performance without post-processing (None).

Table 4.4: Post-processing and respiration rate performance. Per-participant respiration rate estimation performance in terms of average and the standard deviation
and CP2 expressed as median [interquartile range].

4.3.2 Respiration rate performance The results for respiration rate estimation with different steps of post-processing are summarized in Table 4.4.
The coverage without post-processing was lower than 100% because the respiration rate estimation was performed only for epochs with at least three
breathing cycles. Similarly to ρ S and Cxy , each post-processing step increased
the performance (lower average and standard deviation of the estimation error, and higher CP2 ) at the cost of epoch coverage. We measured a 30% drop
in coverage in the lowest interquartile between no post-processing ("None")
and when the ﬁnal post-processing step ("step Q+C+A") was applied.
4.3.3 Performance per sleep stage Different degrees of similarity between the reference respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS were
found when the 30-seconds epochs were grouped according to sleep
stages (Figure 4.6).
The lowest performance was observed in Wake, followed by stage N1
sleep. All ρ S and Cxy differences between sleep stages were statistically signiﬁcant (Kruskal-Wallis H and Conover’s tests p<0.05). Applying the postprocessing steps resulted in a statistically signiﬁcant increase in performance
for each sleep stage (Mann-Whitney rank test p<0.05). Epochs scored as
Wake and N1 had the largest increase in ρ S and Cxy with, respectively, 28%
and 12% increments of the median ρ S and 23% and 11% increments of the
median Cxy .
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(c)

(a)

REM
(45425)

N1
(34384)

N2
(144747)

N3
(46838)

W
(51301)

(b)

REM
(38415)

N1
(23990)

N2
(123217)

N3
(42444)

W
(28010)

REM
(38432)

N1
(24007)

N2
(123246)

N3
(42450)

W
(28164)

(d)

REM
(45425)

N1
(34415)

N2
(144801)

N3
(46848)

W
(51672)

Figure 4.6: Epoch-by-epoch ρ S and Cxy for different sleep stages. In parenthesis the number of epochs. a) and b) before post-processing; c) and d) after the ﬁnal
post-processing step (step Q+C+A) were applied. The boxplots show the median and
interquartile range. The whiskers are 1.5 times the corresponding quartile, and points
outside the whiskers are omitted, since considered outliers.
(a)

(c)

4

None
(105070)

Mild
(103031)

Moderate
(71023)

Severe
(43571)

(b)

None
(88960)

Mild
(81946)

Moderate
(54878)

Severe
(30292)

None
(89030)

Mild
(82018)

Moderate
(54926)

Severe
(30325)

(d)

None
(105210)

Mild
(103191)

Moderate
(71131)

Severe
(43656)

Figure 4.7: Epoch-by-epoch ρ S and Cxy for different OSA severities. In parenthesis the number of epochs. a) and b) before post-processing; c) and d) after the ﬁnal
post-processing step (step Q+C+A) were applied. The boxplots show the median and
interquartile range. The whiskers are 1.5 times the corresponding quartile, and points
outside the whiskers are omitted, since considered outliers.
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4.3.4 Performance per OSA severity We found a statistically signiﬁcant
difference in similarity between the reference respiratory activity signal and
the rPPG-RAS for each set of epochs grouped according the OSA severity class
(Kruskal-Wallis H and Conover’s tests p<0.05) (Figure 4.7). The participants
without OSA had the higher Cxy , instead mild and moderate OSA cases had a
higher ρ S especially after the post processing was applied. For both similarity
metrics, the epochs belonging to participants with severe OSA had the lowest
values. N2 was the sleep stage most present in epochs grouped per OSA
severity (over 50% of sleep time). The epochs belonging severe OSA cases
had the least amount of N3 (13% of sleep time) with respect to the other OSA
severity classes (normal 18%, mild and moderate 16%).
The performance for each OSA severity group signiﬁcantly increased
when the post-processing was applied (Mann-Whitney rank test p<0.05).
Epochs belonging to severe OSA had the largest increase in ρ S and Cxy with
11% and 9% increments of median ρ S and median Cxy .
4.4 DISCUSSION
Extracting respiratory activity information from wrist-worn rPPG could represent an important step towards new unobtrusive monitoring solutions for
sleep and, especially, for sleep-disordered breathing conditions. Here, we
propose a rPPG-RAS: respiratory activity surrogate extracted from the wristworn reﬂective PPG signal. We assessed the morphological similarity between the reference thoracic respiratory activity signal and the rPPG-RAS
in the time and frequency domain using, respectively, the Spearman’s correlation ρ S and the spectral coherence Cxy . Results showed that rPPG-RAS
compares well with the reference thoracic respiratory activity signal. The
proposed post-processing further strengthened performance using using parameters that can be easily obtained in wrist-worn rPPG devices, i.e. the quality of the rPPG signal and the acceleration that is usually measured with this
type of devices.
4.4.1 Post-processing the rPPG-RAS We found that rPPG signal quality
and motion levels inﬂuenced the performance of rPPG-RAS. A low mPQI entails that most of the rPPG pulses are rejected and, therefore, there are fewer
data to calculate the respiratory surrogate. However, the mPQI is not only
informative on the number of usable pulses, but also on the quality of the
pulses included in the calculation. In fact, even when mPQI was just above the
threshold used for pulse rejection (i.e. 0.6-0.7 interval), the similarity between
the reference and the surrogate was weak (ρ S <0.3 and Cxy <0.5, Figure 4.5a)).
The IBI coverage complements the mPQI as a quality indicator because it is
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a direct measure of the number of pulses available for the surrogate extraction. The relationship between IBI coverage and performance (Figure 4.5b))
did not present the same sharp increase seen for the mPQI (Figure 4.5a)).
This is because even when the IBI coverage was mediocre, there might have
been enough high-quality pulses to accurately estimate the surrogate. The
respiratory frequency range (upper limit 0.6 Hz) is generally lower than the
heartbeat frequency range (lower limit 0.5 Hz), therefore even the exclusion
of some pulses usually leaves enough points to describe the respiratory activity signal. The relationship between motion levels and respiratory activity
signal similarity conﬁrmed that the more quiet sleep is, the easier it is to accurately capture respiratory activity with a wrist-worn sensor (Figure 4.5c)).
Our three-step post-processing allows a trade-off between ensuring morphological similarity of the respiratory activity estimate with the reference,
and coverage. Inevitably, some of the recordings ended up having a low number of epochs after applying all post-processing steps (Table 4.3). This was
expected given the dataset: the real-world nature of the recordings implies
the presence of a higher number of artifacts in the collected signals when
compared with a dataset acquired in a protocolized, well-controlled laboratory setting. It is also important to consider that a real-world clinical dataset
of this size comports having a wide variety of characteristics, including participants with comorbidities or medication affecting the cardiovascular system,
such as cardiac arrhythmias or hypertensive medication [31, 92, 207]. These
factors may play a detrimental role when cardiovascular signals are used to
extract other measurements, such as respiration in the current case. Nevertheless, the method and the post-processing proposed were able to derive
a surrogate with a consistent match with the reference, as suggested by the
interquartile range of the performance (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4).
4.4.2 Literature comparison To our knowledge, there is no previous work
on reﬂective, green-light, wrist-worn PPG for the extraction of a respiratory
activity surrogate and only one regarding respiration rate estimation with similar measurements. The device and method proposed by Renevey et al. [208]
extracted respiration rate from 31 full-night sleep laboratory recordings belonging to seven healthy participants wearing two wrist-worn rPPG devices.
Their respiration rate estimation method had an mean absolute error of 0.8
[0.5-1.2] breaths/min (median and interquartile range). Our mean absolute
errors were 1.50 [1.13-2.07] without post-processing, and 1.24 [0.87-1.72]
breaths/min with full post-processing. Having multiple recordings from the
same healthy participant, and even from the same measurement, lowered
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the variability of the dataset used by Renevey et al. [208] and most likely contributed to a lower estimation error than our method. Besides, the result
difference could have been enhanced by their manual selection of the recordings based on the quality of rPPG and reference signals (56 recordings were
initially collected) that was not performed on our dataset in order to provide
performance close to the real application scenario. Apart from this research,
the comparison with the literature is limited to methods tested with other
types of setups and sensors, and results have to be interpreted with caution.
Also Chang et al. [209] and Park et al. [210] proposed respiration rate estimation methods for wrist-worn green light rPPG. Their methods, although interesting from a signal processing point of view, were evaluated on datasets considerably different from ours in terms of size, variability and similarity to the
real world application. The method proposed by Chang et al. [209] achieved
higher respiration rate estimation performance than our method, however
they evaluated their method on 75 protocolized ﬁve-minutes recordings. Instead, we achieved similar performance to the method proposed by Park et
al. [210] that was tested on 30 recordings lasting ﬁve minutes from ﬁve young
healthy participants.
Breathing rate estimation: Our method could estimate breathing rate to a level
in line with the extensive literature using other type of PPG sensors even
when post-processing was not applied. We were able to estimate the respiration rate with high coverage especially considering the real-world dataset
used [64]. Using the post-processing steps allowed a signiﬁcant increase in
the respiration rate estimation performance, at the expense of the coverage. When our ﬁnal post-processing step (step Q+C+A) was applied, the coverage drop came with a moderate increase in respiration rate performance
(e.g. 14% for the CP2 lowest interquartile). Therefore, especially for breathing rate estimation, choosing the post-processing steps should be done according to the application requirements, e.g. choosing to include the ﬁnal
post-processing step only when a high estimation accuracy is required.
Other post-processing approaches: We are not the ﬁrst to propose a postprocessing method in this ﬁeld. However, most methods described in literature aim to improve breathing rate estimation and not the respiratory activity
surrogate extraction per se [64]. For instance, most of the methods proposed
by Charlton et al. either merge several estimations and exclude those with
high disagreement [55] or smoothen the estimation based on previous values [153]. We tested these two approaches, ﬁnding that they did not improve
respiration rate estimation performance of our method. It should be noted
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that these described methods were developed and tested for a different type
of sensor and a different application scenario. Here, we propose a different
post-processing philosophy that does not rely on the output measurement
itself. Instead, it is exclusively based on the characteristics of the rPPG signal
and the phenomena inﬂuencing it, and therefore independent of possible
errors in the calculation of the output, whether it is respiratory activity or
breathing rate.
Previously [92], we showed that a quality index based on correlation (see
for e.g. Orphanidou et al. [211] used by Charlton et al.) tends to be less precise than our pulse quality index because it is less resilient to the presence
of artifacts and, especially, of arrhythmic beats. In addition, we removed individual pulses with low quality after the rPPG segmentation and only excluded
epochs having mostly low-quality pulses during post-processing (by using the
median quality instead of the average quality). This allowed epochs with only
a few heavily corrupted pulses to still be used in the estimation of respiration
without being inﬂuenced by low-quality pulses, thus increasing the performance with a low impact on coverage. Relying on a resilient pulse quality
index and post-processing tuned speciﬁcally for wrist-worn rPPG is particularly important for methods to measure patients overnight, since factors
detrimentally inﬂuencing the estimation are likely to occur and an opportune
coverage has to be guaranteed.
4

4.4.3 Sleep & OSA inﬂuence on rPPG-derive respiratory activity
Sleep structure inﬂuence: The rPPG amplitude variation used to derive rPPGRAS is related to changes in the per-heartbeat cardiac output generated
with each breath [54, 55, 212]: during inspiration, cardiac output increases,
while during expiration it decreases. However, cardiac output is principally
driven by sympathetic and parasympathetic activity, with the former increasing it [213]. Therefore, the contribution of respiration activity to cardiac output is proportionally weaker during sleep stages where sympathetic activity
is higher (or parasympathetic activity is lower). In addition, blood pressure
and the vascular tone decrease with progression through the three non-REM
sleep stages and from wake to sleep [140,214], increasing the impact of respiratory activity on the rPPG signal [215, 216]. Therefore, we think that the signiﬁcant inﬂuence of sleep stage on the performance of our method, can be
explained by differences in cardiovascular activity depending on each sleep
stage. In fact, the increase in similarity from N1 to N3 non-REM sleep ﬁts with
the known autonomic changes over these sleep stages.
Wake epochs often contain movements and therefore changes in the
rPPG and thorax RIP signal which are independent of respiratory activity. In
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fact, when full post-processing was applied, the performance during awake
periods signiﬁcantly increased. However, the performance during wake did
not match the other stages even after post-processing, probably because
awake periods have higher sympathetic activity compared to sleep [140].
It is important to highlight that our recordings took place during "natural"
sleep, and as such, awake periods were different from previous studies
on the topic where participants were simply asked to actively maintain a
quiet behavior and sometimes even a ﬁxed breathing rate and breathing
depth [64, 67, 153, 195].
The lower morphological similarity of N1 in comparison with REM and the
other non-REM sleep stages might be explained by high-intensity movements
and periodic limb movements being more likely to occur during N1 [72]. This
hypothesis is corroborated by the accelerometer-based estimations of motion, and by the percentage of annotated periodic limb movements during
N1. In our dataset, the epochs containing such limb movement were 39%
for N1 and 21% for REM, i.e. the sleep stage with the second most movements. Just like for wake, using our ﬁnal post-processing step (step Q+C+A)
signiﬁcantly increased the similarity between reference respiratory activity
and rPPG-RAS during N1 but it remained signiﬁcantly different from REM, i.e.
the sleep stage with the closest performance. This might be due to the extended inﬂuence of periodic limb movements on the cardiovascular system
occurring during non-REM sleep when compared with those occurring during
REM [72]. In addition, N1 often follows awakenings and, therefore, it might
present the cardiovascular continuation of these events [217].
OSA inﬂuence: Respiratory events have several hemodynamic consequences
that might have affected the rPPG-RAS. During these events, the cardiac output decreases due to intrathoracic pressure swings affecting the right and
left ventricular functioning [102]. When these events terminate, the blood
pressure rises due to the increased cardiovascular resistance generated by
the increased peripheral sympathetic activity [218]. In addition, the ends of
the respiratory events are often associated with arousals and body movements [219]. The decrease cardiac output might contribute to enhance the
respiratory contribution to the cardiac output variation, thus increasing the
rPPG-RAS morphological similarity with the reference. However, the rPPGRAS might also be affected by a reduction of rPPG amplitude occuring after the respiratory events termination that it is not related to the respiratory
activity [220] (besides the detrimental effect of sympathetic activations and
the movements).
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In mild and moderate OSA the positive effect of respiratory events on the
similarity between the respiratory activity signals might have prevailed over
the other negative affects effects in calculating ρ S . This was not noticeable in
severe OSA probably due to the lower amount of N3 sleep: N3 had the best
similarity performance, therefore a lower presence of this stage offsets the
ρ S towards lower values. Differently from ρ S , Cxy decreased along with the
increase of OSA severity. This might be due to the increased spectral complexity of the respiratory activity introduced by respiratory events. This events are
characterized by non-stationary breath length variations (e.g. due to normal
breathing resumption) that might be not correctly quantiﬁed by this metric.
However, further investigations including hemodynamic and respiratory effort measurements are required to conﬁrm the effect of respiratory events
on morphology alteration of rPPG and, consequently, of the rPPG-RAS.
The lowest percentage of N3 and the respiratory events prevalence are
most likely the reasons behind severe OSA beneﬁting the most from the
post-processing. Post-processing step decreases principally N1 sleep and
preserve most of N3 (respectively 30% and 10% decreases), thus increasing
the weight of sleep stage with higher similarity in the performance evaluation. Instead, the activity counts-based post-processing targets respiratory
arousal movements, preserving the epochs with subtle movements that are
less likely to affect the rPPG-RAS extraction.
We think that the presence of OSA might be less relevant in determining
the rPPG-RAS performance than the different sleep stages since the similarity
variation between OSA severities was lower than between the sleep stages.
Therefore, rPPG-RAS might be useful for the development of OSA monitoring
algorithms and especially when they are provided with sleep stage information to contextualize the rPPG-RAS reliability.
4.5 CONCLUSION
We proposed a method to derive a respiratory activity surrogate from a
wrist-worn reﬂective PPG sensor, commonly used in consumer wearable devices. The surrogate was validated on a sleep-disordered population close
to a “real-word” sleep monitoring scenario with wearable devices. It showed
good similarity with the reference respiratory activity and the proposed postprocessing approach allowed further trade-offs between accuracy and a
lower coverage of the recordings. We were able to characterize the method
with respect to the quality of the rPPG, movement levels, sleep stages and
OSA severity. Understanding the strengths and limitations of the method in
regard to these parameters is fundamental before wrist-worn PPG devices
can be used to monitor respiration during sleep in clinical practice. Being
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able to derive a surrogate morphologically similar to the reference respiratory activity allows extracting respiratory activity characteristics other than
just respiratory rate. For instance, it would be possible to assess the variability of the respiratory activity by deriving the standard deviation of the breath
length or the relative changes in respiratory amplitude. These features could
help to identify sleep phenomena, such as OSA, using wrist-worn rPPG devices. Future work will focus on using the rPPG-based respiratory activity signal and its associated features to develop monitoring algorithms for sleep
apnea and related disorders.
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Adapted from: G. Papini, P. Fonseca, M. van Gilst, J. Bergmans, R. Vullings, and S. Overeem, “Wearable monitoring of sleep-disordered breathing: Estimation of the apnea-hypopnea index using
wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography,” Scientiﬁc Reports, vol. 10, 2020

Wearable monitoring of sleep-disordered breathing

ABSTRACT
A large part of the worldwide population suffers from obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), a disorder impairing the restorative function of sleep and constituting a risk factor for several cardiovascular pathologies. The standard diagnostic metric to deﬁne OSA is the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), typically
obtained by manually annotating polysomnographic recordings. However,
this clinical procedure cannot be employed for screening and for long-term
monitoring of OSA due to its obtrusiveness and cost. Here, we propose an
automatic unobtrusive AHI estimation method fully based on wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography (rPPG), employing a deep learning model exploiting cardiorespiratory and sleep information extracted from the rPPG signal trained with 250 recordings. We tested our method with an independent
set of 188 heterogeneously disordered clinical recordings and we found it
estimates the AHI with a good agreement to the gold standard polysomnography reference (correlation=0.61, estimation error=3±10 events/h). The estimated AHI was shown to reliably assess OSA severity (weighted Cohen’s
kappa=0.51) and screen for OSA (ROC-AUC=0.84/0.86/0.85 for mild/moderate/severe OSA). These ﬁndings suggest that wrist-worn rPPG measurements
that can be implemented in wearables such as smartwatches, have the potential to complement standard OSA diagnostic techniques by allowing unobtrusive sleep and respiratory monitoring.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is one of the most common sleep disorders.
It has an estimated global prevalence of 12% in adults, and is increasingly
affecting the world population [2, 3, 8, 40]. OSA is characterized by recurrent
airﬂow reductions during sleep caused by complete or partial obstructions
of the upper airway (i.e. obstructive apnea and hypopnea) [3]. OSA has
both acute and chronic effects on health, such as daytime sleepiness and increased cardiovascular risk [3]. It is therefore paramount to timely diagnose
and treat the condition. The gold standard technique to assess the presence
and severity of OSA is polysomnography (PSG) in a sleep laboratory [17]. A
certiﬁed sleep technician uses these measurements to annotate the sleep
architecture and the presence of pathologically relevant sleep events, such
as respiratory events, arousals and limb movements [18]. The ratio between
the number of respiratory events and the total sleep time deﬁnes the apneahypopnea index (AHI). Although it has limitations [26, 27], the AHI remains
the canonical metric to assess OSA severity as normal (AHI<5 events/h), mild
(5≤AHI<15), moderate (15≤AHI<30) and severe (AHI≥30). Overnight recordings similar to PSG can also be performed at home using polygraphic home
sleep apnea tests (HSAT), restricting the number of measured signals especially with regards to sleep measurement per se. Both PSG and polygraphic
HSAT trade diagnostic accuracy with obtrusiveness. They are unsuitable, for
instance, to perform population screening and to monitor OSA variability
across multiple nights [40, 70].
Wearable devices could provide a level of unobtrusiveness unachievable
with standard techniques, and as such enable faster OSA screening and improved long-term characterization and follow up. Especially wrist-worn sleep
devices such as smartwatches or ﬁtness trackers, are gaining attention from
the sleep medicine community because of their promise to extend objective sleep monitoring over longer time periods in the home setting [14–16].
Most of these devices embed a green-light reﬂective photoplethysmography (rPPG) sensor plus a three-axial accelerometer. rPPG-based devices
can extract cardiorespiratory parameters, such as heart rate variability (HRV)
and surrogates of respiratory activity [31, 51, 57]. They have been shown
to be able to assess sleep architecture in healthy and disordered populations [89, 222–224]. As such, they constitute an attractive candidate for objective unobtrusive OSA monitoring.
In the last two decades, many studies were published on cardiovascular monitoring of OSA. Most of them focused on ﬁngertip transmissive photoplethysmography and electrocardiography (ECG) [43]. Recent ECG-based
methods showed good AHI estimation and OSA screening-performance in
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large and heterogeneous populations [60, 92]. rPPG can potentially provide
similar information as the ECG and it can be embedded in wrist-worn devices
that are more accepted and easier to wear in a free-living context compared
to ECG-patches or -belts [51,207]. However, the different physiological nature
of these modalities may cause differences such as HRV mismatches [51, 64],
hampering the direct application of algorithms developed for one sensor to
another. A similar reasoning also applies to transmissive PPG-based methods [31,34,67]. In addition, most of the OSA monitoring methods using transmissive PPG employ the derived blood oxygen saturation measurement as
input [43]; while the green light-rPPG usually embedded in wrist-worn devices cannot measure saturation [207]. Therefore, rPPG-based OSA monitoring approaches can be inspired by methods developed for ECG and transmissive PPG, but need to be re-validated and, most likely, adapted for this
sensing modality.
The performance of cardiovascular-based OSA monitoring algorithms is
inﬂuenced by the presence of other sleep disorders and associated events,
and by the types of respiratory events [60, 80, 92]. Previously, we reported
that other sleep disorders can constitute a confounding factor when detecting respiratory events [80, 92]. For instance, limb movements tend to be mistaken for respiratory events, while hypopneas, the most common respiratory
events, are often diﬃcult to detect compared to apneas. The coexistence of
such events especially complicates the cardiovascular-based monitoring of
OSA, as the method has to balance sensitivity and precision to avoid underestimating or overestimating the AHI. Therefore, it is important to develop
an AHI estimation algorithm using datasets that embrace the full complexity
of healthy and disordered sleep.
Here, we propose a new AHI estimation method developed for wrist-worn,
green-light rPPG devices, and asses its performance in a clinical population,
comprising healthy subjects and patients with a various types and levels of
disordered sleep. In addition to the HRV and movement features used in our
previous ECG-based research [80], we included respiratory activity features,
sleep context information in the form of rPPG-based sleep stage probability
and feature coverage. A deep learning model employed these features to
detect 30-seconds epochs inﬂuenced by respiratory events (RE-epochs), and
these RE-epochs were used to estimate the AHI. We tested our method on
a heterogeneously sleep-disordered population of 252 recordings and we investigated the effect of enforcing a minimum rPPG quality (resulting in 188
recordings with reliable rPPG signal). Finally, we characterized our results
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based on clinical characteristics – e.g. medication intake and sleep characteristics – to explore factors affecting the AHI estimation and determine requirements for clinical implementation.
5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 Datasets and split in training/validation/hold-out sets We employed the SOMNIA and HealthBed datasets collected at the Kempenhaeghe
Sleep Center [42]. We used the ﬁrst 469 participants included in the SOMNIA
database, which consists of simultaneous PSG recordings, clinical information and unobtrusive sensors recordings (e.g. the rPPG used for this research)
collected during the standard diagnostic work-up of a heterogeneously sleepdisordered population. We combined this data with the ﬁrst 33 participants
belonging to the HealthBed database, a set of healthy adults without sleep
disorders or other medical or psychiatric comorbidity, recorded with the
same protocol as the SOMNIA database. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 reports
the main characteristics of the population analyzed.
The exclusion criteria for our combined datasets were sleep duration (detected using a rPPG-based algorithm) shorter than 30 min and use of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) during the PSG recording night. For
this research, we used the signals from the wrist-worn rPPG device (32 Hz
photoplethysmography and 128 Hz three-axial acceleration) as well as the
modiﬁed lead II ECG signal (512 Hz). The wrist-worn device was developed by
Philips for research purposes and has been used in several other biomedical
research efforts, e.g. on blood pressure, sleep and atrial ﬁbrillation monitoring [89, 154, 191]. Both datasets were manually annotated based on the full
PSG by sleep technicians using the 2015 AASM guidelines. Importantly for
OSA monitoring application, the presence of a hypopnea was deﬁned by a
reduction of airﬂow larger than 30% occurring together with an arousal or
oxygen desaturation larger than 3% [99]. All technicians obtained the somnotechnologist rating from the European Sleep Research Society, and scoring
proﬁciency was assessed in the inter-scorer reliability program of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (https://isr.aasm.org/), yielding an overall
agreement of 86±8% and 97±6% for respiratory and limb movement events.
We used the manually scored clinical annotation (e.g. respiratory events and
limb movements) and the clinical information (e.g. sleep onset latency, AHI
and diagnosis). The OSA severity of each participant was determined according to the canonical AHI thresholds (in events/h): none with AHI<5, mild with
5≤AHI<15, moderate with 15≤AHI<30, and severe with AHI≥30.
We divided the 502 participants into three sets, i.e. training, validation and hold-out. The training and validation sets, with a 70-30% ratio,
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amounted to 250 participants (of which 229 from the SOMNIA dataset) with
the recordings respecting two conditions (more details in Section 5.2.2 Features extraction):
• less than 5% of the detected beats were suspected to be ectopic (based
on the ECG signals) [107],
• it was possible to calculate the features for at least 50% of the recording duration (for instance, features were not calculated when too many
beats were missing).
The hold-out set consisted of 252 participants (of which 240 from the SOMNIA
dataset) unselected with regard to the characteristics of the cardiovascular
signal, i.e. no coverage or ectopic beats thresholds were imposed. The size
of the hold-out set allowed for a representative number of participants in
each OSA severity class, also taking into consideration the possible presence
of comorbidities or other performance inﬂuencing factors.
The hold-out set consisted of 252 participants (of which 240 from the SOMNIA dataset) unselected with regard to the characteristics of the cardiovascular signal, i.e. no coverage or ectopic beats thresholds were imposed. The
size of the hold-out set allowed for a representative number of participants
in each OSA severity class, also taking into consideration the possible presence of comorbidities or other performance inﬂuencing factors.
All sets were sampled from the same pool of data (SOMNIA and HealthBed
databases). The selection process adopted for training and validation sets
allowed having high-quality data from which the deep learning model could
learn the physiologically relevant information related to the presence of REs.
Apart from a few minor selection criteria (no CPAP usage and a minimum
sleep duration of 30 minutes), the hold-out set was the closest representation
of the initial pool of data (SOMNIA and HealthBed databases) and therefore
an adequate representation of the patient population visiting Sleep Medicine
Center Kempenhaeghe.
The SOMNIA and HealthBed studies were reviewed by the medical ethical
committee of the Maxima Medical Center (Eindhoven, the Netherlands. File
no: N16.074 and W17.128). All participants provided written informed consent. All the studies met the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki,
the guidelines of Good Clinical Practice and the current legal requirements.
The protocol for data analysis was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Kempenhaeghe hospital (number 06.17) and by the Philips Institutional Review Board (Internal Committee on Biomedical Experiments, identiﬁcation numbers ICBE-2-14791 and ICBE-2-18859).
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Participants [#] (male)
Age [years]
BMI [kg/m2 ]
Total sleep time [min]
REM [% of sleep]
N1 [% of sleep]
N2 [% of sleep]
N3 [% of sleep]
Sleep eﬃciency [%]

All participants

Training set

Validation set

Test set

502 (316)
48±16
[18-82]
27±5
[15-49]
411±68
[102-580]
17±6
[0-35]
14±7
[1-56]
52±8
[30-93]
17±9
[0-49]
82±13
[19-99]

175 (107)
49±16
[18-78]
28±5
[15-42]
414±63
[199-580]
17±6
[0-32]
13±7
[2-34]
52±9
[32-93]
17±9
[0-49]
83±11
[37-98]

75 (48)
48±15
[18-79]
27±4
[17-40]
416±57
[243-561]
17±6
[5-31]
13±7
[1-39]
53±8
[33-73]
16±8
[1-36]
83±9
[57-98]

252 (161)
48±16
[18-82]
27±5
[15-49]
406±75
[102-540]
16±6
[0-35]
15±8
[2-56]
51±8
[30-78]
17±9
[0-40]
81±14
[19-99]

Table 5.1: Demographics and sleep characteristics of the participants (and for
each set). Data area shown as mean ± standard deviation [range]. Sleep eﬃciency is
ratio of total sleep time to time in bed.
All participants

Training set

Validation set

Test set

14±16 [0-91]

12±13 [0-70]

16±18 [0-71]

16±17 [0-91]

AI [events/h]

1±3 [0-31]

1±3 [0-24]

1±3 [0-20]

1±3 [0-31]

HI [events/h]

AHI [events/h]

12±12 [0-86]

10±9 [0-47]

13±14 [0-64]

13±13 [0-86]

None OSA cases [#]

183

77

27

79

Mild OSA cases [#]

150

45

20

85

Moderate OSA cases [#]

100

38

13

49

Severe OSA cases [#]
Cases with > 1 central
apnea per hour [#]
Cases with > 1 mixed
apnea per hour [#]

69

15

15

39

68

24

16

28

38

9

6

23

3±2 [0-19]

3±2 [0-9]

3±2 [0-9]

3±2 [0-19]

Disordered breathing cases [#]

241

93

44

104

Insomnia cases [#]

121

45

13

63

Movement disorder cases [#]

57

17

8

27

Parasomnia cases [#]

35

13

4

18

No disorder cases [#]

70

20

6

44

PLMI [events/h]

5

Table 5.2: Sleep disorders’ characteristics (and for each set). Data area shown
as mean ± standard deviation [range]. AI, HI and PLMI (periodic leg movement index) are respectively the number of obstructive apneas, hypopneas and periodic leg
movements events per hour of sleep. OSA severity classes according to the AASM
guidelines [99]. The last ﬁve rows report the most common sleep disorder categories
in the datasets (according to the primary diagnosis).
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5.2.2 Features extraction We extracted features that describe the cardiovascular and the respiratory activity by analyzing the time and morphology
characteristics of the rPPG pulses [57,150]. As a ﬁrst step, the rPPG signal was
segmented in pulses, and per pulse it was evaluated whether the quality of
that pulse was suﬃcient through morphological comparison to a pulse template obtained from the one-hour portion of the rPPG signal containing that
pulse [150]. The derived pulse quality index allows the removal of artifacts or
pulses inﬂuenced by arrhythmic heart contractions which would affect the
HRV features and the surrogate respiratory activity extraction [50, 57]. The
sinus rhythm pulses of good quality were then used to derive the inter-beat
intervals (IBIs) necessary for the HRV analysis. Besides the rejection of pulses
based on the pulse quality index, we removed an IBI and its preceding IBI
when their ratio was larger than 1.5, due to the suspicion of being related
to ectopic beats [80]. We derived the amplitude of each sinus rhythm pulse
to extract a surrogate respiratory activity signal [57] and, ﬁnally, from this
surrogate determined the length and amplitude of each breath.
We used IBIs and breathing characteristics to calculate the HRV and respiratory activity features listed in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. We also used
the movement information provided by the three-axial accelerometer in the
form of activity counts [57, 89]. We calculated each HRV and respiratory feature over a feature-speciﬁc time window, and its value was associated with
the central 30-seconds epoch within this window. This effectively leads to an
epoch-by-epoch time resolution of the features. The HRV features are usually
calculated over windows longer than the epoch deﬁnition. We calculated a
shorter version of the HRV features to compensate for the smoothing effect
caused by large calculation windows. We calculated the short HRV features
only of the HRV features that would be still physiological representative and
would allow a shortened calculation window. For instance, we excluded very
low frequencies when performing the HRV frequency analysis on two minute
windows and we did not calculate a shorter version of the detrended ﬂuctuation analysis features.
In addition to the cardiorespiratory features, we included the sleep
stage probabilities —i.e.
prediction probability of Wake, N1/N2, N3
and REM— and the feature coverage —i.e. the percentage of undeﬁned features for each epoch due to lack of IBIs or respiratory activity
coverage— obtaining a total of 212 features. We computed the sleep
stage probabilities using the algorithm proposed by Fonseca et al. [89].
This algorithm employs a subset of the HRV features used in this research.
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HRV features

# of features
(# of those
with window
shorter than
literature)

Described in

Features
computation
window sizes [sec]
(# of epochs for
template comparison)

10 (5)

[110]#,&

120# , 30&

Frequency analysis

23 (5)

[50]#,& , [111]# ,
[112]#

300# , 120&

Adapted frequency analysis

11 (5)

[113]#,&

300# , 120&

Detrended ﬂuctuation
analysis (DFA)

5

[109, 114, 115]

360

Progressive DFA

1

[116]

60

Windowed DFA

1

[117]

360

High frequency pole
analysis

4 (2)

[118]#,&

300# , 120&

Multi-scale entropy

20

[119–121]

540

Local phase coordination

7 (5)

[122]# , [123]# ,
[124]&

150# , 90&

Time analysis and statistics

74 (37)

[50]#,&

300# , 30&

Sample entropy

2 (1)

[125]#,&

300# , 30&

Visibility graph analysis

13

[126–129]

210

Hilbert transformation
analysis

12 (6)

[130]#,&

300# , 30&

Arousal probability

Table 5.3: Overview of the extracted HRV features. We calculated each feature using the methods proposed in the respective original methodological paper(s). Some of
the features were calculated for different window sizes, and their number comprises
both calculations (superscript symbols deﬁne the association between reference and
the window size used).

A HRV feature was considered undeﬁned at a certain epoch when the detected IBI covered less than half of the window used to calculate the feature.
Similarly, a respiratory activity feature was considered undeﬁned when less
than three breaths were detected in the feature calculation window. Our
method employed these additional sleep stage and coverage features to contextualize the HRV and respiratory features with respect to the different autonomic activity of each sleep stage and feature reliability. Appendix A.1
reports the additional OSA monitoring value generated by including respiratory activity and sleep stages probability features as compared to a method
focusing on HRV features only.
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Features

# of features
(# of those
with window
shorter than
literature)

Described in

Features
computation
window sizes [sec]
(# of epochs for
template comparison)

Respiratory activity features
Amplitude analysis

5

[192]

150

Frequency analysis

3

[225]

30

Similarity respiratory
patterns

2

[186]

30 (60)

Frequency peak analysis

3

[226]

30

Template distance

1

[225]

30 (50)

Time analysis

3

[227]

30

Visibility graph analysis

4

[126–129]

150

Variance

1

[226]

30

Sample entropy

1

[226]

180

1

[191]

30

Sleep stage probabilities

4

[89]

30

Features coverage

1

-

30

Accelerometer features
Activity counts
Context features

5

Table 5.4: Overview of the other features, i.e. not HRV. We calculated each feature using the methods proposed in the respective original methodological paper(s)
(superscript symbols deﬁne the association between reference and the window size
used).

We regularized the HRV, respiratory activity and activity count features
by applying a Tukey-Ladder of powers transformation followed by a z-score
transformation [228]. The coeﬃcients of these transformations were determined on the training set and applied to the validation and hold-out set.
When the features were not deﬁned, we set their value to zero, and these
values were not used to compute the feature transformations and to train
the model, i.e. loss weight was set to zero. The signals were automatically
truncated based on the activity counts by removing periods with prolonged
movements at the beginning and the end of the recording, as done by Radha
et al. [191], in order to automatically isolate the part in which the participant
most-likely intended to sleep.
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5.2.3 The deep learning model for RE-epochs detection Our deep learning model had the task of classifying 30-seconds epochs of each overnight
recording as inﬂuenced by a respiratory event (RE-epochs, positive class) or
not (non-RE epochs, negative class). Similar to our previous research, a 30second epoch was labelled as RE-epoch if it includes at least 10 seconds of
a respiratory event or if the beginning of an epoch is closer than 5 seconds
to the ending of a respiratory event [80]. The model took all 212 features
per epoch as inputs for the entire recording night (maximum 1150 epochs)
of each participant, and its output was the probability of each epoch of being a positive class (values from 0 to 1). The probability threshold to label an
epoch as positive class was derived based on the AHI estimation performance
as explained in our previous ECG-based research [80].
We trained over a thousand different models by combining different types
of blocks of layers and hyper-parameters. Each model was trained with eight
different participant randomizations of the training and validation sets, in
order to assess its average performance. The randomized sets were the same
for each model. We selected the ﬁnal model, and the training and validation
split, based on the AHI estimation performance. Appendix A.2 reports the
details regarding the training and model selection.
5.2.4 AHI estimation The AHI estimation was performed similarly to our
previous ECG-based OSA monitoring research [80]. Our method estimated
the AHI for each participant as the number of positively labelled epochs during sleep divided by the total sleep time. The same automatic sleep staging algorithm used to calculate the sleep stages probability provided the sleep and
wake classiﬁcation and, consequently, the total sleep time [89]. Our method
corrected the AHI obtained by this ratio by a multiplicative coeﬃcient derived
by linearly regressing the reference AHI obtained from the manual annotations with the AHI calculated from the number of positive class reference
epochs. Differently from our previous research, we excluded from the AHI
estimation the epochs with more than 80% of undeﬁned features to avoid
biasing the AHI estimation with less reliable epochs.
5.2.5 Analysis
Hold-out set selection based on rPPG quality: The quality of the rPPG can inﬂuence the features extraction and, consequently, the performance of our
method. Therefore, we decided to threshold several rPPG quality parameters
in order to ensure the reliability of the hold-out set recordings. The selected
rPPG quality parameters and their thresholds are reported in Table 5.5.
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rPPG quality metrics
IBI coverage [%]

Minimum values
83

Average pulse quality index

0.85

Median pulse quality index

0.90

Percentage of pulses with quality index > 0.6 [%]

89

25th percentile pulse quality index

0.80

75th percentile pulse quality index

0.96

Table 5.5: rPPG quality recording exclusion criteria. These metrics were calculated for each 30-seconds epoch and averaged for each recording. We considered
the recordings not satisfying one or more of the minimum values characterized by
low rPPG quality.

While during features extraction, the pulse quality index was used to remove
single pulses, here it was used together with the IBI coverage to assess the
overall quality of each rPPG recording. The thresholds to isolate low quality
recordings were calculated as the tenth percentile of the averages per recording of in the training set. The selected version of the hold-out set consisting
of 188 participants (of which 180 from the SOMNIA dataset) was isolated to
demonstrate that it is possible to improve the AHI estimation reliability by
enforcing a minimum level of rPPG quality. We report the main results of
our method for both the complete hold-out set and the hold-out without
low rPPG quality recordings, but we focus part of the results analysis only
on the latter.

5

RE-epoch detection: The RE-epoch detection performance was analyzed for
the hold-out set (with and without the recording exclusion based on rPPG
quality) by calculating Cohen’s kappa, accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and
positive predictive value (PPV) between the reference and the detected REepochs. In addition, we report Cohen’s kappa maximum along with the prevalence and bias indexes in order to contextualize the Cohen’s kappa values,
as suggested by Sim and Wright [229]. The area under the curve of PPVsensitivity (PR AUC) and receiver operating characteristics (ROC AUC) plots
were also calculated between the reference RE-epoch and the output probability of deep learning model, i.e. before applying the probability threshold.
We calculated these metrics on all epochs contributing to the AHI estimation.
We investigated the effect of different sleep events on the true- and falsepositive detection. Regarding the effect of different respiratory events on the
performance, we calculated the sensitivity for RE-epochs containing at least
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one respiratory event (in case more than one event was present, the longest
one determined the respiratory event label of the epoch). Regarding the presence of limb movement events, we investigated the sensitivity, speciﬁcity and
PPV concerning epochs during which such events occurred and compared
them to the sensitivity, speciﬁcity and PPV for the rest of the epochs. We focused on limb movements because they are known to cause false-positive
detection of respiratory events but also to occur at the end of respiratory
events [80]. The epochs were associated with these events if they were the
longest event in the epoch, and their duration was longer than 3 seconds.
AHI and OSA severity estimation: We analyzed the AHI estimation performance
graphically using Bland-Altman and linear regression plots. As a measure
of the correlation between estimated and reference AHI, we employed the
Spearman’s correlation instead of the Pearson’s correlation because the data
were heteroscedastically related, i.e. the variability of the estimated AHI was
unequal with respect to the reference AHI values (p<0.01 with Breusch-Pagan
test [136]). Besides, we calculated the intraclass correlation coeﬃcient (ICC)
to provide an indication of the inter-rater variability between the "algorithm
scorer" (estimated AHI) and the human scorers (reference AHI). We opted
for an ICC(2,1) measuring absolute agreement according to guidelines given
by Koo et al. [230]. We exploited ROC curves to graphically represent the
screening performance for the canonical AHI thresholds when varying the
screening threshold applied to the estimated AHI. Also, we investigated sensitivity, speciﬁcity, accuracy and Cohen’s kappa for each screening canonical
threshold. For screening performance, Cohen’s kappa was calculated, reporting the maximum, prevalence and bias indexes [229]. The OSA severity estimation was shown using confusion matrixes and linearly weighted Cohen’s
kappa [231], to account for the ordinal nature of the OSA severity scorings
(reported together with the corresponding kappa maximum [229]).
Participant characteristics inﬂuencing the AHI estimation performance: The participants’ characteristics can inﬂuence the AHI estimation performance. For
instance, age affects both the HRV and the sleep architecture, two key parameters in our method [76,232]. However, most of the participants’ characteristics are not independent of each other, or they might have a combined effect
on the performance. Therefore, we investigated which characteristics inﬂuenced the AHI estimation error, i.e. reference minus estimated AHI, by means
of an elastic net [233]. This method consists of linear regression with lasso
and ridge penalization that sets to zero the coeﬃcient of independent variables (participants’ characteristics) that do not contribute in explaining the
dependent variable (AHI estimation error). The regression was performed
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on the hold-out dataset without low-quality rPPG recordings to highlight the
contribution of sleep and physiological characteristics rather than the quality
of the recordings. The amount of regularization and the proportion between
lasso and ridge penalization were estimated using a 5-fold cross-validation
on the investigated data. The participant and recording characteristics that
were included as independent variables are: rPPG quality metrics, age, sex,
sleep onset latency, wake after sleep onset, total sleep and recording times,
time spent in each sleep stage and per-hour of sleep, absolute amount of
awakenings and per-hour of sleep, average and standard deviation of time
spent per sleep cycle in REM and N3, number of sleep cycles, absolute number of sleep stage transitions and per-hour of sleep, and percentage of ectopic beats (based on the ECG signal, as deﬁned in section Features extraction). A z-score normalization was applied to the regression variables before
the ﬁtting.
We also investigated cases with substantial AHI underestimation and overestimation, deﬁned as:

1


est i mat ed AH I < × AH I − 2.5,
Considerable AHI
2
=
2
underestimation 

est i mat ed AH I < × AH I − 5,
3


est i mat ed AH I > 2 × AH I + 5,

Considerable AHI
=

overestimation
est i mat ed AH I > 3 × AH I + 7.5,
2

5

5 ≤ AH I < 15,

(5.1)

AH I ≥ 15.
0 ≤ AH I < 15,

(5.2)
AH I ≥ 15.

With respect to the measure based on the limits of agreement used in our
previous paper [80], the criterion employed here allowed the identiﬁcation
of cases in which the estimated or the reference AHI were low but, in proportion, still considerably different from each other. For these participants, we
further investigated the clinical picture and recording characteristics, e.g. the
presence of other comorbidities, obstructive apnea and hypopnea indexes
(AI and HI), medication inﬂuencing cardiac activity, and severity of oxygen desaturations.
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5.3 RESULTS
5.3.1 RE-epoch detection performance Architecture and hyperparameters of the selected model are reported in Figure 5.1. This model
completed its training in 75 training iterations and it had a Spearman’s
correlation of 0.77 with p<0.01 and an OSA severity Cohen’s kappa of 0.37 in
the validation set.
To exclude the sleep staging algorithm developed by Fonseca et al. [89]
as a possible source of error, we checked its performance on our hold-out
set. The sleep staging algorithm had a good agreement with the reference
hypnogram (manually scored PSG) and the results were not different from
the original publication (four-class sleep scoring Cohen’s kappa: 0.56, and
sleep/wake classiﬁcation Cohen’s kappa: 0.62) [89].

5

Figure 5.1: The selected model architecture for the RE-epoch detection. The numbers below boxes indicates the dimensions (with 1150 being the maximum number
of epochs). The rate indicates the drop out rate, N indicates the number of stacked
convolution, F the number of ﬁlter, K the kernel size, K* the kernel size with dilation
rate of 2, C the number of units of the dense layers and std the standard deviation of
the Gaussian noise. The block types are further described in Appendix A.2.
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Recordings

Number
of epochs
(RE-epochs)
[#]

Prevalence
/Bias index
[229]

Cohen’s
kappa
(kappa
max [229])

Accuracy/
Sensitivity/
Speciﬁcity/
PPV [%]

PR
AUC

ROC
AUC

All

222039
(32456)

0.73/0.04

0.36
(0.80)

85/38/94/53

0.48

0.80

Low rPPG
quality
excluded

171237
(22305)

0.75/0.03

0.37
(0.84)

86/39/94/51

0.47

0.82

Table 5.6: RE-epoch detection performance. For the hold-out set, with and without
the low rPPG quality recordings. The performance calculated on the epochs contributing to the AHI (i.e. not Wake and epochs with less than 80% undeﬁned features).

Recordings

All

Low rPPG
quality
recordings
excluded

Number of RE-epochs
(% with respect to
total RE-epochs)

Sensitivity
[%]

Hypopnea

23371 (78)

34

Obstructive apnea

2315 (8)

61

Mixed Apnea

1251 (4)

84

Central Apnea

1222 (4)

40

Hypopnea

16909 (82)

37

Obstructive apnea

1544 (7)

60

Mixed Apnea

382 (2)

78

Central Apnea

572 (3)

60

Respiratory event

Table 5.7: RE-epoch sensitivity per respiratory events. For the hold-out set, with
and without the low rPPG quality recordings. The performance is for the overall number of epochs contributing to the AHI (i.e. not Wake and epochs with less than 80%
undeﬁned features).

5

Table 5.6 reports the RE-epoch detection performance of the best model
on the hold-out set for the output probability threshold of 0.65 obtained from
the training set.
The sensitivity of the detection of RE-epochs changed depending on the
type of predominant respiratory event they included, with the hypopneas
being the type of respiratory event with the lowest sensitivity (Table 5.7).
The 42% of the false-positive detections consisted of epochs characterized by
limb movements (40% with the exclusion of low-quality rPPG recordings). The
false-positive detections characterized by limb movements amounted to 11%
of the total number of epochs characterized by these movements (same with
the exclusion of low-quality rPPG recordings). The detection of RE-epochs coinciding with limb movements had a lower speciﬁcity and PPV, and higher
sensitivity than epochs without limb movement events (Table 5.8).
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Recordings

All
Low rPPG
quality
excluded

Sleep
events
Not limb
movements
Limb
movements
Not limb
movements
Limb
movements

Number of
epochs (% of
RE-epochs)

Sensitivity
[%]

Speciﬁcity
[%]

PPV
[%]

126219 (10)

38

96

67

39667 (2)

38

88

32

100021 (9)

39

96

65

28428 (2)

43

88

33

Table 5.8: RE-epoch performance for epochs characterized or not by limb movement events. For the hold-out set, with and without the low rPPG quality recordings.
Only the epochs contributing to the AHI calculation are taken into consideration (i.e.
not Wake and epochs with less than 80% undeﬁned features).

5.3.2 AHI estimation The estimated AHI signiﬁcantly correlated with the
reference AHI obtained by manual scoring of the recordings. Prior to excluding the recording with low rPPG quality, Spearman’s correlation between the
reference and estimated AHI was 0.61 (p<0.01) and the ICC(2,1) was 0.64 with
a 95% conﬁdence interval of [0.51 – 0.74]. The average bias and limits of
agreement of the AHI estimation for the entire hold-out set were 4.7±23.5
events/h. After the exclusion of recordings with low rPPG quality, the Spearman’s correlation further increased to 0.67 (p<0.01), while the ICC(2,1) increased to 0.68 (95% c.i. [0.57 – 0.76]). The average bias and limits of agreement for the high rPPG quality hold-out set were 3.3±19.9 events/h. Figure 5.2 gives a graphical overview of the results for the AHI estimation for
the hold-out sets after the exclusion of recordings with low rPPG quality.
Table 5.9 groups the screening performance of our estimated AHI. Similarly to the AHI estimation, removing recordings with low rPPG quality increased the screening performance. The weighted Cohen’s kappa between
reference and estimated OSA severity was 0.46 (maximum 0.77) and 0.51
(maximum 0.85) respectively with and without the low rPPG quality recordings. Figure 5.3 shows the ROC curves for the three canonical AHI screening
thresholds and the confusion matrix of the OSA severity classes.
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Figure 5.2: Analysis of the estimated AHI performance after removal of low-quality rPPG recordings. a): correlation
between reference AHI versus estimated AHI; dashed lines delimit the canonical OSA severity classes and the dash-dotted line
is the identity line. b): Bland-Altman plot of the reference AHI and estimated AHI. The bias and the limits of agreement (i.e.
1.96 times the standard deviation of the difference) are shown as events/h. The red and the green dashed lines represent,
respectively, the boundaries to deﬁne considerable under- and overestimations.
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Recordings

All

Low rPPG
quality
excluded

Screening
threshold
(participants
above the
threshold [#])

PPV
[%]

Prevalence
/Bias
Index
[229]

Sensitivity
[%]

Speciﬁcity
[%]

AHI≥5 (173)

72

71

84

0.27/0.10

AHI≥15 (88)

59

90

75

0.38/0.07

AHI≥30 (39)

41

98

80

0.77/0.07

AHI≥5 (121)

77

72

83

0.24/0.05

AHI≥15 (60)

62

91

75

0.42/0.06

AHI≥30 (24)

46

98

79

0.80/0.05

Cohen’s
kappa
(kappa
max)
[229]
0.39
(0.78)
0.51
(0.82)
0.49
(0.64)
0.47
(0.90)
0.55
(0.86)
0.53
(0.71)

ROC
AUC

0.80
0.82
0.84
0.84
0.86
0.85

Table 5.9: Screening performance for the estimated AHI. With respect to the reference AHI for the canonical screening thresholds for the hold-out set with and without
the low rPPG quality recordings.

5

Figure 5.3: Receiver operating characteristics and confusion matrix of the estimated for the three canonical AHI thresholds after removal of low-quality rPPG
recordings. a): AUC area under each curve; square markers indicate the points in
the curve where the estimated AHI threshold for severity classiﬁcation is equal to the
canonical 5, 15 and 30 events/h. b): OSA severity classes obtained from the AHI (Reference Severity) and estimated AHI (Estimated Severity) using the canonical thresholds.
In each cell, the percentage per severity is shown (also visually indicated by the color
scale) as well as the number of participants.
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5.3.3 Factors inﬂuencing the AHI estimation performance We found
the AHI estimation error to be explained by the percentage of sleep spent
in N3 (linear coeﬃcient=0.10), the age ([years], -0.12), the sleep onset latency ([min], -0.03), the total recording time ([min], -0.02), the reference AHI
([events/h], 0.54), and a constant value (11.66). The linear regression was
able to explain 55% of the total variance (r 2 =0.55). The regression statistics
showed that only reference AHI and age were signiﬁcant (p<0.05).
Considerable underestimation of the AHI occurred more frequently, in 30
participants (16% of participants; 11 females) using our deﬁnition. Importantly, OSA classiﬁcation was only limitedly affected, with seven having an estimated OSA severity two classes lower than the reference (e.g. severe OSA
with a mild OSA estimation), and three a difference of three OSA severity
classes. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of factors that might have inﬂuenced the accuracy of our method. In the large majority of participants with
underestimation of the AHI, a (clinical) explanation for the discrepancy was
found, with only ﬁve cases where no reason could be identiﬁed.
Considerable overestimation only occurred in 5% of participants (9 participants, 7 females). Most had disorders other than OSA: parasomnias (n=2),
sleep related movement disorders (n=2), chronic fatigue syndrome (n=2), and

5

Figure 5.4: Characteristics of the considerable underestimated participants. All
the participants and those with at least two class difference between reference and estimated OSA severity are shown. Cardiac comorbidities include bundle-branch-block,
premature ventricular/atrial contraction and paroxysmal atrial ﬁbrillation. Cardiovascular medications include anti-arrhythmic compound, ACE-inhibiters, beta-blockers
and thyroid hormones.
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one with sleep-related abnormal swallowing. Eight of these had no OSA, but
were estimated to have mild OSA. The participant with the abnormal swallowing was estimated as severe OSA while suffering from mild OSA according to
the gold standard (with an AHI of 7.1 events/h).
The number of zero-weight epochs, i.e. epochs with less than 80% deﬁned
features, inﬂuences the AHI estimation performance because it reduces the
amount of epochs contributing to the AHI. To contextualize the results regarding these epochs, we calculated the per-recording percentage of zero-weight
epochs with respect to the total number of epochs. The hold-out set after
the exclusion of low rPPG quality recordings had 0% [0% – 3%] (median [interquartile range, IQR]) zero-weight epochs. The excluded recordings had
5% [1% – 31%] zero-weight epochs. The two groups did not have a normal
distribution (p<0.01, Shapiro-Wilk test [206]), and were statistically different
(p<0.01, Mann-Whitney test [182]).
We investigated the effect of tightening the rPPG quality requirements
on performance. The Appendix A.3 summarizes these results. Overall, the
stricter the quality requirement, the better the performance. However, the
higher quality standard signiﬁcantly reduced the number of recordings included in the analysis, and reducing the results’ interpretability as a result.
In the main results, we therefore opted for lower recording quality requirements to provide a more generalizable overview of our method performance.
5.4 DISCUSSION
We developed and tested a method to estimate the AHI using reﬂective PPG
which can be implemented on devices such as smartwatches and ﬁtness
trackers. The AHI obtained with our method allows OSA screening and OSA
severity estimation, even in a heterogeneously sleep-disordered population
with a high likelihood of cardiovascular confounding factors and a large percentage of hypopneas.
5.4.1 Comparison with HSATs and Chapter 2 The estimated OSA severity
showed a fair to good agreement with the reference [234] and was also in line
with automatic AHI estimation in HSAT, one of the current gold standards. As
an example, we achieved a similar distribution in the OSA severity class and
similar underestimation tendency of the two HSATs with automatic AHI estimation investigated by Aurora et al. [146]. In comparison with those, our
method presented a higher amount of overestimated severity cases. However, this could be expected given that cardiovascular information used by
our method is more prone to false positives than the signal usually measured
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with HSAT (e.g. respiratory signals and oxygen saturation), especially in a heterogeneously sleep-disordered population like ours.
The agreement between reference and estimated AHI, quantiﬁed by the
ICC, was good to moderate [230] and, after applying the rPPG quality inclusion criteria, it was comparable with automatic AHI estimation with HSAT. For
instance, Malhotra et al. reported an ICC with a 95% conﬁdence interval of
0.91 [0.58 – 0.97] for automatic AHI estimation with an HSAT-dedicated algorithm [235]. However, they obtained this result with HSAT-recordable signals,
using the AASM 2007 scoring rules with alternative hypopnea criteria (>50%
respiratory amplitude with >3% oxygen saturation or arousal) [99], the average of 10 human scorers as reference AHI, and a population of 70 good
quality recordings without the inclusion of other disorders, such as insomnia
or cardiac comorbidities [235]. Being consistently above their lowest conﬁdence interval boundary represents a signiﬁcant result for our method and
the different experimental set-up might have largely contributed to the performance difference.
Interestingly, the RE-epoch detection and AHI estimation performance
further improved compared to our ECG-based method [80]. In that study
we achieved, for a subset of the SOMNIA and HealthBed datasets of this research, a Spearman’s correlation for AHI estimation of 0.50 with a bias and
95% limits of agreement of -0.51 [-25.8–24.79] events/h. The current method
achieved higher performance than the ECG-based method even with unfavorable premises, such as rPPG being signiﬁcantly more prone to missing
or unreliable features due to artifacts [51, 63]. The performance increase is
likely due to the more complex RE-epoch detection model used along with
the additional features employed.
5

5.4.2 Applications Our AHI estimation method has the potential to be
used as an OSA screening tool. The tendency of our method to underestimate the AHI translated in a lower screening sensitivity for moderate and
severe cases. However, the high ROC-AUC values allow for compensating for
this tendency by lowering the screening threshold used for the moderate and
severe cases, trading in speciﬁcity for sensitivity. Lowering the threshold for
severe cases from the canonical 30 to 20 events/h would increase sensitivity with 21% (from 46% to 67%) and decrease speciﬁcity with 8% (from 98%
to 90%). Lowering the threshold for moderate cases from 15 to 10 events/h
would increase sensitivity with 15% (from 62% to 77%) and decrease speciﬁcity with 16% (from 91% to 75%).
In light of the results obtained, there are several target possible applications/populations for our method, according to different OSA monitoring
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goals. The ﬁrst is the general population, in which the approach could be
employed as a screening tool, especially when other sleep disorders are
present or suspected. In this scenario the device might be used during multiple nights to increase screening sensitivity and reduce the inﬂuence of lowquality recordings. The second could be a population with an ambiguous OSA
proﬁle, e.g. known mild/moderate OSA but not fully ﬁtting symptomatology.
In this case our method might be used for conﬁrmation of the PSG-based diagnosis in a home monitoring context. Finally, the method lends itself well
for treatment follow up, for example detection of exacerbation of OSA over
time, or occurrence of comorbid sleep disorders such as insomnia.
5.4.3 Inﬂuence of the rPPG signal quality Artifacts, noise and arrhythmic beats affecting the rPPG quality could potentially weaken the link between the extracted cardiovascular activity and presence or absence of respiratory events. However, excluding recordings with low rPPG quality did
not yield a deﬁnite improvement on the RE-epoch detection performance.
Probably, increased rPPG reliability was overshadowed by the simultaneous
increase of sensitivity to hypopneas and increased prevalence of this type
of events (due to the exclusion of part of the recordings). The exclusion of
low-quality recordings inﬂuenced the sensitivity to mixed apneas and central
apneas as well, but the low number of epochs precluded any solid physiological hypotheses. For AHI estimation performance, there was a clear positive
effect of rPPG quality-based exclusion. The higher amount of zero-weight
epochs for the recordings with low rPPG quality entailed a lower amount of
epochs contributing to AHI estimation and increased the chances of underestimating the AHI, especially considering that our method is very robust but
only moderately sensitive (high speciﬁcity and low sensitivity in detecting REepochs). Therefore, removing low-quality recordings reduced the underestimation and consequently increased AHI-related performance.
The mechanisms leading to low quality rPPG recordings can be categorized as physiological or technical. The ﬁrst category encompasses phenomena that predominantly determine pulse timing and morphology over the occurrence of REs (e.g. arrhythmias). The detrimental effect of these phenomena cannot be directly corrected for, but might be circumvented by developing features retaining more sleep-related information despite their presence.
The second category encompasses factors that disrupt the rPPG signal and
impede its capability to describe local blood volume variations (e.g. movements or not optimal skin contact). These phenomena might be corrected,
for instance by changing the sensor placement to less movement-susceptible
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body areas. These measures may reduce recording exclusion due to low quality and as a result increase performance.

5

5.4.4 Inﬂuence of the patients’ characteristics The amount of considerable overestimation was small for the large size and complex variety of the
population tested. The overall resilience of our method to AHI overestimation
may even be better in everyday applications. Most of these overestimated
cases presented pathologies known to act as cardiovascular confounding factors, such as sleep related movements [80,236,237]. In case of OSA screening,
overestimating participants with sleep disorders other than OSA has minor
consequences since these participants should anyway be referred to a sleep
clinic to assess their condition.
Considerable AHI underestimations might be more critical for the application of our method as an OSA screening tool because they might fail to trigger
standard sleep investigations. Fortunately, most of the underestimated cases
in our study consisted of OSA severity misclassiﬁcation of only one class; and
the presence of OSA was ﬂagged in most of the cases with moderate or severe
OSA. Besides, the estimated AHI of several cases (10 out of 30) was more in
line with the clinical diagnosis than the reference OSA severity classiﬁcation:
our method assigned a normal OSA severity to participants with an AHI>5
events/h but without associated clinical symptoms. This indicates that these
underestimations were of limited clinical relevance and have minor impact
on the potential of our method as a screening tool.
In addition, 25 out of the 30 underestimated cases could be explained by
factors inﬂuencing the cardiovascular system or speciﬁc sleep related characteristics. Several were characterized by disorders and/or medications directly
affecting autonomic nervous system activity, heart contractility, vascular tone
or blood pressure regulation [50,238–241]. These factors likely inﬂuence cardiovascular responses to respiratory events and decrease the reliability of the
features used by our method. Most of these factors can be easily screened
during clinical intake and may trigger the use of standard diagnostic techniques such as PSG, instead of cardiovascular-based monitoring. Paroxysmal disorders, like some arrhythmias, might be unknown to the participants
however, and future work will therefore focus on developing rPPG-based solutions to isolate those cases to prevent AHI estimation errors.
Several underestimated participants presented principally hypopnea
events with low desaturation values, i.e. AI and 4% oxygen desaturation index lower than 5 events/h. This underestimation is in line with the literature
based on PSG and HSATs: hypopnea events, and especially those with a desaturation lower than 4%, are a source of higher disagreement among human
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and automatic scorers [98,146]. Our work remarks the controversy regarding
the hypopnea deﬁnition and its relation with clinical outcomes [99, 242], at
the point that it is questionable to consider as underestimated participants
those not diagnosed with OSA syndrome (i.e. mild OSA plus symptoms) with
a reference AHI>5 and estimated AHI<5.
To investigate factors leading to underestimation, we looked into the
recordings with the highest OSA severity misclassiﬁcation, namely the three
severe OSA participants misclassiﬁed as normal. These participants had an
AHI between 30 and 35 events/h, so were in fact close to moderate OSA. One
participant has mostly hypopnea (AI=0.2), and used cardiovascular medication. Another participant had only 3 hours of sleep (37% sleep eﬃciency)
while the sleep staging algorithm reported 7 hours of sleep. Therefore, the
estimated AHI was inﬂuenced by the low agreement between the real and the
estimated sleep duration. The third participant did not have clear factors that
might have inﬂuenced AHI estimation. For this participant, the output probability of the RE-epoch and not-RE-epoch were signiﬁcant difference between
(Mann-Whitney test [182], p < 0.01); however, the RE-epoch output probability values were mostly below the threshold (median and IQR: RE-epoch
0.24 [0.14 – 0.47], not-RE-epoch 0.16 [0.10 – 0.27]). This indicates that the
detection algorithm was able to capture the effect of the REs, but it could not
conﬁdently label them as RE-epochs. This uncertainty might be corrected by
increasing the number and the variety of severe OSA participants during the
training of the deep learning model.
The AHI error was found to be signiﬁcantly explained by the reference AHI
and age. The effect of the AHI was expected due to the found underestimation tendency combined with the lower-bounded deﬁnition of this quantity,
i.e. AHI cannot go below zero. The overestimating effect of age might be due
to the combination of reduced sleep time, reduced slow wave sleep, and an
increase in arousals that may lead to a decrease of the AHI denominator, a
reduced presence of the stage with lowest likelihood of respiratory events,
and an increased chance of false-positives [76], respectively. Besides, the increase of sympathetic activity with age might have increased the false positive
detection due to sympathetic activations being characteristic for respiratory
events [76, 243]. The effect of age and reference AHI on the estimation error
might be decreased by enlarging the training set with older participants and
more severe OSA cases. Besides, developing features independent of the age
might also help in reducing this detrimental effect.
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5.4.5 Limitations and future developments As previously mentioned,
there might be disagreement among human scorers regarding the presence
of REs and, consequently, the AHI. Having multiple scorers for each recording
would have mitigated this issue, but was not available in this case. This is a
limitation of our study, although all scorers were from a small group of experienced dedicated sleep technicians, with certiﬁed diagnostic performance in
the AASM inter-rater variability program. Nevertheless, we feel that that the
large number of recordings, the heterogeneity of the data and the usage of
multiple scorers allowed fair assessment of method performance.
We chose to have a considerably larger hold-out set compared to the training set. Decreasing the hold-out set (in favor of the training set) would risk
compromising the presence of severe OSA cases in the hold-out set and limit
the possibility to draw conclusions for this group. We tried to retrain the
selected deep learning model with additional data (100 recordings coming
from the SOMNIA database and with similar characteristics of the datasets
used) and decrease the validation size in favor of the training size. However,
this did not lead to a any signiﬁcant performance increase. Nevertheless, we
think that the addition of new training data may improve performance, but
only if the data are carefully selected to increase the number of participants
with speciﬁc characteristics that are easily misclassiﬁed. This will be a topic
of future research, when such data becomes available.
The AHI estimation performance might appear to contrast with the REepoch detection performance with respect to the low sensitivity and Cohen’s
kappa. Relying on the OSA severity classiﬁcation performance to choose the
best model and tune the output probability threshold penalized the sensitivity to favor the correct classiﬁcation of participants without OSA in the presence of confounding factors, such as other sleep disorders. This behavior
was intended in order to provide accurate AHI and OSA severity estimations
rather than an accurate RE-epoch detection, since the former are the clinically relevant parameters. However, the overall structure of our method remains valid also in case a high RE-epoch detection performance would be
preferred. As an example, for the hold-out set without low-quality recordings, choosing the output probability threshold based on the per-recording
f1 score, would have increased sensitivity to 60% (+31% with respect to Table 5.7) and decreased speciﬁcity to 84% (-10% with respect to Table 5.7),
but also signiﬁcantly lowered the OSA severity weighted Cohen’s kappa from
0.51 to 0.32. Future work will focus on improving the epoch-by-epoch detection without sacriﬁcing AHI estimation accuracy in order to provide additional
OSA-related information.
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Although our method was developed for rPPG recordings, it may be applicable to other sensing modalities. We employed features that are sensor
agnostic; for instance, respiratory activity and an activity count surrogate can
be extracted from the ECG signals [64, 131]. In addition, several sleep monitoring methods have been described which were developed for one sensing
modality but could be applied to other modalities directly or with some adaptations. For example, Fonseca et al. [89] proposed a sleep staging algorithm
trained on ECG data that had similar performance on rPPG data (if taken in
account the higher likelihood of noise and artefacts in rPPG signals). Phillips
et al. [71] trained a deep learning model for OSA monitoring using ECG data
and applied a domain adaptation technique to obtain a model for rPPG data
without need of a large rPPG dataset. Similar approaches could be applied
to our method and we aim to investigate this in future work to focus on the
physiological and technical differences between sensing modalities.
Recently released wrist-worn consumer devices embed red and infra-red
rPPG [68,69], in addition to the most common green-light rPPG, enabling the
measurement of relative changes in oxygen saturation. The sensitivity and
speciﬁcity of these sensors have yet to be clinically conﬁrmed. If proven to
be accurate for low oxygen desaturation values as well, these techniques will
be a very useful addition to cardiovascular-based OSA monitoring methods
such as ours.
5.5 CONCLUSION
We described an AHI estimation method based exclusively on information
retrieved from wrist-worn rPPG devices. We tested our method in a heterogeneous clinical sleep population and investigated in detail the characteristics of our estimated AHI in comparison with the reference AHI obtained by
expert human scorers. We found that the proposed rPPG method might be
employed as an OSA monitoring tool.
Although rPPG devices cannot fully substitute PSG and HSAT due to the
lower amount and more indirect nature of physiological information extracted, future development of our approach might complement these standard techniques by allowing sleep to be monitored continuously for long periods at home in an unobtrusive way. These characteristics could open new
scenarios for OSA monitoring. For instance, wrist-worn PPG devices could
add an objective observation to subjective screening of OSA with questionnaires, quantify the night-to-night variability of the disorder, combine nighttime and daytime monitoring, be used to follow up on treatment and provide
a low-cost objective solution for large-scale screening [14–16, 40, 91].
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6.1 SUMMARY
This thesis aims to weave the red thread that connects unobtrusive cardiovascular measurements to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) monitoring.
Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are the warp and woof of this work, while Chapter 5 represents the ﬁnal result.
Chapter 2 takes inspiration from the vast literature on OSA monitoring
based on ECG-derived features and investigates the potential of heart rate
variability (HRV) analysis in a population composed of several clinical datasets.
These datasets include a selection of OSA-pathology but also a heterogeneous, "real-world" clinical sleep-disordered population. This chapter proposes a new method to estimate the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) based on
ECG-derived heart rate variability features. The method consists of three
steps: 1) feature optimization, 2) epoch-by-epoch classiﬁcation and 3) AHI estimation. In the ﬁrst step, the HRV features are optimized by applying sets of
transformations, such as ﬁltering and re-scaling, with the goal of maximizing
the difference between portions of the night inﬂuenced by respiratory events
(RE-epochs) and the rest (non-RE-epochs). In the second step, a regularized
logistic regression classiﬁer detects the epochs with a high RE-epoch probability and the epochs in which the participant is awake are excluded based on an
HRV-based sleep-staging algorithm. Finally, the AHI is estimated as the summation of the RE-epochs that are left, divided by the HRV-based total sleep
time. The estimated AHI is a good representation of the current gold standard
AHI (Spearman’s correlation 0.72, area under the receiving operating characteristic curve ≥0.86 for screening each OSA severity). Chapter 2 shows the
feasibility of a cardiovascular-based approach to evolve into clinically usable
OSA monitoring tools. In addition, it highlights some critical points on the
usage of cardiovascular features for OSA monitoring, especially when in the
presence of hypopneas and other sleep events.
Cardiovascular measurements can be used for OSA monitoring
even in heterogeneous sleep disordered populations, although
detection of hypopneas and rejection of other sleep events remain open challenges.

6

Wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography (rPPG) is the ice-breaker of
the unobtrusive and telemonitoring future. This sensing modality allows measuring with minimal burden several physiological parameters. However, unobtrusiveness and information richness come at the price of lower reliability
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when compared with more traditional – but less convenient – cardiovascular monitoring techniques, like ECG. Chapter 3 describes a new method to
detect the heartbeats in the rPPG signal and, most importantly, to estimate
the quality of this signal. This method consists of segmenting the rPPG signal into individual pulses, assigning a landmark to each pulse corresponding
to the heartbeat, and dynamically evaluating their morphological likelihood
of being normal sinus rhythm pulses. This assessment is performed via a
dynamical template-matching approach to account for the physiological variability of the rPPG signal. The normal sinus rhythm likelihood of each pulse,
expressed as a quality index, is quantiﬁed to exclude those pulses in which
timing or morphology are distorted by noise, artifacts and, ﬁrst of its kind, arrhythmic heart contractions. The method is tested in 32 free-living overnight
recordings of healthy and arrhythmic patients. Chapter 3 shows that thresholding the pulse quality index enables near-perfect detection of normal sinus
rhythm beats (positive predictive value above 98%), both in healthy subjects
and arrhythmic patients. The rejection of arrhythmic beats is almost complete (less than 7% arrhythmic beats mistaken as sinus rhythm beats), while
the sensitivity to sinus rhythm beats is not compromised (more than 96%).
The developed method allows inferring quality of the rPPG pulses and improving the reliability of the cardiovascular information extracted from this
signal recorded in free-living conditions, which is adversely inﬂuenced by the
presence of non-sinus pulses and (movement) artifacts.
Noise, artifacts and arrhythmic heart contractions can corrupt the cardiovascular information related to sleep contained
in the rPPG signal. Rating and, eventually, rejecting rPPG
pulses based on their morphological characteristics allows a
reduction of the detrimental effect of noise, artifacts and
arrhythmic contractions.
The most evident effect of OSA is a deviation from the respiratory activity during healthy and undisturbed sleep. In fact, measuring respiration
during the standard clinical sleep evaluation is paramount to determine its
presence and severity. Chapter 4 proposes a method to derive respiratory
activity from the rPPG signal. The rPPG respiratory activity surrogate (rPPGRAS) is extracted by interpolating the amplitude of the rPPG pulses. The
reliability of the rPPG-RAS is enhanced by a multistep post-processing that
leverages the rPPG signal quality information —provided by the method of
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Chapter 3— and the movement information —provided by the accelerometer embedded in wrist-worn rPPG devices. The rPPG-RAS is validated in 389
heterogeneously disordered sleep recordings closely resembling a real-world
clinical sleep monitoring scenario. The rPPG-RAS respiration rate estimation
performance and respiratory activity morphological similarity are evaluated
with respect to the inductance plethysmography of the thorax signal. In addition, Chapter 4 investigates the inﬂuence of sleep stages and obstructive
sleep apnea severity on the rPPG-RAS. Prior to post-processing, the rPPG-RAS
respiration rate performance is in line with the literature (estimation error =
0.76±2.11 breaths/min) and the rPPG-RAS shows a strong similarity with the
reference (correlation = 0.54, spectral coherence = 0.81). Detrimental effects
of low PPG quality, high motion levels and sleep-dependent physiological phenomena were signiﬁcantly mitigated by the proposed post-processing steps
improving all performance metrics (correlation = 0.62, coherence = 0.88, estimation error = 0.53±1.85 breaths/min). Chapter 4 shows that the effect of
sleep stages on cardiovascular activity, e.g. due to the different autonomic
activity, has a signiﬁcant impact on the reliability of rPPG-RAS, while the OSA
severity might play a minor role.
rPPG can provide a respiratory activity surrogate that closely resembles thoracic respiratory movements during sleep. The link
between cardiovascular activity and sleep stages plays a role in
the surrogate reliability; sleep architecture should therefore be
included as input for rPPG-based OSA monitoring algorithms.

6

Finally, Chapter 5 combines all the research from the previous chapters to deliver a fully autonomous rPPG-based AHI estimation method. The
method consists of a deep learning model exploiting cardiovascular information of the rPPG signal to classify RE-epochs and uses this prediction to estimate the AHI, similarly to Chapter 2. In contrast with Chapter 2, the method
in Chapter 5 combines the HRV features, extracted from the rPPG signal
based on the methods of Chapter 3, with respiratory activity features derived
from the rPPG-RAS of Chapter 4, and features describing the reliability of the
signal and the probability of being in a speciﬁc sleep stage. The latter feature
was determined using an automatic sleep stage classiﬁer based on a subset
of the HRV features employed in the AHI estimation method. The method
is tested with an independent set of 188 heterogeneously disordered clinical
recordings and it estimates the AHI with a good agreement to the gold standard polysomnography reference (correlation=0.61, estimation error=3±10
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events/h). In addition, the AHI estimation performance opens the road towards reliably assessing OSA severities (weighted Cohen’s kappa=0.51) and
screening for OSA (ROC-AUC=0.84/0.86/0.85 for mild/moderate/severe OSA).
In addition, Chapter 5 explores the factors that might play a role in the methods’ performance, such as comorbidities and medication use.
rPPG measurements, like those typically implemented in ﬁtness
trackers and smartwatches, can complement standard OSA diagnostic techniques by allowing unobtrusive, long-term, and athome sleep and respiratory monitoring.
This last chapter of the thesis discusses the current challenges and future
applications of unobtrusive monitoring of OSA.
6.2

VALID VALIDATIONS OF UNOBTRUSIVE OSA MONITORING
TECHNOLOGY
The literature regarding unobtrusive monitoring of OSA is vast, especially regarding methods using cardiovascular measurements, like ECG and PPG. This
thesis wants to provide not only a new and thoroughly tested solution, but
also a fresher and broader look at the cardiovascular-based monitoring of
this disorder. Therefore, this section focuses on the lessons learned in developing our new rPPG-based AHI estimation algorithm and points to, in our
opinion, some important aspects of the validation process.
6.2.1 Relevance of data variety OSA and cardiovascular signals and features are not linked by a simple bijective relationship. The relationship
between respiratory events (RE) and cardiovascular activity is blurred by
the presence of other events, disorders, or medications. For instance, legmovements greatly inﬂuenced the false positive detections of the algorithm
presented in Chapter 2, and the participants with the highest AHI estimation
error in Chapter 5 were characterized by the presence of cardiovascular inﬂuencing disorders or medications. In addition, the nature of the rPPG signal
further complicates this relationship, since it contains several different physiological information that are unrelated or only partially related to the presence of REs. Examples of such unrelated information are heart contractility,
vascular tone, and blood and intrathoracic pressure [31, 158]. Some physiological phenomena even concur to the same characteristic of the rPPG signal.
For instance, the sleep stage-speciﬁc autonomic activity and respiratory activity both inﬂuence the amplitude of the rPPG pulses, as shown in Chapter 4.
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Therefore, the OSA monitoring algorithms based on cardiovascular signals,
and especially on rPPG signals, have to face these challenges.
Ideally, each OSA monitoring research study should include all the possible confounding factors and combinations to rightfully claim the generalizability of the proposed method. However, collecting datasets that systematically include all factors is not practically achievable. Firstly, it is not possible
to check certain physiological parameters without further disturbing the phenomena we aim to capture, like in the case of measuring continuously blood
pressure while inferring sleep [245]. Secondly, it is not trivial to include a
statistically signiﬁcant number of combinations of disorders and associated
consequences. However, this does not excuse researchers from seeking the
challenge of more complex and complete datasets to test their algorithms. A
long way separates us from the Computing in Cardiology Challenge of 2000
—the most used dataset of cardiovascular-based OSA monitoring [58]— and
today more datasets are available, or data collections are less technologically
challenging [42, 96, 246–248].
This thesis shows that certain confounding factors play a key role in
reducing the performance of the proposed methods, and likely of most
cardiovascular-based methods. This might suggest that limiting the claim of

6

Figure 6.1: Incomplete dataset and machine learning. Data-driven algorithms
without a dataset with a proper variety are likely to provide a wrong estimation on unseen data. In the picture, a ﬁctitious Star Trek "AI" failing to translate in word the year
1111 because the training dataset did not include the number-word "eleven" [244].
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the developed OSA monitoring algorithm or pre-selecting the participants to
be recorded might help circumvent the confounding factors’ problem. These
options are applied to the clinical usage of home sleep apnea tests (HSAT) for
OSA diagnosis, even though it consists of a larger array of sensors than simply cardiovascular measurements. According to AASM guidelines [99, 249],
HSAT recordings can only be used to conﬁrm the presence of moderate and
severe OSA (claim limitation) in patients with clear OSA signs and no other
medical conditions or risk for other sleep disorders (patient pre-selection).
A similar philosophy could be applied for cardiovascular-based OSA monitoring methods as well. However, enforcing these requirements during development would not necessarily produce more reliable results or improve
the performance, especially in data-driven methods like those based on machine learning. For instance, it is not always possible to pre-select participants based on the absence of sleep or other comorbidities because of, for
instance, overlapping of the symptomatology, lack of symptoms awareness,
and paroxysmal nature of other disorders. The development of OSA monitoring methods based on cardiovascular activity should not be kept blind from
including recordings of patients with comorbidities because it is most certain
that these are not negligible. As an example, insomnia has been found to occur in over 30% of the OSA cases and these two sleep disorders share a large
part of their symptoms [250, 251].
Datasets with enough variety can help pinpoint the weaknesses of the
developed algorithms, as in Chapter 2 and 5. Knowing the "Achilles’ heel"
can help to interpret the output of the algorithms. This has been the case for
actigraphy-based measurement of sleep: this technique has low speciﬁcity
when sleep eﬃciency is low (due mostly to the occurrence of motionless
wake periods), but it is a good candidate to assess sleep hygiene or circadian
problems thanks to high sensitivity [252]. As an example for this thesis
based on Chapter 5, patients undertaking cardiac medication are likely to
have their AHI underestimated and therefore the results of the algorithm
have to be taken only as a conﬁrmation of the disorder, like for the HSAT,
rather than a complete diagnosis.
6
Cardiovascular-based OSA monitoring methods must take confounding factors, such as cardiovascular and sleep comorbidity,
into account to increase reliability and deﬁne their weaknesses.
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6.2.2 Clinical vs. Machine learning goals The methods of Chapter 2 and
5 consist of two steps: 1) classiﬁcation of each epoch, 2) regression of the
ratio of the number of RE-epochs and the total sleep time to obtain the AHI.
Each step is characterized by different goals. The ﬁrst has to achieve the best
classiﬁcation of RE-epochs, and the second has to provide the best AHI estimation. At ﬁrst glance, these goals seem to go hand-in-hand. In an ideal situation, a higher epoch classiﬁcation accuracy would lead to a better estimation
of AHI. However, this is unlikely in a "real-world" clinical dataset principally
because of the combination of imbalanced classiﬁcation classes (more nonRE-epochs than RE-epochs) and the unavoidable presence of false-positive
and negative detections (e.g., due to confounding factors with similar autonomic activity effect as REs). Therefore, it often occurs that when improving
the sensitivity, i.e. increasing the detection of RE-epochs, comes at the price
of overestimating AHI, i.e. increasing the number of false detections. This
is even more likely to happen with cardiovascular-based methods because
their features are generally aspeciﬁc with respect to OSA.
In machine learning, a good balance between true and false detections is
usually determined by using metrics that penalize false detections, like the
f1-score (i.e., the harmonic mean between sensitivity and positive predictive
value - or precision). However, this does not solve the AHI overestimation
in our case. The method described in Chapter 5 has also been evaluated
using the f1-score, calculated per-recording and averaged, to optimize the
threshold applied to the output probability of the RE-epoch classiﬁcation. The
f1-optimized threshold is 0.45; this threshold generates higher number of
positive detections than the 0.65 threshold obtained with the OSA severity
agreement-optimization described in the chapter. The f1-optimized threshold generates a statistically lower AHI error (i.e. reference minus estimated
AHI) compared to the original approach (Figure 6.2) that indicates a higher
tendency in overestimating the AHI.
The reason behind this counterintuitive behavior (i.e., overestimation occurring when false positives are penalized) is due to the f1-score:
f 1 = 2∗

6

2∗TP
pr eci si on ∗ sensi t i vi t y
=
,
pr eci si on + sensi t i vi t y 2 ∗ T P + F P + T N

(6.1)

where TP are the true positives, FP the false positives, and TN the true negative. The f1-score is ill-deﬁned for recordings without RE-events: when there
are no RE-epochs present, the TP are not deﬁned because the positive class is
missing. Therefore, the f1-score becomes independent from FP and TN and
cannot be deﬁned.
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At the same time the f1-score is biased by recordings with a very small
amount of RE-epochs. As an example for this type of recording, we can approximate that there are 1.5 respiratory events in each RE-epoch and the
total sleep time is approximately 6.96 hours (number inspired by Chapter 5).
The AHI, precision (P %) and sensitivity (S%) are:
T P = n ∈ [0, N ],

(6.2)

1.5 ∗ N
,
6.96
n
TP
=
,
P% =
TP +FP n +FP
TP
n
S% =
= ,
TP +FN N

(6.3)

AH I ≈

(6.4)
(6.5)

where N is the number of RE-epochs.
The AHI overestimation can be then deﬁned as:
AH I over est i mat i on =

1.5 ∗ N
,
6.96

(6.6)

6

Figure 6.2: AHI estimation error boxplots for different method optimization approaches. The method optimized using the f1-score overestimates signiﬁcantly more
than the one optimized agreement between OSA severity (p<0.01 [253]). Besides, the
f1-optimized method has a signiﬁcantly higher absolute error. Boxplot outliers hidden for clarity.
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This overestimation can be expressed as a function of the AHI, the sensitivity and precision:
1−P%
,
P%
AH I
N ≈ 6.96 ∗
,
1.5

FP = n ∗

n = S% ∗ N ,
AH I over est i mat i on ≈

AH I ∗ S% ∗ (1 − P %)
.
P%

(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.9)
(6.10)

Considering a good RE-epoch detection performance with sensitivity of 100%
and precision of 70% for a recording with a AHI of 4 events/h, this produce a
f1-score of 0.82 and an AHI overestimation of 1.7 events/h. This is enough to
misclassify the recording as a mild OSA case (estimated AHI = 5.7 events/h)
instead of a recording without OSA. The overestimation increases with the
increase of the AHI and becomes negligible only if the model would have a
almost perfect precision (Figure 6.3).
The recordings without RE-epochs cannot be included in the average f1score calculation since they lack a positive class; therefore, they do not contribute to building up resistance against false positive detections. In case of
a low number of RE-epochs at least some false positive detections have to

6

Figure 6.3: Effect of precision and AHI on the false positive detection and AHI
overestimation. Even with low AHI (less than 5 events/h) an acceptable level of precision generates a considerable overestimation (assumption: sensitivity equal to 100%).
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be accepted to avoid an f1-score equal to zero due to the null amount of
true positives, due to the presence of confounding factors and a decreased
detectability of hypopnea-related epochs (as shown in Chapter 3. This problem is not exclusive to the f1-score, but extends to other metrics like Cohen’s
kappa [137], which albeit more robust to imbalance, are not immune to extremely unbalance or absent minority class.
Therefore, although technically tempting to chase the best overall epochby-epoch classiﬁcation performance, this does not have to come at the expense of disregarding the ﬁnal clinical application of the developed methods.
The AHI is still the main objective metric to deﬁne OSA, even with all critique
that surrounds it and that will be discussed in the following section. Overestimating AHI would signiﬁcantly diminish the usefulness of a method as an
objective and unobtrusive screening test for OSA, especially considering the
over-sensitivity that is intrinsic in this metric [28].
Undoubtedly, a screening test with low sensitivity is also highly undesirable because it could delay the delivery of the proper care to patients. However, this risk is minimal for the method described in Chapter 5. Even if it
has a low screening sensitivity to moderate and severe OSA (62% and 46%,
respectively), it is still adequately able to screen for the presence of any
severity of OSA (mild OSA screening sensitivity of 77%). Instead, a method
optimized based on the classiﬁcation performance would generate almost
indiscriminately screen-in of both OSA and not OSA. For Chapter 5 has a
mild OSA sensitivity of 96% with a speciﬁcity of 24% (under optimal signal
quality conditions).
The North star for developing unobtrusive methods for OSA monitoring should be to provide useful clinical information, even
when this goes against achieving the best machine learning performance.

6.3 THE AHI IS DEAD; LONG LIVE THE AHI
6.3.1 AHI origins and general critique The apnea-hypopnea index (AHI)
made its ﬁrst appearance as a possible ruling metric for the presence of OSA
in 1999, thanks to the effort of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
(AASM). The AASM task force suggested the scoring criteria for the REs (known
as "Chicago criteria") and the current cut-off for the three OSA severities
base on the AHI, i.e. mild OSA for AHI>5 events/h, moderate OSA for AHI>15
events/h, and severe OSA for AHI>30 events/h. The AHI became the oﬃcial
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OSA-deﬁning metric in the second edition of the International Classiﬁcation
of Sleep Disorders (ICSD-2) in 2005. According to the ICDS-2, nocturnal or
diurnal symptoms (e.g., snoring and daytime sleepiness) co-occurring with
an AHI≥5 events/h or an AHI≥15 events/h, even in the absence of relevant
symptoms, deﬁne the presence of OSA syndrome (OSAS). This deﬁnition still
holds nowadays and it is generally used to prescribe positive airway pressure
therapy (PAP) for most cases.
The usage of the AHI by the medical community and healthcare insurers
is as extensive as the debate around its merit as the sole objective metric to
deﬁne OSA. Nowadays, the sleep medical community agrees that the AHI is
overall a ﬂawed metric from several perspectives [28]. The clearest AHI deﬁciency as a descriptor of the disorder is its poor correlation with the most
obvious OSA symptoms. Several studies showed that AHI could limitedly explain "perceived" symptoms, like sleepiness, as well as "measurable" symptoms, like driving performance [30, 254]. Another ﬂaw of the AHI is its unchanged role as the OSA severity metric. The cut-offs to determine the severity were designed based on the "Chicago criteria" that are different from the
current REs scoring rules [99]. In the former, 4% desaturation and 50% airﬂow reduction deﬁned hypopneas, while the current rules require a 30% airﬂow reduction combined with 3% desaturation or an arousal. Changing the
REs scoring deﬁnition causes non-negligible changes in the number of annotated REs and the AHI consequently. However, the severity cut-off remained
the same. The fallacious casual association between an elevated AHI and the
disorder, deﬁned more correctly as OSAS, constitutes another ﬂaw of this
metric [28]. OSAS diagnosis relies on two pillars: the elevated AHI and the
presence of symptoms [3]. However, the former is handled with questionable
thresholds and the latter are often unspeciﬁc, like excessive daytime sleepiness and non-restorative sleep. In addition, the gold reference AHI, i.e. obtained during a single night PSG, is just a single snapshot of a highly variable
disorder that might wrongly encompass the characteristics of this dynamic
disorder [84, 255, 256].
Already these few examples could be seen as enough arguments to undermine the signiﬁcance of the AHI and, consequently, the ﬁnal goal of this
thesis. However, the AHI is just a metric, and as such, the problem does not
rely on what it describes but rather on its usage. This metric is the average occurrence of OSA manifestations during one night; therefore, it undoubtedly
gives information, which together with other evidence, can help frame the
disorder. Metaphorically, hammers are not to blame for being only capable
of nailing; in fact, it is not possible to think of carpenter toolboxes with only
hammers, just as one cannot conceive of toolboxes without one. It is up to
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the carpenter to decide when and how to best use it: the size of the hammer
(AHI severity thresholds) depends on the size of the nails (REs scoring rules).
At the same time, the specialist will use the hammer (AHI) together with other
tools (questionnaires, PAP responsiveness, and comorbidity investigation) to
ﬁnalize its creation (OSAS diagnosis).
This section will explore ways to get the best of the AHI, especially in light
of its new capability to be assessed cheaply, unobtrusively, and continuously.
The AHI has signiﬁcant limitations but nevertheless remains a
descriptor of the occurrence of OSA. However, it should be interpreted with great care and in the context of the clinical picture.

6.3.2 Long-term AHI monitoring Is it possible to judge a movie just from
its trailer? Most would agree that the trailer is informative, for instance, to
understand the type of movie or to know which actors are in, but it is not
enough to assign a rating. Similar reasoning is applicable to the sleep evaluation performed in the clinics. PSG recordings contain an extensive amount of
information regarding sleep, but their ﬁeld of vision is limited to a single night
far from the usual sleeping condition. In some cases, the information gathered by the PSG can be enough to have a clear picture of the patients. For
instance, the specialist’s assessment of a patient found via the PSG to have
an extremely severe OSA case with normal sleep duration (AHI>60 events/h,
≈6-7h of total sleep time) and clear symptoms would likely not change the
assessment if the patient were monitored in successive nights, at home [84].
However, this might not be the case for a patient found with mild and moderate OSA [84, 255, 257].
Reducing the burden on clinics and on patients is one of the advantages
of HSATs. They allow investigating OSA directly in the patients’ bedrooms
thanks to the reduced amount of channels and the possibility of being set
up by the patient him/herself [20]. HSATs are an obvious candidate for multinight OSA assessment; however, even if the burden is reduced, sleeping connected with an HSAT is still far from the normal "unmonitored" sleep. The
relevance of this burden increases with the number of measured nights, a
number that is still under investigation, but that might be far more than just
a few nights [256].
The method proposed in this thesis aims to ﬁll this long-term OSA monitoring gap. A wrist-worn device would drastically reduce the measurement
burden at the cost of a lower amount of information and a higher risk of
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error. These two drawbacks can be mitigated by using a wrist-worn device
as a complement to the standard sleep assessments and by the fact that
a larger amount of nights can be easily measured. In the former case, the
wrist-worn device can be given when there is a tangible risk of OSA as a predominant pathological condition according to the symptomatology and PSG
(i.e. unobtrusive cardiovascular monitoring as clinical follow-up). In this case,
the wearable long-term AHI monitoring task would be to conﬁrm or better
deﬁne the disorder in the sleep context undisturbed by obtrusive monitoring equipment. In the latter case, having multiple nights allows one to discard those with low signal reliability, at the same time theoretically reducing
the estimation error by averaging multiple estimations. Chapter 5 and Appendix A.3 show that enforcing a higher PPG quality signiﬁcantly improved
the AHI estimation performance; e.g. the intraclass correlation increased
from 0.64 (C.I. 0.51–0.74) to 0.76 (C.I. 0.65–0.84) and the AHI estimation error decreased from 4.7±11.8(average±standard deviation) 2.2±8.4 events/h
when going from none to the highest tested PPG quality standard. The resulting decrease in the number of available recordings would be compensated by
the possibility of measuring additional nights in case the cause is not chronic.
A scenario can even be envisioned in which the amount of required reliable
recordings is preset. If it is not reached within a certain time frame, it would
indicate other underlying problems (such as cardiovascular conditions) and
trigger more detailed clinical investigations.
The AHI is subject to night-to-night variability. An unobtrusive
tool to estimate this metric at-home over longer time periods
might help to better characterize the patient.

6

6.3.3 Out-of-the-clinic multi-factorial evaluation of OSA A myriad of factors inﬂuence sleep, ranging from disorders like OSA to lifestyle choices [258].
PSG testing is excellent for investigating the objective details of sleep and determining the physiological manifestations of a sleep disorder. Instead, an
interview between the patient and clinician, with or without the aid of standardized questionnaires, can explore all the subjective manifestations of a
syndrome. These approaches are combined, e.g. in the AHI-based OSA severity grading, to rightfully place the patient’s wellness above the mere results of
the objective measurement and the subjective evaluation. However, this approach might oversimplify the OSA characterization, especially when based
on the AHI [28].
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Measuring unobtrusively objective sleep parameters, in addition to the
AHI, might help to characterize better patients with OSA and other comorbidities. For instance, combining objective sleep parameters, including AHI,
with the subjective impression of sleep can help assess COMISA, i.e., comorbid OSA and insomnia [75]. These patients show a low adherence to positive
airway pressure treatments for OSA, making them ineffective. Combining
the OSA and insomnia treatments, like cognitive behavioral therapy, helps improve the insomnia symptoms and increase CPAP acceptance and use. Therefore, being able to spot both disorders could turn an unsatisﬁed patient into
a treated one.
Wrist-worn devices might also help to identify additional objective characteristics that cannot be assessed with the clinical interview. For instance, the
unobtrusiveness of these devices allows using them also during the daytime.
Although still in need of proper validation, wearables could help to assess the
daytime sleep of individuals. This measure could enhance certain reported
symptoms, like daytime sleepiness, with objective data and help in the assessment of other sleep dysfunctions, like circadian rhythm disorders [16].
In addition to strictly sleep-related metrics, wrist-worn devices can provide
information on the lifestyle of a person. For instance, they can track the physical activity of a patient. This information can be used to promote exercise to
improve sleep hygiene or, speciﬁcally for OSA, reduce the weight component
contributing to this disorder [259, 260].
Unobtrusive devices, like wrist-worn photoplethysmography, are
a jack of all trades in physiological monitoring: they cannot substitute a standard diagnostic but allow a broad view of a person’s
wellbeing during both day- and night-time.

6.4 FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
There is still a long road ahead to the next generation of sleep diagnostics, but
new technologies and methods are rapidly entering the physiological monitoring world. Here, a few possible future developments that would enrich the
method proposed in this thesis.
6.4.1 Expanding the sensing capabilities Photoplethysmography is
widely known for its capability to estimate blood oxygen saturation (SpO2 ).
This measurement is based on the different absorption of red and nearinfrared light by the oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, i.e. the protein
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in red blood cells bonded and not bonded with oxygen molecules [31, 261].
SpO2 is one of the deﬁning characteristics of respiratory events (at least
3% desaturation threshold according to the latest recommended guidelines [99]). Several methods showed that adding SpO2 to cardiovascular
information increases the OSA monitoring performance, and in some cases
even made largely redundant the cardiovascular information [262, 263].
However, the literature using SpO2 for OSA monitoring is based on the same
transmissive ﬁnger PPG included in the standard PSG and HSAT, not the
green-light reﬂective PPG usually included in a wrist-worn device. Due to the
absorption spectrum of the blood, SpO2 cannot be estimated with greenlight photoplethysmography [264]. Nowadays, several consumer wrist-worn
devices include SpO2 estimation by embedding photodiodes emitting in
the red/infra-red spectrum in addition to the green photodiodes [68, 69].
Although promising [265], this technology is yet to be validated in the OSA
population and for similar measurement settings, i.e. continuous overnight
recordings. Reﬂective SpO2 estimation would be an important addition to
unobtrusive OSA monitoring with cardiovascular information. Theoretically,
they should be able to complement each other in describing respiratory
events. The SpO2 estimation could increase the sensitivity to respiratory
events characterized by desaturations, independently by their inﬂuence
on the autonomic system, while cardiovascular information could take
the lead in the detection of the events characterized by arousal without a
clear desaturation.
Snoring is one of the most common signs of OSA. It can occur during respiratory events, during partial obstructions of the upper airway, or at their
end, when the normal breathing is abruptly resumed [266]. Besides being a screening marker of OSA, snoring is also measured during PSG via an
acoustic sensor, a piezoelectric sensor, or a nasal pressure transducer [267].
Automatic snoring detection, especially with non-contact microphones, has
been extensively studied in the literature [268]. The leitmotiv of most of the
published methods is that detecting snoring is a cost-effective and unobtrusive solution for OSA screening. Sound can be measured with microphones
placed in proximity of a person’s bed, therefore, without interfering with their
usual sleep. Several methods also investigate smartphone microphones for
snoring detection and found encouraging results, although they should be
clinically conﬁrmed [269]. It is easy to envision a measuring set-up that includes both cardiovascular and snoring information by leveraging the widely
spread combination of wrist-worn devices and smartphones. Snoring features can be used along with the cardiovascular features to enrich the information available to a RE-epochs classiﬁer. Besides, snoring detection can
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be used to select the portions of sleep likely characterized by an upper airway resistance change. This could reduce the confounding factors fed to a
cardiovascular-based REs detection model, and consequently increase the
discriminative power of the cardiovascular information.
Future works should aim to clinically validate these sensing technologies
and investigate how to combine them to enhance their OSA monitoring capabilities mutually.
Wrist-worn SpO2 estimation and snoring detection could further
improve unobtrusive rPPG-based OSA monitoring by including
physiological information complementary to the cardiovascular
response to respiratory events.

6.4.2 Taking full advantage of deep learning The ﬁeld of machine learning, and especially its deep learning branch, is blooming in the last decade.
Complex algorithms are used in various applications, ranging from the consumer to the medical world. Especially deep learning methods showed to
be capable of taking the place of standard machine learning approaches. An
example is the fading-away of the classical feature-based machine learning
approach for classiﬁcation purposes in favor of end-to-end deep neural networks [270]. End-to-end networks extract the information needed for the
classiﬁcation directly from a signal, rather than relying on the hard-coded
features extracted from the signal based on human knowledge. With respect
to this thesis, an end-to-end network would be fed with the IBIs, or even directly with the rPPG signal, instead of cardiovascular features. This approach
has several possible advantages. The most signiﬁcant could be the automatic
extrapolation of relevant features and the shift from epoch-by-epoch classiﬁcation to respiratory event detection.
An end-to-end network can learn what are the most discriminative characteristics for OSA monitoring directly from the signal rather than depending
on a set of a ﬁnite set of manually deﬁned cardiovascular features. This approach has already been attempted by Olsen et al. [60]; they proposed a recurrent neural network with ECG-derived IBIs and respiration as inputs. The
method achieved promising results for RE-epoch detection (60-sec epochs)
on a large group of recordings from two population-based datasets (test
set 968 recordings). Their AHI estimation performance is moderately higher
than the method reported in Chapter 5 (bias and [95% CI]: Olsen et al. 0.9 [14.9–16.8] events/h, Chapter 5 3.3 [-16.6–23.2] events/h). This also impedes
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any comparison with respect to the screening capabilities of the two methods.
Even though the end-to-end approach does not seem to produce a substantial improvement, the end-to-end approach is on the right path to outperform
a feature-based approach when the proper model and data, in terms of number and complexity, are employed.
Another advantage of an end-to-end network is to be able to break the
epoch-by-epoch wall, i.e. going from epoch-by-epoch detection to RE detections. Features are calculated over a certain portion of the signal (window);
this can be reduced only until the features maintain their meaning. For instance, the window for spectrum-related HRV features are bounded to the
frequency range to be evaluated [50, 271]. This windowing approach lowpass ﬁlters the information contained in the signal used. Consequently, the
features tend to soften abrupt events, e.g. the resumption of breathing after
a respiratory event. Instead, a properly developed network could be able to
identify the ending of respiratory events by looking directly at the cardiovascular signal. Several algorithms submitted to the Computing in Cardiology
Challenge of 2018 on arousal detection employ this approach, including the
winning algorithm of the challenge [272, 273]. The challenge consisted of detecting arousal within seconds from its occurrence using thirteen signals from
PSG recordings, including EEG and respiratory signals. Logically this is different from the path walked in this thesis since the algorithms submitted to the
challenge had the advantage of using several PSG signals. However, a similar
approach might be reproduced with rPPG devices. For instance, an rPPG device can be paired with a smartphone to record audio signals, accelerometry
is usually included in wrist-worn devices and SpO2 estimation is close to becoming standardly embedded too, and Chapter 4 showed that respiratory
information could be extracted from rPPG signals. These signals might be
added to the raw rPPG as additional inputs of an end-to-end deep learning
network for respiratory events detection.
Future research should push the boundaries of OSA monitoring
with cardiovascular signals by applying deep learning methods
independent from human-deﬁned features and directed towards
respiratory event detection rather than epoch classiﬁcation.
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6.5 EPILOGUE
This Ph.D. research started in 2016. Back then, it was already more than a
decade that the scientiﬁc community, both clinical and technical, was seeking to enhance the standard OSA monitoring techniques with new unobtrusive and autonomous technologies. This research was completed in 2021,
and we are still making our way towards the top of this mountain. Thanks
to a tireless research community, we gather numerous tools along the way.
A whole plethora of cardiovascular features and methods to measure sleep
has been developed. New devices, like wrist-worn photoplethysmography,
are now well-known and accepted, both by patients and clinicians. At the
same time, the path to be walked changed, becoming clearer at every step.
The research effort on OSA is now directed at unravelling the possible connections with other disorders and to understand the effect of its dynamic and
multifaceted nature.
This research is another step toward the top of the OSA monitoring mountain. Although not the ﬁnal step, this thesis aims to be a solid step. It sheds
light on some yet not well-investigated areas of cardiovascular-based OSA
monitoring, like the inﬂuence of other comorbidities or real-life signals. It proposes new methods to enable OSA monitoring using what became the most
common physiological measurement globally, i.e. wrist-worn photoplethysmography. Finally, it paves the way towards future challenges and possible
applications of monitoring patients unobtrusively, holistically, and continuously in their own home (even if placed at the top of a literal mountain).
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Appendix
A.1

CONTRIBUTION OF RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY AND SLEEP
STAGE PROBABILITY FEATURES
To the best of our knowledge, our method was the ﬁrst one using respiratory activity features and sleep stages probability as input features for OSA
monitoring tasks with rPPG devices. Therefore, we proved the additional values of these features by developing a method focused on HRV, similar to the
one we previously published for ECG signal [80]. This method employed only
HRV features, activity counts and feature coverage (HRV-centered method)
as input for a deep learning model. The model was selected based on the
models provided to step 2 of the deep learning model selection procedure
(Appendix A.2). Starting from step 2 allowed having a model tuned for the
reduced feature set without repeating the entire model architecture search.
We compared the RE-epoch detection performance and AHI estimation error
(i.e. average bias and limits of agreement) obtained with the HRV-centered
method with our proposed method in order to prove the value of the additional features, i.e. sleep stages probability and respiration activity features.
The comparison was based on the hold-out test set with the exclusion of low
rPPG quality recordings.
The RE-epoch detection performance of the proposed method and the
one with the reduced feature set are reported in Table A.1. The AHI estimation was characterized by 5.3±23.8 events/h average bias and limits of agreement. The deep learning model selected using only HRV features was the
same as the proposed method with the complete feature set. The additional
features improved both the RE-epoch detection and AHI estimation performance. For the HRV-centered model, the epochs characterised by limb movements contributed to 38% of the false-positive detection and the speciﬁcity,
sensitivity and PPV in these epochs were respectively 90%, 34% and 31%.

Features
HRV +
Respiratory
activity +
Accelerometer +
Context
HRV +
Accelerometer

Cohen’s
kappa

Accuracy
[%]

Sensitivity
[%]

Speciﬁcity
[%]

PPV
[%]

PR
AUC

ROC
AUC

0.37

86

39

94

51

0.47

0.82

0.31

85

31

94

49

0.42

0.79

Table A.1: Comparison of the RE-epoch detection performance for different feature sets. Calculated for the hold-out set without the low rPPG quality recordings
exclusion. The performance is for the overall number of epochs contributing to the
AHI (i.e. not Wake and epochs with less than 80% undeﬁned features).

The addition of respiratory activity and sleep stage probability features to
the HRV variability features contributed to increasing the conﬁdence in the
RE-epoch detection. A tight connection exists between respiratory activity
features and the investigated phenomena, i.e. sleep events affecting the respiratory activity; therefore, we think they played a crucial role in distinguishing RE-epochs from non-RE-epochs and especially those inﬂuenced by autonomic activity confounding factors. The increase of sensitivity and PPV with
an unchanged speciﬁcity obtained with the full feature set in comparison with
the HRV-centered set supported our hypothesis and it translated in a lower
AHI underestimation and narrower limits of agreements. The lower susceptibility to limb movements of the HRV-centered method was exchanged for
a lower true-positive detection rate. This trade-off generated a method too
cautious in assigning the positive class and, therefore, more prone to AHI
underestimation.
A.2 DEEP LEARNING MODEL
A.2.1 Deep learning models training The general architecture of a deep
learning model for supervised learning consists of a series of stacked layers,
with layer-dependent characteristics (hyper-parameters), which connect the
input features with the desired output, i.e. epoch-by-epoch probability for
positive class. We explored several possible combinations of blocks of layers and hyper-parameters, summarized in Table A.2. The work of Radha et
al. [232] inspired us to include LSTM and dense layers in our blocks. The
choice of using convolution was based on the capability of this type of layers
to extract meaningful information from multidimensional time-series with
lower risk of over-ﬁtting than other type of layers, such as recurrent and
dense layers.
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Block type
Stacked dense
block
Stacked
convolution
block (type 0)
Stacked
convolution
block (type 1)

Stacked
convolution
block (type 2)

Stacked
convolution
block (type 3)

Stacked LSTM
block
Additive Noise
block
Input drop-out
(optional ﬁrst
block)
Output block
(always last
block)

Structure
Dense(C)
+ Time distributed dropout
+ N × [Dense(C/2)
+ Time distributed dropout]
N × [Convolution(F, K)
+ Batch normalization]
N × [Convolution(F, K)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
+ N × [Convolution(F, K*)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
N x [Convolution(F, K)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
+ N × [Convolution(F/2, K)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
N × [Convolution(F, K)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
+ N × [Convolution(F/2, K)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise
+ N × [Convolution(F, K*)
+ Batch normalization]
+ Gaussian Noise

Hyper-parameters
C = [128, 64, 32]
Dropout rate = [0, 20%]
N = [0, 1]
Activation = sigmoid
F = [32, 64, 128]
K = [3, 5, 7]
N = [1, 3, 5]
Activation = exponential linear unit
F = [32, 64, 128]
K = [3, 5, 7]
K* = K with dilation rate of 2
N = [1, 3, 5]
Activation = exponential linear unit
Noise standard deviation = [0.01, 0.1]
F = [32, 64, 128]
K = [3, 5, 7]
N = [1, 3, 5]
Activation = exponential linear unit
Noise standard deviation = [0.01, 0.1]
F = [32, 64, 128]
K = [3, 5, 7]
K* = K with dilation rate of 2
N = [1, 3, 5]
Activation = exponential linear unit
Noise standard deviation = [0.01, 0.1]

N × [Bidirectional LSTM(C)
+ Time distributed dropout]

C = [32, 64]
Dropout rate = [30%, 50%]
Activation = tanh
Recurrent activation = hard sigmoid

Gaussian Noise

Noise standard deviation = [0.01, 0.1]

Time distributed dropout

Dropout rate = [0%, 20%]

Dense(C)
+ Time distributed dropout
+ Dense(1)

C = [32, 16]
Dropout rate = [0%, 30%]
Activation = sigmoid

Table A.2: Blocks used to search for the best deep learning model. C = # of
neurons, F = # of ﬁlters, K = kernel size, N = # of stacked layers. Hyperparameter
belonging to all the layers: Kernel constraint = maxnorm(3).
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We performed this exploration from the simplest to the most complex
structures and empirically adjusted our exploration based on the AHI estimation results obtained on the training and validation sets, i.e. blindly from the
hold-out test set. As an example, only a few long-short term memory (LSTM)
-based models were explored because we noticed that they were usually performing worse than other architectures during our initial explorations.
Some examples of model architectures searched (independently by the
hyperparameters used):
• Input drop-out → Stacked dense block → Stacked LSTM block → Output
block
• Input drop-out → Stacked dense block → Stacked convolution block
(type 1) → Output block
• Input drop-out → Noise block → Stacked convolution block (type 3) →
Stacked convolution block (type 3) → Stacked convolution block (type 2)
→ Output block
For each model, we set the maximum number of training iterations to
5000 and used a batch size of 32 overnight recordings. The loss function
used was a weighted binary cross-entropy and the optimizer a root mean
square propagation optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. The training
stopped when the validation set loss did not improve at least by 0.0005 for
300 consecutive training iterations, and we selected the model with the lowest validation loss as the ﬁnal model. The models were been implemented in
a Python 3.6 environment using the Keras functions of the Tensorﬂow library
(version 1.14).
The amount of RE-epochs is lower than the amount of non-RE-epochs. To
compensate for the class imbalanced, we calculated the loss weight of each
epoch as:
Cw =

N t ot . epochs
N RE −epochs + N ad j. RE −epochs

C w ,

loss
=

weight(i)
1,

,

if epoch(i) or epoch(i±1) are RE-epochs,

(A.1)

(A.2)

otherwise.

where N RE −epochs , N ad j. RE −epochs and N t ot . epochs are, respectively, the amount
of RE-epochs, the amount of non-RE-epochs adjacent to a RE-epoch and the
total amount of epochs. In this manner, we also forced the model to pay
attention to the change in class from one epoch to the next. Epochs with
more than 80% of undeﬁned features were considered unreliable, and they
were assigned loss weight of zero.
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The output of each model, i.e. positive class probability, was thresholded
to deﬁne a positive class detection. The choice of the probability threshold
was performed on the training set based on Cohen’s kappa between reference and estimated OSA severity [80]).
A.2.2 Deep learning model selection After training over a thousand different deep learning models to perform RE-epochs detection, we selected
the model that performed best in AHI estimation in the validation set. More
speciﬁcally,
1. We selected the 20 models with unique combinations of blocks, used independently from their hyper-parameters, that had the highest Cohen’s
kappa [137] between reference and estimated OSA severity;
2. These selected models were retrained eight times by re-randomizing
training and validation sets. In this way, we estimated the resilience to
changes in training and validation data;
3. We selected the model architecture with the best median Cohen’s kappa
of OSA severity;
4. For the selected model architecture, we selected the model using the
training and validation sets split with the highest Spearman’s correlation
between the reference and estimated AHI.
We decided to select the model based on the AHI estimation performance
instead of the RE-epochs detection performance to avoid possible bias introduced by participants with few respiratory events (i.e. cases when positive
class is absent or extremely unbalanced). Even though the OSA severity is an
ordinal quantity, we opted for standard Cohen’s kappa instead of its weighted
version [231] to have a stricter evaluation of each misclassiﬁcation. The last
selection step employed the Spearman’s correlation, as opposed to Cohen’s
kappa, because it can account for the spread within each OSA severity class.
A.2.3 Performance of the selected model architecture The twenty
unique architectures selected in step 1 of the model selection had more than
a fair agreement between the reference and the estimated OSA severity in
the validation set (minimum OSA severity: Cohen’s kappa of 0.37 amongst the
20 selected). Most of these architectures were stacked convolutional blocks
spaced by blocks to reduce over-ﬁtting (Gaussian noise layers). The selected
model architecture (step 3. of the model selection) had a median and IQR of
the OSA severity Cohen’s kappa on the re-randomized validation sets equal
to 0.36 [0.26 – 0.38].
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A.3 INFLUENCE OF RPPG QUALITY ON PERFORMANCE
The performance after the exclusion of low-quality recordings showed an
increase with respect to the AHI estimation. Therefore, we tested wheter
further tightening of the rPPG quality requirements would increase performance. Since the initial low-quality deﬁnition was based on multiple parameters derived from the training, we decided to maintain a similar deﬁnition for
the more tight quality requirements. We calculated the parameters reported
in Table 5.5 also for 20th , 30th , 40th and 50th percentile of the quality of the
training set recordings (Table A.3).
Increasing the quality requirements generated an overall increase in performance for RE-epoch detection (Table A.4) and AHI estimation (Table A.5)
at the cost of a decreased amount of recordings available.
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Minimum values of training set quality percentiles
rPPG quality metrics

10th

20th

30th

40th

50th

83

87

90

91

93

Average pulse quality index

0.85

0.90

0.91

0.92

0.93

Median pulse quality index

0.97

IBI coverage [%]

0.90

0.95

0.96

0.97

% of pulses with quality index > 0.6

89

94

95

96

97

25th percentile pulse quality index

0.80

0.85

0.88

0.89

0.91

75th percentile pulse quality index

0.96

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

Table A.3: Incremental rPPG quality recording exclusion criteria. These metrics
were calculated for each 30-seconds epoch and averaged for each recording.
rPPG quality requirement
RE-epoch detection performance

None

10th

20th

30th

40th

50th

0.36

0.37

0.37

0.38

0.39

0.41

Accuracy [%]

85

86

87

88

88

88

Sensitivity [%]

38

39

39

41

42

44

Speciﬁcity [%]

94

94

94

94

94

94

Cohen’s kappa

PPV [%]

53

51

51

49

51

53

PR AUC

0.48

0.47

0.46

0.47

0.51

0.51

0.80
222039
(32456)

0.82
171237
(22305)

0.82
122319
(17468)

0.83
95933
(12728)

0.83
83637
(11105)

0.85
62543
(8374)

ROC AUC
Epochs (RE-epochs) [#]

Table A.4: RE-epoch detection performance when the rPPG quality requirements increase. In bold the best performance values.
rPPG quality requirement
AHI estimation performance

None

10th

20th

30th

40th

50th

Spearman’s correlation

0.61

0.67

0.62

0.63

0.64

0.71

ICC(2,1)

0.64
0.51 0.74

0.68
0.57 0.76

0.68
0.57 0.77

0.72
0.62 0.80

0.72
0.62 0.81

0.76
0.65 0.84

ICC(2,1) 95th C.I.
Bias [events/h]

4.7

3.3

3.1

2.1

2.2

2.2

Limits of agreement [events/h]
OSA severity weighted Cohen’s
kappa

23.5

19.9

19.3

17.3

17.3

16.9

0.46

0.51

0.51

0.54

0.56

0.60

Recordings [#]

252

188

157

123

106

78

Table A.5: AHI estimation performance when the rPPG quality requirements
increase. In bold the best performance values. Limits of agreement: 1.96 * bias
standard deviation.
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Summary
Sleep is paramount for physiological and psychological well-being. Several
disorders can disrupt sleep however. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), with 1
billion people affected worldwide, is one of the most common disorders. OSA
is characterized by repetitive periods of airﬂow reduction during sleep, which
cause several physiological effects, such as sleep disruption and intermittent
hypoxia. These effects have severe consequences if left untreated, including daytime sleepiness, fatigue, metabolic dysregulation and cardiovascular
complications. Regrettably, it is estimated that up to 80% of patients with
moderate and severe OSA might be undiagnosed, aggravating the health impact on the population. This diagnostic deﬁciency is caused principally by the
diﬃculty to perform reliable population-based screening with the currently
available methods.
The gold standard techniques to diagnose OSA are polysomnography
(PSG) and polygraphic home sleep apnea tests (HSAT). They consist of an
overnight recording, in which multiple physiological aspects of sleep are investigated to highlight the presence of pathologically relevant sleep events
and – in the case of PSG – to assess the sleep architecture. The canonical metric to assess OSA severity is the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), a count of the
respiratory events per hour of sleep. PSG- and HSAT-based AHI estimation
provides only a single night picture of a highly variable disorder, therefore it
might fail, for instance, to detect patients with mild OSA severity and mild or
unspeciﬁc clinical symptoms.
Two main challenges in OSA monitoring therefore are 1) improving screening and 2) long-term disease characterization and follow up. This doctoral research aims to overcome these challenges by developing an AHI estimation
method for wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography (rPPG) devices that
allows objective low-cost screening as well as long-term unobtrusive monitoring of OSA.
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a known differentiator between healthy and
OSA-affected sleep and can be inferred from several cardiovascular signals,
including ECG and rPPG. However, sleep is a complex physiological function

and a wide variety of factors can impair the relationship between HRV and
OSA. Our research showed that HRV analysis could quantify OSA even in
a heterogeneously sleep-disordered population. Importantly, it highlighted
that the development of OSA monitoring methods cannot be based on the
dichotomy of healthy versus OSA sleep, since the presence of other sleep disorders affects AHI estimation reliability and, therefore, has to be included in
order to develop robust methods.
The relationship between sleep and cardiovascular information extracted
from rPPG signal is less evident because of the presence of artifacts or arrhythmias. Therefore, our subsequent research focused on developing a
method to estimate the quality of rPPG signals. The proposed solution was
able to reject rPPG pulses that were not caused by sinus-rhythm cardiac contractions through analyzing their morphological similarity with an adaptive
pulse template. The quality estimation makes extraction of information from
the rPPG signals, such as respiratory activity, tolerant to typical artifacts that
occur during free-living sleep monitoring.
Subsequent research focused on extracting a reliable rPPG respiratory activity surrogate and characterizing its reliability with respect to rPPG signal
quality, movements, sleep stages and presence of OSA. The developed surrogate was morphologically similar to the real respiratory activity. Hence, it
allowed extracting respiratory information indicative of OSA presence. Importantly, the presence of OSA had a minor impact on the method’s performance,
making it suitable for OSA monitoring tasks.
In the ﬁnal study, the previously described techniques were combined to
provide an AHI estimation method for wrist-worn rPPG devices. The method
employed a novel deep learning convolutional model to detect the presence
of respiratory events by analyzing HRV and respiratory activity features together with sleep, signal quality and movement information. These detections were used to estimate the AHI of a real clinical population, unselected
in terms of quality of the signals and pathologies. The obtained AHI estimation provided a good representation of the manually annotated AHI. It could
reliably be used for screening and OSA severity estimation, even in a heterogeneously sleep-disordered population.
My doctoral research showed that wrist-worn rPPG devices, such as smartwatch and ﬁtness trackers, have the potential to monitor OSA objectively, unobtrusively, cheaply and continuously for long periods. These characteristics
not only could resolve the two challenges inherited from current clinical tools,
but also open new scenarios for OSA monitoring, such as adding an objective
observation to the subjective screening of OSA with questionnaires and combining night-time and daytime monitoring.
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Samenvatting
Slaap is van groot belang voor de lichamelijke en geestelijke gezondheid.
Er zijn echter verschillende slaapstoornissen die de slaap kunnen verstoren.
Een van de meest voorkomende slaapstoornissen is obstructieve slaapapneu
(OSA). Ongeveer 1 miljard mensen wereldwijd hebben OSA. OSA kenmerkt
zich door herhaalde adempauzes tijdens de slaap, die leiden tot slaapverstoringen en kortdurende dalingen van het zuurstofgehalte in het bloed. Als
deze adempauzes niet behandeld worden, kunnen ze ernstige consequenties
hebben voor de gezondheid, zoals slaperigheid overdag, moeheid, stofwisselingsproblemen, en hart- en vaatproblemen. Helaas is naar schatting 80%
van de mensen met middelmatige tot ernstige OSA niet gediagnosticeerd,
waardoor OSA een grote impact heeft op de wereldwijde gezondheid. Een
belangrijke reden dat er maar weinig mensen gediagnosticeerd zijn, is dat de
huidige diagnostische methoden niet geschikt zijn om een grote groep mensen op een betrouwbare manier te screenen.
De huidige gouden standaard technieken voor de diagnose van OSA zijn
polysomnograﬁe (PSG) en polygraﬁe thuis-slaaponderzoek (home sleep apnea tests, HSAT). Beide onderzoeken bestaan uit een slaapmeting tijdens de
nacht, waarbij meerdere fysiologische slaapsignalen gemeten, zodat de aanwezigheid van OSA-gerelateerde slaapevents kan worden aangetoond. In het
geval van PSG wordt de slaaparchitectuur ook bepaald. De algemeen geaccepteerde manier om de ernst van OSA uit te drukken is het tellen van het
aantal ademhalingsevents per uur slaap, resulterend in de apneu-hypopneu
index (AHI). Met PSG en HSAT is het mogelijk om de AHI te bepalen tijdens
een enkele nacht. OSA is echter een slaapstoornis met een hoge variabiliteit, waardoor één nacht mogelijk niet genoeg is om een compleet beeld te
krijgen, bijvoorbeeld bij mensen met milde of aspeciﬁeke symptomen.
Er zijn dus twee belangrijke uitdagingen in het monitoren van OSA: 1)
het verbeteren van screeningsmethoden en 2) het mogelijk maken om de
slaapstoornis op lange termijn te meten en te volgen. Het doel van dit doctoraalonderzoek is het overwinnen van deze uitdagingen, door een methode te
ontwikkelen om het bepalen van AHI op basis van photophlethysmography

metingen aan de pols (wrist-worn reﬂective photoplethysmography rPPG)
mogelijk te maken. rPPG devices zijn geschikt voor langdurige metingen tijdens meerdere nachten, tegen lage kosten en met minimaal ongemak voor
de patiënt.
De variabiliteit van de hartslag (heart rate variability; HRV) kan worden
gebruikt om gezonde slaap en slaap van mensen met OSA van elkaar te onderscheiden, en kan berekend worden op grond van de hartslagmetingen
op basis van ECG of rPPG. Slaap is echter een complex proces, en er zijn veel
verschillende factoren die de relatie tussen HRV en OSA kunnen beïnvloeden.
Onze onderzoeksresultaten hebben laten zien dat HRV analyse kan worden
gebruikt om de ernst van OSA te bepalen in een heterogene groep van mensen met slaapstoornissen. Uit het onderzoek bleek dat de betrouwbaarheid
van de AHI bepaling niet alleen afhankelijk is van of mensen OSA hebben of
niet, maar ook van de aanwezigheid van andere slaapstoornissen. Deze informatie is dus nodig voor het ontwikkelen van robuuste schattingsmethodes.
Aangezien de relatie tussen slaap en PPG gebaseerd op rPPG metingen
verstoord kan worden door niet-slaapgerelateerde factoren, zoals artefacten
of hartritmestoornissen, was ons volgende onderzoek gericht op het ontwikkelen van een methode om de kwaliteit van PPG signalen te bepalen. De ontwikkelde methode vergelijkt de vorm van een hartslag gemeten met het PPG
signaal met een adaptieve template, en kan zo bepalen of een hartslag van
een sinusritme afkomstig is of niet. Door het gebruik van deze kwaliteitsbepaling werd het mogelijk om op basis van rPPG thuismetingen verschillende
soorten informatie, bijvoorbeeld over de ademhaling, te bepalen, zonder verstoring van ruis.
Het volgende onderzoek had als doel om op een betrouwbare manier een
surrogaat voor ademhalingsactiviteit te meten op basis van rPPG, en om de
invloed van signaalkwaliteit, bewegingen, slaapstadia en OSA op de betrouwbaarheid van deze signalen te bepalen. Het verkregen ademhalingssignaal
was qua vorm vergelijkbaar met het referentie ademhalingssignaal. PPG kon
dus gebruikt worden om ademhalingsinformatie te verkrijgen, die weer kan
worden gebruikt voor de diagnose van OSA. Een belangrijke bevinding was
dat de aanwezigheid van OSA weinig invloed had op de kwaliteit van het signaal, zodat de methode goed bruikbaar is voor het monitoren van OSA.
In de laatste studie werden de eerder beschreven technieken gecombineerd tot een methode voor het bepalen van AHI op basis van rPPG signalen. Als methode werd een deep learning convolutiemodel gebruikt om
ademhalingsevents te detecteren, op basis van informatie over ademhalingsevents, ademhalingsactiviteit, slaap, signaalkwaliteit en beweging. Dit algoritme werd gebruikt om AHI te bepalen in een klinische populatie waarin geen
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selectie van signalen had plaatsgevonden op basis van signaalkwaliteit en
slaapstoornissen. De gedetecteerde AHI scores kwamen goed overeen met
de handmatig gescoorde AHI, zelfs in mensen met verschillende slaapstoornissen.
Mijn doctoraalonderzoek heeft laten zien dat rPPG devices die om de pols
worden gedragen, zoals smartwatch en ﬁtness trackers, potentieel gebruikt
kunnen worden voor objectieve lange termijn monitoring van OSA, op een
niet-obtrusieve en goedkope manier. Op deze manier kunnen de twee uitdagingen van huidige diagnostiek overwonnen worden, en daarnaast levert het
ook nieuwe mogelijkheden op om OSA te monitoren, bijvoorbeeld het toevoegen van objectieve informatie aan de bestaande subjectieve screening d.m.v.
vragenlijsten, en het combineren van monitoren tijdens de nacht en overdag.
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